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CARDINAL WOLSEY.

1 HERE is much reason to suspect that few eminent characters

in history have been more misrepresented than that of Wolsey.

The interests, the passions, and the prejudices of those by whom
alone he could have been well known were combined against

him. They consisted of the most enlightened and powerful of each

important class of his countrymen, and consequently guided the

opinions of the rest. The reformers, of course, shewed him no

favour, and the heads of the Anglo-Romish church beheld with

secret anger the monopoly which he had formed of the favour of

the Papal see, and the alacrity with which he aided the project for

Henry's divorce. The nobility were not less jealous and fearful of

his influence than indignant at the superior splendour assumed by
a priest of obscure origin. When he suddenly declined from the

enormous height on which his capricious master had placed him,

policy, as well as inclination, prompted these several parties to

pour the full tide of their vengeance on his reputation ; to trample,

at the foot of the throne, on the ruins of a fallen favourite ; and,

while they flattered Henry and Anne Boleyn by magnifying his

defects, and depreciating his merits, to represent him to the

nation as a singular instance of the injustice with which fortune

sometimes showers her choicest gifts on the unworthy. The

reformation, immediately succeeding, imposed silence on such as

might have been able and willing to rescue his fame from unde-

served obloquy, and consigned to utter oblivion all those little in-

teresting and lively notices which are the safest guides to a correct

judgment of the human character. The malice of his enemies

could not however conceal from us that he ruled absolutely the

political system of England during the many years in which
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CARDINAL WOLSEY.

Henry's credit, as a monarch and a man, remained unsullied, and

that the enormities of that reign commencedassoon as his ministry

had concluded; and that his magnificence was equalled by his

generosity, and his love of learning by his princely endeavours to

diffuse it among his countrymen ; that his wisdom was eminent,

and that he possessed in that rude age the accomplishments of a

gentleman and a courtier in a degree perhaps peculiar to himself.

His very birth was attacked by slander. He is commonly re-

ported to have been the son of a butcher, of Ipswich, in Suffolk; but

this tale seems to be satisfactorily refuted by the will of Robert

Wuley (and we have ample evidence that the Cardinal in early

life so spelled his surname), dated the twenty-first of September,

1496, and recorded in the Bishop's Court at Norwich : by which

he gives all his lands and tenements in the parish of St. Nicholas,

in Ipswich, and his free and bond lands in the parish of Stoke,

to Joan, his wife, and the residue of his possessions to her, and

his son Thomas, whose destination to the clerical profession he

expressly mentions. Of those persons, who evidently possessed

property of no small consideration, Wolsey was undoubtedly the

offspring. He was born at Ipswich, in the month of March, 1471,

and became a student in the University of Oxford so young, that

he took the degree of Bachelor of Arts at the age of fourteen. He
was afterwards elected a fellow of Magdalen college, and appointed

master of the grammar school belonging to that house, where,

among his other pupils, he instructed the three sons of Thomas

Grey, Marquis of Dorset, who rewarded him by the gift of a rec-

tory in Somersetshire, his first ecclesiastical preferment ; and here

we meet with another story to his prejudice, scarcely credible.

Sir Amias Powlett, a neighbouring magistrate, is said to have

punished him with the stocks, in his own parish, for inebriety;

and we are told that he fled, overwhelmed with shame, from his

cure. Can this scandalous tradition possibly be reconciled with

the known fact that Deane, Archbishop of Canterbury, received

him at that precise period as a domestic chaplain ?



CARDINAL WOLSEY.

Upon the death of that Prelate, in the spring of 1504, he was

retained in the same capacity by Sir John Nanfan, an ancient cour-

tier, in some degree of favour with Henry the seventh, and at that

time treasurer of Calais, and was by that gentleman presently after

recommended to the King's service. He was now appointed one

of the chaplains in the royal household, the treasurer of which,

Sir Thomas Lovel, a wise man, and of much weight in Henry's

councils and favour, presently discerned his superior merit, and

distinguished him by his patronage ; and he gained at the same time

the esteem of Fox, Bishop of Winchester, a minister who enjoyed

the King's peculiar confidence. On the recommendation of these

statesmen, Henry, in 1508, sent him to Flanders, to make a per-

sonal communication to the Emperor, which he performed with

such address, and within a period of time so inconceivably short,

that he was received on his return, both by the King and Council,

with the highest approbation. The rich Deanery of Lincoln, and

other ecclesiastical preferments, were immediately bestowed on

him, and these grants were among the last acts of that reign.

Doubtless he was already well known to Henry the eighth, and

had probably acquired some share of that Prince's good graces

before the death of the late King ; but historians in their fondness

for referring all that occurs in courts to intrigue, ascribe his sudden

elevation to some political circumstances of the time. The affairs

of the state were then wholly directed by Thomas, Earl of Surrey,

soon after Duke of Norfolk, Lord Treasurer, and the Bishop of

Winchester, who held the office of Secretary of State, and the

Privy Seal. Jealousies subsisted between these great men, and

Fox is said to have recommended Wolsey with peculiar earnestness,

in the hope that he might become the instrument of supplanting

the Treasurer in the King's favour. If this report be correct, the

Bishop conceived his plan in an evil hour for himself, for Wolsey

presently became so completely master of Henry's opinions and

affections that both Fox and his rival were forced, for their own

credit, to abandon the administration of affairs which they were
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CARDINAL WOLSEY.

no longer suffered to guide. To gain this ascendancy he had

addressed himself at once to his master's wisdom and weakness ;

to his passions and prejudices ; to his love of science and of plea-

sure ; to his ambition for political distinction, and his earnest

desire of despotic rule. Such was Wolsey's discernment, and such

the versatility of his talents, that he fully succeeded in all.

Henry, who on his accession had given him the office of Al-

moner, admitted him soon after into the Privy Council ; loaded

him with benefices, among which were the Deaneries of York and

Hereford ; and appointed him first Register, and then Chancellor,

of the Order of the Garter : but he now rose with the most unpa-

ralleled rapidity. In 1513 he was appointed Bishop of Tournay,

in Flanders, and, a few months after, of Lincoln ; in the autumn

of the following year, he was promoted to the See of York, and

succeeded Warham in the office of Lord High Chancellor ; and on

the seventh of September, 1515, obtained the Cardinal's hat. As

the Court of Rome had now honoured him with its highest dignity,

so presently after it invested him with the greatest powers it had

to bestow, by a commission appointing him Legate & latere, which

he received in the following year. In the mean time his revenues

outstripteven the measure of his preferments. He held, together

with the See of York, the Bishoprick of Durham, which he after-

wards exchanged for Winchester ; farmed, at rents scarcely more

than nominal, those of Worcester, Hereford, and Bath, which had

been given by Henry the seventh to foreigners, who resided in

their respective countries ; and had the rich abbey of St. Albans

in commendam. His presents and pensions from several princes

amounted to an immense annual sum. Such compliments were

common in those days, and were openly accepted by ministers of

state, not as bribes to seduce them from their loyalty, but as

acknowledgments of their fair and honourable protection in their

respective countries of the just interests of the donors. Indeed

Wolsey's bitterest enemies have never ventured to breathe a sus-

picion on his fidelity.
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CARDINAL WOLSEY.

His enormous income, which has been computed to exceed that

of the Crown, he expended with a magnificence which were it not

the best authenticated part of his story, would seem utterly incre-

dible. His houses, witness that yet remaining at Hampton, were

palaces : and his domestic establishment was a Court, maintained

with a brilliancy and order which few sovereign princes could

emulate. He had eight hundred servants, of whom nine or ten

were noblemen, fifteen knights, and forty esquires. He sat on a

chair of state, under a canopy, and was approached with all the

marks of respect paid to royalty, even to kneeling. Henry, who

loved romantic splendour, and abhorred parsimony, encouraged

these superb excesses, and even delighted to witness them. It has

been usual to charge him with unreasonable pride ; but the impu-

tation will be found to rest only on a few instances of his jealous

exaction of ceremonious deference to his ecclesiastical rank. Of

that sort was his contest with the Primate Warham, on the ques-

tion whether his cross should be borne before him in the diocese of

Canterbury ; a mere question of right and privilege. For the rest,

cumbrous grandeur was the foible of the age, and in whom could

it be more decorous than in him who represented the ruler of

kings, and was himself the most powerful of subjects?

It is less easy to find an apology for his conduct in his character

of Legate. Under the authority of that commission he persuaded

Henry to allow him to erect a jurisdiction not only wholly new in

the method of its constitution but assuming faculties independent

of all law. It affected chiefly to enforce a just observance of reli-

gious and moral duties, particularly in cases where the means of

legal correction had not been hitherto provided, and openly

assumed, as well over the laity as the clergy, a right of inquisition

and censure which till then had rarely been exercised even in the

wild sallies of an undefined royal prerogative. He strove to invest

it with a controul over the ecclesiastical courts, and to arrogate

to it appeals from their judgment in testamentary cases. Warham,
a priest of great humanity and mildness, at length complained to
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CARDINAL WOLSEY.

the King of these excesses, but without effect ; and Wolsey perse-

vered till a private individual had the courage to prosecute his

judge, who was convicted in a court of law of gross malversation.

Henry is said now to have reprehended the Cardinal with great

severity, and he prudently restrained in some respects the autho-

rity of his court, which however subsisted while he held the office

of Legate. Another undue exertion of his legantine power, less

important, gave much offence. By a mandate, issued under that

authority, he removed the sittings of the Convocation from St.

Paul's, its very ancient place of meeting, to Westminster. This

innovation was suggested by his hatred of Warham, whom he

seems to have constantly persecuted by a series of petty injuries

and insults. It is only in his warfare with that amiable prelate

that we discover any abatements of the dignity of Wolsey's mind.

A detail of his political life would necessarily include a series of

historical conjectures and reasonings more extensive than the plan

of this work could allow, and of his personal story the peculiar

circumstances which immediately followed his death have, as has

been before observed, left us little but a few important facts, too

well known to justify an enlarged repetition. One step only was

wanting to raise him to the summit of human ambition : he natu-

rally aspired to the papal chair, and Henry favoured his preten-

sions. On the death of Leo the tenth, in 1521, he became a can-

didate, and, though the election had ended before the arrival of a

person whom he sent to Rome to cultivate his interests there,

obtained a considerable support. The prelate who succeeded, and

took the name of Adrian the sixth, survived little more than two

years, when Wolsey made a second effort, and again failed. A
letter of great length, dispatched by him to his agents at Rome on

this latter occasion, has fortunately been preserved, and has been

more than once published. It will remain a lasting testimony to

the force, the activity, and the elegancy of his mind ; the delicacy

of his feelings, and the exactness of his honour. The sublety and

minuteness with which he dissects the intrigues of the Conclave,
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CARDINAL WOLSEY.

and the directions that he gives for steering through them without

meanness or duplicity, reflect equal credit on his head and his

heart ; and the whole is delivered in a graceful flow of expression,

to which it may not be too bold to say that no parallel can be

found in the epistolary remains of his time.

Wolsey, though disappointed of the attainment of this mighty

object, retained his accustomed influence in the Court of Rome.

He had carried himself towards Julio de Medicis, the successful

candidate, with an unusual generosity and sincerity in the affairs

of the election, and the new Pontiff, from gratitude as well as inte-

rest, left no means untried for his gratification. It was about this

time that the Cardinal conceived his superb plan for academical

institutions at Oxford and Ipswich, and the Pope readily granted

his licence for the suppression of a multitude of the smaller reli-

gious houses, and the diversion of their revenues to the erection

and endowment of those colleges. Thus, according to Camden,

six hundred and forty-five monasteries were dissolved. The

measure excited a general murmur throughout the kingdom : the

pious proclaimed it to be sacrilegious, and the poor, whose alms

it curtailed, readily joined in the complaint : Henry himself,

as is proved by letters from him still extant, permitted it with

reluctance ; but Wolsey was not to be deterred by ordinary oppo-

sition, and Oxford owes her magnificent Christ Church to his

perseverance. His foundation at Ipswich, a projected school, of

most extensive views, and admirable constitution, was not wholly

completed at the time of his death, and presently fell to decay. It

was perhaps deemed impolitic to suffer such a monument to his

memory to flourish in the place of his birth.

His influence over the mind of his master seemed to increase

with the years of his ministry, and the uniform prosperity which

waited on his counsels gave, perhaps not altogether unjustly, a

colour of wisdom in the eyes of Europe to the King's submission

to his will ; but he was doomed to fall a victim to Henry's passion,

and his fate was interwoven with the King's sudden attachment

7



CARDINAL WOLSEY.

to Anne Boleyn. He was already beheld by that lady with aver-

sion, for he had prevented her marriage with Lord Percy, whom
she tenderly loved, and he had little room to doubt that she would

exert her utmost influence with the King to his disadvantage.

When he turned his view from his own danger to the frightful

effects which the union of Henry to Anne could scarcely fail to

produce both on the Church and the State, he foresaw the ruin of

the grand scheme of policy by which he had so long and so glo-

riously governed both ; the downfal of the ecclesiastical establish-

ment itself; and the disgrace, both as a monarch and a man, of

his master, whose reputation he had in a manner created. Con-

vinced of Henry's earnest inclination to repudiate Catherine, but

uncertain of the extent of his passion for Anne, and despairing of

success in opposing both, he seems to have hoped that by a ready

and humble acquiescence in the one he might possibly gain the

means of counteracting the other. The warmth too with which he

engaged in the prosecution of the divorce perhaps arose in some

measure from a private and personal feeling, for the Emperor
Charles the fifth, nephew to Catherine, had encouraged his hopes

of the Popedom, and secretly undermined his interest; and it

has been supposed that his conduct on this great occasion was

influenced by a spirit of revenge. ;

The process against the Queen was commenced early in the

year 1528, and Wolsey, together with another Cardinal, sent to

England expressly for that purpose, were by a Bull from Rome

constituted the judges. The novelty of such a jurisdiction, and

the extreme delicacy, as well as importance, of the case, together

with the necessity of repeated references to the Pope, and constant

prevarication in his answers, so protracted the suit, that at the end

of twelve months the probability of any speedy decision, which had

long been gradually decreasing, seemed utterly hopeless. It was

at this point of time that Wolsey began to decline in the King's

favour. That eagerness for strict truth, which often overlooks

obvious facts to seek it in nice enquiry, and endless conjecture

8



CARDINAL WOLSEY.

has induced historical writers to ascribe his disgrace to a variety

of causes, and each has his favourite prejudice. One finds it in

the vengeance of Catherine and Anne Boleyn : another in the

intrigues of the Papal Court ; a third in the anger of Brandon,

Duke of Suffolk, with whom the Cardinal had a furious quarrel,

in open Court, on the day that the Queen's cause was adjourned to

Rome ; and a fourth in the discovery by a courtesan of that city

of a letter written by Wolsey to the Pope's Secretary in direct

opposition to the divorce. After all, it is highly probable that it

arose from two very simple motives in the bosom of Henry himself

brutal resentment of the delay of the sentence, in opposition

to his will ; and anxiety to begin the reformation, on which he had>

now secretly determined, and in the prosecution of which it was

impossible for Wolsey to have become an instrument.

The Pope's inhibition in the autumn of 1529 of further proceed-

ings in England in the matter of the divorce was the final signal

for Wolsey's fall, which, though not unexpected, was sudden.

Henry, then on a progress, commanded his attendance at Grafton

in Northamptonshire. It was their last interview. The King,

who received him courteously, and passed the most part of the

day in frequent private conferences with him, seemed irresolute,

but Anne, who was in the house, and to whom Henry at intervals

repaired, is said to have turned the scale against him. He returned

to London, where he learned that the Attorney-General was pre-

paring an indictment against him, yet on the commencement of

Michaelmas term he took his seat on the Chanceiy Bench with the

accustomed solemnities. Two days after, on the eighteenth of

October, the Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk, verbally commissioned

by Henry, went to his house, to demand the Great Seal, which he

refusing to deliver without a more authentic command, they pro-

cured a letter to him from the King, on sight of which he resigned

it. His palace of York House, which stood on the site of'White-

hall, with its innumerable precious contents, were afterwards

seized, under the authority of an obsolete statute which will

9
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presently be mentioned, and he was sent to an unfurnished house at

Esher, in Surrey, which belonged to his See of Winchester, where

he fell into a dangerous illness. The King now again hesitated ;

dispatched the physicians of the Court to attend him ; and sent

him, as a token of regard, a ring which Wolsey had formerly

presented to him. He recovered his health, and was permitted

to remove to the Palace of Richmond, which he had some years

before received of Henry, in exchange for Hampton Court ; and

here he received a present from the King of ten thousand pounds,

for he was now stripped of all his private property, as well as of

his dignities and offices. This favourable disposition however

soon changed, and Henry, surrounded by numbers who now ven-

tured to declare their enmity to the humbled favourite, commanded

him to retire to York.

In the meantime his prosecution had been pushed on with

constant vigour. The charges against him were first preferred hi

the Star Chamber, on the first of October, by which Court he was

declared guilty of the whole ; and then remitted to the Parliament,

which met on the third of the following month. The Lords sent

down to the House of Commons, an accusation against him,

digested into forty-four articles, unproved, and mostly incapable

of proof, but the Commons, even in that despotic reign, refused to

lend themselves to such flagrant injustice, and it was found neces-

sary to indict him of having procured Bulls from Rome, particu-

larly that by which he was constituted Legate, contrary to a law of

Richard the second, called " the Statute of Provisors." These

alledged offences had been committed by him, and he had for

many years exercised the powers that he derived from them, not

only with the countenance and approbation of the King and Parli-

ament, but under a formal permission expressly granted by Henry
himself. The miserable Wolsey however durst not prpduce that

licence ; pleaded guilty to the indictment ; declared his ignorance

of the Statute ; and threw himselfon the mercy of the tyrant, who

on the twelfth of February, 1530, N. S. granted him a pardon, the

10
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peculiar plenitude of which has been more than once remarked by
our most eminent lawyers.

The sequel of this tragedy is so monstrous that history, unsup-

ported by the evidence of public records, might have striven in vain

to convince after ages of its credibility. Wolsey having retired to

his Archbishoprick of York, and to the possession of its revenues,

which had been restored to him when he received the royal pardon ;

shorn of all other beams of his former grandeur, and deprived of

all hope of regaining any other portion of it ; was suffered to pass

little more than one month in the commencement of a life of inno-

cence, and piety, and resignation, when he was arrested by the

Earl of Northumberland, at Cawood, one of the houses of his See,

for high treason, grounded on the self same charges which had been

so lately, and so amply remitted. The events of his few succeed-

ing days are perhaps more generally known than any other part

of our history. As his persecutors were dragging him on towards

London, he died on the way, broken hearted, at the Abbey of

Leicester, on the thirtieth of November, 1530.

11
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;;;; QUEEN ANNE BULLEN.

ABSTRACTED from the great events in the origin of which this

unhappy fair became accidentally a passive instrument there is

little in her story but the facts of her sudden elevation and

tragical fall to distinguish it from a common tale of private life,

and the faint traces which remain of her conduct leave us little

room to suppose that the character of her mind was of a cast

less ordinary. Mild, lively, and thoughtless, she seems to have

been formed rather to attract than to maintain affection; to

inspire gaiety and kindness rather than confidence or respect.

The barbarous injustice which she experienced has excited the

pity of succeeding ages, and our unwillingness to abandon a

tender and amiable sentiment has probably prevented any very

strict enquiry into her errors. To add the unfounded imputation

of another murder to the long catalogue of Henry's crimes seems

a more pardonable mistake than to brand, perhaps unjustly, the

memory of a most unfortunate woman, whose punishment, if she

were really guilty, had fully expiated her crime.

She was the eldest daughter of Sir Thomas Bullen, afterwards

created Viscount Rochford, and Earl of Wiltshire and Ormond,

by Elizabeth, daughter of Thomas Howard, second Duke of

Norfolk of his family. It may be said, if the account of some

French writers be correct, that she had been bred in Courts even

from her cradle, for at the age of seven years, say they, she was

carried to Paris, by Mary, sister to Henry the eighth, when she

became Queen of France; remained with her till, upon the

demise of the King her husband, the Queen returned to England ;

was then received into the household of Claude, consort to Francis

the first ; and, after the death of that Princess, in 1524, lived for

some time in the family of Margaret of Valois, Duchess ofAlengon
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QUEEN ANNE BULLEN.

and Berry, sister to Francis, and afterwards better known as

Queen to Henry the fourth. Lord Herbert, however, evidently

considers her as having attended Mary to France in the character

of an efficient domestic, and states, in which he could scarcely

have been mistaken, that she returned in 1522. These differences

are of small importance. It is certain that not long after her

arrival in England she was appointed a Maid of Honour to

Catherine of Arragon, and that the King became violently

enamoured of her.

A mutual affection at that time subsisted between her and the

Lord Percy, eldest son to the Earl of Northumberland, and they

had privately plighted their troth to each other. Henry, who had

observed their attachment, and dreaded the result, employed

Wolsey, to whose grandeur even the heir of the house of Percy

administered as a menial attendant, to break their connexion,

and the Cardinal called the young Lord into his presence ; chid

him with extreme bitterness ; and, having wrung from him the

secret of the proposed match, commanded him with more than

the authority of a master, to abandon it. Cavendish, in his life

of Wolsey, gives a curious and lengthened detail of their conver-

sation. Percy, having resisted as far as he dared, burst into tears,

and promised obedience, which the Earl, his father, was summoned

from the north to enforce; and Anne, to disguise the King's

motive for this interference, which was then wholly unsuspected,

even by herself, was banished from the Court. She was however

speedily recalled, and in September, 1532, created Marchioness of

Pembroke ; Lord Percy was compelled to marry a daughter of

the Earl of Shrewsbury, and Anne to become the reluctant

partaker in a Throne : she was privately married to Henry, on

the twenty-fifth of the succeeding January, by Rowland Lee,

Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, none being present at the

ceremony but her father, mother, and brother; her uncle, the

Duke of Norfolk, and Cranmer, who had lately been advanced

to the Primacy.
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Amidst the extravagance of passion which led to this match

political considerations were not entirely overlooked. Some

months before it was solemnized Henry imparted his resolution,

we can scarcely believe in the spirit of mere friendly confidence,

to Francis the first, whom he afterwards consulted as to the most

proper time and method of publishing it to his subjects. Francis,

in his hatred to the family of the ill-fated Catherine, encouraged

it with the utmost earnestness, and in the October preceding the

marriage received Anne, who then accompanied Henry in one of

his magnificent visits to the French coast, with the distinctions

due to a Queen. In the mean time Wolsey's utter disgrace had

been accomplished. He had incurred the utmost resentment of

which Anne was capable, not only by preventing her union to the

man whom she loved, but by endeavouring to destroy the prefer-

ence bestowed on her by another, whom she held at least in

indifference. The Cardinal, on the other hand, hated her for her

affection to the Protestant persuasion, which she is said to have

imbibed from the lessons of Margaret of Valois, a Princess of

extraordinary talents, and for the influence over the King which

he naturally expected her to exert in favour of the reformation.

Doubtless she contributed largely to his fall, and it is the only

instance that we find in her conduct of departure from the most

inactive feminine softness.

Such had been Henry's impatience that his divorce from Cathe-

rine was not fully completed when he married Anne. The defi-

nitive sentence was uttered on the twenty-third of May, 1533,

when the new Queen was in the fifth month of her pregnancy.

She was crowned on the first day of June, and in the beginning of

September, (for there are disputes, which is singular enough, as

to the precise day) produced a daughter, afterwards Queen

Elizabeth ; immediately after which event the Parliament passed

an act, ratifying the divorce ; declaring the legality of the King's

second marriage ; and accordingly settling the Crown, in default

of male issue from Anne, or any future wife, on the newly born
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Princess. It was ordained by the same act that all persons

above the age oftwenty-one should swear to accept and maintain

its provisions ; and that such as should refuse that oath were to

be deemed guilty of misprision of high treason : and whosoever

should speak or write against the marriage or succession so esta-

blished, adjudged traitors. The first sacrifices to this terrific

law were those excellent persons, Sir Thomas More, and Bishop

Fisher.

One year after the birth of Elizabeth, Anne was delivered of a

Prince, who must have died soon after his birth. It may not be

improper to observe somewhat particularly on this event. Some

writers have informed us that she had a still born son in January,

1535, and in their eagerness to add unnecessarily to the measure

of Henry's brutality, ascribe to that misfortune his vengeance

against her, which, as will be presently seen, burst forth very soon

after that period. If they intended to speak of the child whom I

have mentioned, they have misrepresented two facts, for it was

born in September, 1534, and undoubtedly came into the world

alive ; if they alluded to another, it will appear that Henry had a

son by Anne Bullen who has hitherto never been noticed. In the

Harleian collection is one of those letters which it was formerly

usual to address in the name of the Queen Consort, to Peers,

Lords Lieutenants, and Sheriffs of Counties, on the birth of an

heir to the Crown ; and as the subject, historically considered,

may not be deemed unworthy of the fullest proof, I will insert the

document at length.
"
By the Quene."

"
Right trustie and welbiloved, we grete you well ; and

whereas it hath pleased Almightie God, of his infinite marcie and

grace, to send unto us at this tyme good spede in the delyverance

and bringing furthe of a Prince, to the great joye, rejoyce, and

inward comfort of my Lorde, us, and all his good and loving

subjects of this his realme; for the inestymable benevolence soo

shewed unto us we have noo little cause to give high thanks, laude,
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and praising, unto our said maker, like as we doo, mooste lowly,

humblie, and wth
all the inward desire of oure harte. And, inas-

muche as we undoubtedly truste that this oure good spede is

to y
r

great pleasure, comforte, and consolacfon, we therefore by
thies oure Tres advertise you thereof, desiring and hartely praying

you to give wtb us unto Almightie God high thankes, glorie, laude,

and praising, and to praye for the good helth, prospltie, and

contynuell preservac~on of the said Prince accordingly.

Geven under our Signet, at my Lord's Manor of Grenewiche,

the vii day of Septemb. in the xxvth

yere of my said Lord'is

reigne.

To our right trustie and

welbeloved the Lord Cobh~m."

Anne's short-lived grandeur subsisted but for three years.

Henry had seen Jane Seymour, and determined to possess her.

In concerting his measures for the removal of the sole obstacle to

his desires, if such a phrase may be applied to steps so summary
that they scarcely seem to have been the result of reflection,

he disdained even to invent a reasonable tale, or to mask his

inhumanity with artifice. On the first of May, 1536, say our

historians, he was present with the Queen at a tournament at

Greenwich, in which her brother, the Viscount Rochford, led the

challengers, and Henry Norreys, Esquire of the body to the King,

and Usher of the Black Rod, the defendants. In the midst of

the entertainment the King rose, and departed in sullen silence

to Westminster, where he gave instant orders for the apprehen-

sion of the Queen, Rochford, and Norreys. To account for this

extravagance, it has been idly reported that Anne had suddenly
awakened his jealousy by dropping her handkerchief into the

lists, which one of the combatants had taken up, and wiped his

face with it. So eager was Henry for the execution of his com-

mand, that the Queen was arrested on the river by some of the

Privy Counsel, as she returned to London, and her first examina-
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tion actually took place in her barge. She was suddenly charged

with adultery, and Norreys, together with Mark Smeton, William

Brereton, and Sir Francis Weston, all of the King's Privy Cham-

ber, were denounced as her paramours ; to whom was added?

monstrous to tell, her own brother, Rochford, on the accusation

of a profligate wife who detested him. She fell into violent hyste-

rics ; at intervals vehemently asserted her innocence ; earnestly

begged to.be permitted to see the King, which was refused ; and

appears to have been conveyed to the Tower in a state of insensi-

bility. There she was questioned by Sir William Kingston, the

Constable, who was instructed to sift her in familiar conversation.

She talked wildly and incoherently, for her fits returned, as is

evident from Lord Herbert's account, who says that " as her

language was broken and distracted, betwixt tears and laughter,

for she used both, little can be inferred thence." That nobleman

has inserted in his history a long letter of expostulation, said to

have been addressed by her to the King, and dated five days

after her arrest, which has been frequently reprinted by subse-

quent writers, but he expresses a just doubt of its authenticity.

It was indeed certainly the work of a wiser head, and of a later

period.

On the fifteenth of May she was arraigned and tried by the

House of Peers, on which occasion, to give a stronger colour to

the justice of her accusation, her uncle, the Duke of Norfolk,

was barbarously appointed to preside as Lord High Steward, and

her father, surely not willingly, sat among her judges. Not a

tittle of legal evidence was adduced on her trial, except some

loose and uncertain words which had fallen from her during her

imprisonment, but the obedient Peers pronounced her guilty, and

sentenced her to die. Spite, however, of the abject character

which marked that time, some apprehension was formed that the

people might resist the execution of this enormous decree ; for

on the nineteenth, very early, Kingston wrote thus to Secretary

Cromwell.
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'

Sir,

If we have not an hour certain, as it may be known

in London, I think here will be but few, and I think a reason-

able number were best ; for I suppose she will declare herself to

be a good woman for all men but for the King at the hour of her

death ; for this morning she sent for me, and protested her inno-

cency : and now again ; and said to me ' Mr. Kingston, I heard

say I shall not die afore noon ; and I am sorry therefore, for I

thought to be dead by that time, and past my pain.* I told her

it should be no pain it was so sotell. And then she said she

heard the executioner was very good ;

' and I have a little neck,'

(and put her hand about it) laughing heartily. I have seen many
men and women executed, and they have been in great sorrow ;

and, to my knowledge, this lady hath much joy and pleasure in

death."

Her expressions, as recited in this letter, for we have never

heard that Anne possessed greatness of mind, savour of a frenzy,

by which it may be hoped that she was accompanied to her last

moment. She was beheaded on Tower Hill a few hours after it

was written, and Henry the next day married Jane Seymour.
Little doubt has been at any time entertained of her innocence.

Camden, in his cursory remarks on Henry's several marriages,

prefixed to his history of the reign of Elizabeth, says, that the King
"
falling into new loves, jealousies, rage, and meditating blood and

slaughter, that he might make way for the new fancy he had for

Jane Seymour he called Queen Anne to her trial, accusing her,

upon a slight suspicion, of adultery, after she had miscarried of a

male child she went withal. Queen Anne cleared herself so far

that the multitude that stood by judged her to be innocent and

merely circumvented; nevertheless, her Peers condemned her," &c.

Lord Herbert, with a more cautious expression, which, however,

little disguises his opinion, tells us that " she was thought both

moderate in her desires, and of discretion enough to be trusted
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with her own perfections, as having lived, in the French Court

first, and afterwards in this, with the reputation of a virtuous

lady; insomuch that the whisperings of her enemies could not

divert the King's good opinion of her, though yet he was in his

own nature more jealous than to be satisfied easily.
*
I do reject

all those, therefore,' says Herbert,
' that would speak against hei

honour in those times they staid in France. But I shall as little

accuse her in this particular of her affairs at this time. It is

enough that the law hath condemned her ; and that whether she,

or any one else, were in fault is not now to be discussed. This

is certain : that the King had cast his affection already on Jane

Seymour, then attending on the Queen. But whether this alone

were enough to procure that tragedy which followed may be

doubted in this Prince ; for I do not find him bloody but where

law, or at least pretext drawn from thence, did countenance his

actions.'
"
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QUEEN JANE SEYMOUR.
'

1 HE history of a young woman suddenly elevated from a private

station to a throne from which she was snatched by a premature

death when she had graced it for little more than a single year

cannot reasonably be expected to contain many circumstances

worthy of notice. Wife of one King, and mother of another, we

find little else remarkable in the life ofJane Seymour, except that

she became the accidental and inactive instrument of raising her

family, already of great antiquity, to the highest degree of rank

and power that could be conferred on subjects.

She was the eldest of the four daughters of Sir John Seymour,

of Wolfe Hall, in Wiltshire, Knight, Groom of the Chamber to

Henry the Eighth, and Governor of the Castle of Bristol, by

Margaret, daughter of Sir Thomas Wentworth, ofNettlestead, in

Suffolk. Her connections and accomplishments procured for her

the office of a Maid of Honour to Anne Boleyn, and her beauty

made her the innocent cause of her mistress's ruin. Henry con-

ceived a sudden passion for her, and became disgusted with Anne.

Equally a stranger to sensibility and to morals, his attachment to

her soon became irresistible, and his aversion to the Queen

increased to a degree of dislike little short of hatred. He deter-

mined to make Jane his wife : and the gratification of his desire

was easy to one who was above the ties of law, and to whom those

of conscience were unknown. The unhappy Anne was accused

of adultery, and put to death, and the unfeeling widower, on

the very day, or, according to some, on the third day, after

her execution, profaned the altar by pledging his vows to Jane

Seymour. This union, according to all our historians, took place

in the last week of May, 1536 ; and on the eighth of the following

month the parliament passed an act to settle the Crown on its

issue, either male or female, in exclusion of the Princess Mary
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and Elizabeth. The issue of Jane, at least was first named ; but,

such was the abject submission of that body to Henry's pleasure,

that the same act in the conclusion gave him full power to name

whomsoever he might think fit for his successor.

About fifteen months after her marriage Queen Jane, was deli-

vered of a son, the admirable Edward the sixth. The variance

and confusion of historical reports as to the date of the birth of

that Prince are very strange. All agree that it happened in 1537 ;

but Hayward fixes it to the seventeenth of October, Sanders to

the tenth, and most others, rightly, as we shall see presently,

to the twelfth of that month. The following letter from the

Harleian Collection, which was doubtless circular, to Sheriffs

of Counties, &c. would furnish, if it were wanted, an additional

authority for the last of these dates, as it may be reasonably

presumed to have been written as soon as possible after the birth

of the child.

By THE QUENE.
" Trustie and welbeloved, we grete you well ; and, foras-

muche as by the inestimable goodnes and grace of Almighty God

we be delivered and brought in childbed of a Prince, conceived

in most lawfull matrimonie between my Lord the King's Majestic

and us ; doubtinge not but, for the love and affection which ye

beare unto us, and to the commonwealth of this realme, the know-

ledge thereof should be joyous and glad tydeings unto you, we

have thought good to certifie you of the same, to th'intent you

might not onely render unto God condigne thanks and praise for

soe greate a benefit but alsoe pray for the longe continuance and

preservac~on of the same here in this life, to the honour of God,

joy and pleasure of my Lord the Kinge and us, and the universall

weale, quiett, and tranquillitie of this hole realm.

Given under our Signet, att my Lord's Mannor of Hampton
Court, the xii.

th

day of October."

To our trustie and welbeloved

George Boothe, Esquier.
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The joy excited by this event was soon abated by the death of

the Queen. It has been said that it was found necessary to bring

the infant into the world by that terrible method called the

Csesarian operation ; and Sir John Hayward, who in composing

his life of Edward the Sixth undoubtedly sought the truth with

all possible industry, positively states the fact. Other writers,

but I know not on what ground, have treated that report as an

idle tale, invented by the papists, in malice to Henry. It is true

that Sanders, one of the most bitter writers on that side, tells us

that the physicians were of opinion that either the mother or the

child must perish ; that they put the question to the king, which

should be spared, the Queen or his son ? and that he answered,

his son, because he could easily find other wives. The latter part

of this reply has certainly very much the air of a malicious

invention, for Henry, amidst all his crimes, was an accomplished

gentleman ; but whether the anecdote be true or false, it does

not clear up the point in question. A very short report to the

Privy Council of the birth of the Prince, by her physicians, is

extant, in which they state that the Queen had been happily deli-

vered, and it has been argued therefrom that the birth could not

have been attended by any peculiarly melancholy circumstance ;

but the word "
happily" may perhaps be more properly referred to

the production of a living child, a first born son, and heir to the

Crown, than to the state of the mother. Whatsoever may tend to

correctness as to such a fact cannot, historically speaking, be

deemed insignificant ; I trust therefore to be excused for having

been somewhat minute on a disagreeable subject.

The date of the Queen's death, as well as that of the birth of

the Prince, has been variously stated. Most of our historians fix

it to the fourteenth of October, following probably Lord Herbert,

who says that she was delivered on the twelfth, and departed two

days after ; but the official record in the College of Arms of the

ceremonies of her funeral informs us clearly on both points ; for

the title, or preamble, of it is in these words ;

" An ordre taken
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and made for the enterrement of the most high, most excellent,

and most Chrysten Pryncess, Jane, Quene of England and of

Fraunce, Lady of Ireland, and mother to the most noble and

puyssant Prince Edward ; which deceasyd at Hampton Courte,

the xxxix.
th

yere of the reigne of our most dread Soveraigne Lord

Kyng Henry the eight, her most dearest husband, the xxiiii.
th

day

of Octobre, beyng Wedynsday, at nyght, xii of the clock ; which

departyng was the twelf day after the byrthe of the said Prynce,

her Grace beying in childbed. Whose departyng was as hevy as

hath ben hard of many a yere heretofore, for she was a very gra-

cious Lady, havyng the love of all people." This document, which

is of great length, informs us that she was buried at Windsor

with the utmost pomp. Among much curious information, it

discloses two very remarkable facts that all the various devout

services which were performed daily for near a month before

the funeral, as well as on the day itself, were strictly after the

order of the Romish ritual ; and that the lately degraded and

disinherited Princess Mary officiated as chief mourner.
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QUEEN CATHARINE PAR.

OF this Lady, in whose society Henry the Eighth, sated with the

gratification of all the rudest passions and appetites, at length

sought the charms of domestic comfort, history gives us less infor-

mation than might have been expected. She certainly possessed

considerable talents, and with less discretion might perhaps have

acquired a greater fame. Suddenly elevated from private life to

sovereign dignity, and by the hand of the most cruel and capri-

cious Prince of his time, she had to dread equally the envy of the

rank from which she had been removed, and the jealousy of him

who had raised her from it. To shun those perils, she avoided as

much as possible all interference in public affairs ; devoted to the

studies for which an admirable education had qualified her most

of the hours which could be spared from the kindest attention to

the King's increasing infirmities ; and infused into her conversa-

tion with all others, an invariable affability, and a simplicity and

even humility of manners, which, in one of her station, perhaps

bordered on impropriety. She descended from a family of no

great antiquity, but which had been somewhat distinguished in

public service, and was one of the two daughters of Sir Thomas

Par, of Kendal, by Maud, daughter and coheir of Sir Thomas

Greene, of Greene's Norton, in Northamptonshire. She had been

married in early life to Edward Borough, eldest son of Thomas,

Lord Borough of Gainsborough ; who dying soon after, she took

to her second husband John Nevile, Lord Latimer, by whom also

she was left a widow, having had no children by either. Henry
married her, his sixth Queen, at Hampton Court, on the twelfth

of July 154,3, when she was about the age of thirty-four.
" In

the concluding another match," says Lord Herbert, with some
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archness,
" he found a difficulty ; for, as it had been declared

death for any whom the King should marry to conceal her incon-

tinency in former time, so few durst hazard to venture into those

bonds with a King who had, as they thought, so much facility

in dissolving them. Therefore they stood off, as knowing in

what a slippery estate they were if the King, after his receiving

them to bed, should, through any mistake, declare them no maids.

So that now he fixed upon the Lady Catherine Par, widow

to the Lord Latimer, who, as she was esteemed ever a lady of

much integrity and worth, and some maturity of years, so the

King, after marriage, lived apparently well with her, for the

most part."

Only a single instance, indeed, of discord between them has

been recorded, and it had nearly proved fatal to her. Catharine

was a zealous protestant : Henry, having gained the private ends

at which he aimed in the reformation, had of late years judged it

convenient to soothe the Church of Rome with some concessions.

With this view he enjoined the observation of his memorable six

articles, and prohibited the publication of English translations of

the New Testament. The Queen had presumed to argue with

him on these, and other imperfections, in the performance of his

great work ; and the Romanists of the court and council, who

secretly entertained strong hopes of the re-establishment, at least

in good part, of the ancient faith, began to consider her as a

formidable enemy, and determined to use all means to ruin her.

A singular opportunity soon presented itself to them, the origin

and consequences of which I shall relate somewhat in detail, not

only for the sake of probable truth, but for the simple and impres-

sive terms of the unacknowledged authority on which all histo-

rians of that reign have given somewhat of the anecdote, in such

scraps, more or less, as happened best to agree with their several

humours, or to suit their convenience. That authority is John

Fox, whom I quote from Mason's abridgment of his vast book ;

and it seems highly probable, from considerations which the
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compass of this work will not allow me to state, that the relation

was derived from Catharine herself, and it may, perhaps, be in

her own words.

After some introductory matter, we are told that " the King,

in the later end, grew oppiniate, and would not bee taught, nor

contented withall by argument ; yet towards her he refrained his

accustomed manner, for never handmaide sought more to please

her mistresse then she to please his humour ; and she was of such

singular beauty, favour, and comely personage, wherein the King
was greatly delighted. But Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester,

Wrisley" (Wriothesley,)
" Lord Chancelor, and others of the

King's privy chamber, practised her death, that they might the

better stop the passage of the gospell ; and, having taken away
the patronesse of the professors of the truth, they might invade

the remainder with fire and sword ; but they durst not speake to

the king touching her, because they saw the king loved her so

well. At length the king was sicke of a sore legge, which made

him very froward, and the Queene being with him, did not faile

to use all occasions to moove him zealously to proceed in the

reformation of the church. The King shewed some tokens of

mislike, and broke off the matter, and knit up the arguments with

gentle words, and, after pleasant talke, she took her leave. The

Bishop of Winchester being there, the King immediately upon

her departure, used these words " It is a good hearing when

women become such clarks, and much to my comfort to come in

mine old age to be taughte by my wife." Then the Bishop shewed

a mislike that the Queene would so much forget herselfe to stand

in argument with his Majestic, whose judgement and divinitie

he extolled to his face above Princes of that and other ages, and

of doctors professed in divinitie ; and that it was unseemly for

any of his subjects to argue with him so malapertly ; and that it

was greevous to all his councellors and servants to heare the

same : inferring how perilous it hath ever been for a Prince to

suffer such insolent words of a subject, who, as they are bold
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against their Sovereigne's words, so they want not will, but

strength, to overthwart them in deeds."

Fox, having detailed much similar argument used by Gardiner,

tells us that
" he crept so farre into the King at that time, that

he, and his fellowes, filled the King's mistrustful minde with

such feares that the King gave them warrant to consult together

about drawing of articles against the Queene wherein her life

might be touched. Then they thought it best to begin with such

ladies as she most esteemed, and were privy to all her doing ; as

the Lady Harbert, after Countesse of Pembroke, the Queene's

sister ; and the Lady Lane," (who was her first cousin,)
" and the

Lady Tirwit, all of her privy chamber ; and to accuse them upon

six articles; and to search their closets and coffers, that they

might finde somewhat to charge the Queene ; and that being

founde, the Queene should be taken, and carried in a barge by

night to the Tower, of which advice the King was made privy by

Gardiner, and the Lord Chancellor, to which they had the King's

consent, and the time and place appointed. This purpose was so

finely handled that it grew within fewdaies of the time appointed,

and the poore Queene suspected nothing, but after her accus-

tomed manner, visited the King, still to deale with him touching

religion, as before."

We are then told that a copy of the articles of accusation was

accidentally dropt by one of the council, and somehow found its

way to the Queen, who was thereupon, as well she might,

suddenly taken dangerously ill; that Henry visited her with

such appearance of kindness that she soon after became suffi-

ciently recovered to repair to his apartment, where he artfully

contrived to turn the conversation to their old topic of debate.
" But the Queene," says Fox,

"
perceiving to what purpose this

his talke tended, your Majestic doth well know, quoth shee, and

I am not ignorant of, what great weaknesse by our first creation

is allotted to us women, to be subject unto man as our head,

from which head all our direction must proceed. And, as God
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made man after his own image, that, being indued with more

speciall gifts of perfection, hee might be stirred to meditate

heavenly things, and obey his commandements, so he made woman

of man, of whom, and by whom, she is to bee commanded and

governed, whose womanly weaknesse ought to bee tolerated and

ayded, that by his wisedome such things as be lacking in her might

be supplied : Therefore, your Majestic being so excellent in orna-

ments of wisedome, and I so much inferiour in all respects of

nature, why doth your Majestic in such defuse causes of religion

require my judgement, which, when I have uttered and said what

I can, yet I must and will referre my judgement in this and all

causes to your Majestie's wisedome, as my onely anker, supreme

head, and the governor heere on earth next unto God ?"

" Not so, by St. Mary, said the King You are become a doctor,

Kate, to instruct us."

" She answered Your Majestic hath much mistaken mee, who

have ever thought it preposterous for the woman to instruct her

husband, bnt rather to learn of him ; and, where I have beene

bold to hold talke with your Majestic whereof there hath seemed

some difference in opinion, I have not done it to maintaine

opinion, but to minister talke, that your Majestic might with less

griefe passe the paine of your infirmitie, being attentive to your

talke ; and that I might receive some profit by your Majestie's

learned discourse, wherein I have not missed any part of my
desire, alwaies referring myselfe in such matters to your

Majestic."
"
Then, said the King, tendeth your argument to no worse

end ? Then wee are now as perfect friendes as evere wee were.

And he imbraced her, and kissed her : saying it did him more

good to heare these words than if he had heard newes of a hundred

thousand pound fallen to him."

" On the day that was appointed for the aforesaid tragedy the

King went into his garden, whether the Queene, being sent for,

came, onely the three ladies abovenamed waiting on her ; with
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whom the King was as pleasant as ever hee was in his life. In

the middest of his mirth, the houre appointed being come, the

Lord Chancelor cometh into the garden, with forty of the

King's guard at his heeles, with purpose to take the Queene, with

the three ladies, to the Tower ; whom the King, sternly behold-

ing, called him to him, who, on his knees, whispered to the King.

The King cal'd him knave, arrant knave, and beastly foole, and

commanded him to avant out of his presence ; which words the

Queene heard, though they were low spoken. Then he departed,

with his traine, the whole mould of his device broken. The

Queene, seeing the King so chafed, spoke for the Lord Chancelor.

Ah, poore soule, quoth hee, thou little knowest how evill hee

deserveth this grace at thy hands : he hath been towards thee,

sweetheart, an arrant knave, and so let him goe." The matter

and manner, of this narrative will furnish a sufficient apology for

so lengthened a quotation.

Catharine's attachment, however, to the reformed religion was

perhaps not wholly useless to Henry. When he departed in 1544

on his famous expedition to the coast of France, he appointed her

Regent during his absence, to awe, as Lord Herbert conceives,

the Papists, who well knew her aversion to them, and it seems to

have been the only mark of his political confidence that she ever

received. He bequeathed to her by his Will, in which he

acknowledges
" her great love, obedience, chasteness of life, and

wisdom," in addition to her jointnre, three thousand pounds in

plate, jewels, and furniture, and one thousand pounds in money,

a wretched legacy, valuable even as money then was, to a Dowager

Queen.

Slenderly provided for, obnoxious to a very powerful party,

and not without some previous tenderness towards the object of

her choice, she sought protection in a fourth marriage with

Thomas Lord Seymour of Sudely, Lord Admiral of England, and

brother to the Protector Somerset, which produced to her the most

fatal consequences. The Admiral, in whom all other passions
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and sentiments gave way to that most inordinate ambition'

which, for the time, he had gratified by marrying the widow of

his King, presently conceived a scheme for mounting yet a step

higher by espousing the Princess Elizabeth, some curious circum-

stances of his intercourse with whom will be found in their proper

place in this work. While Catharine laboured under the miseries

of jealousy on that account, she was assailed by the envy of the

Duchess of Somerset,
" a woman," says the chief writer on the

reign of Edward the sixth,
" for many imperfections, intolerable,

but for pride monstrous." Neglected by a husband whom she

loved, insulted by an inferior, and beholding a rival in her

daughter-in-law, the Queen's constitution sunk under an accumu-

lation of so many griefs. It has been commonly asserted that

she died in child-birth, a report which, adverting to the fact that

she had been childless in three previous marriages, might reason-

ably be doubted, notwithstanding the proof which we have from

one of her own letters to her husband that she believed herself to

be pregnant. It has been said too, with yet less probability, that

she was taken off by poison. Both these statements may perhaps

be fairly traced to the same source, the confession of her atten-

dant, the Lady Tyrwhit, (see Haynes and Murdin's State Papers,)

given in evidence on an other occasion. That document informs

us that the Queen, two days before her death, said,
" that she dyd

fere (qu. feel ?) such things in herself that she was suer she cold

not lyve." That she used also these words :
" My Lady Tyrwhyt,

I am not wel handelyd ; for thos that be abowt me caryth not

for me, but standyth lawghyng at my gref ; and the more good I

wyl to them, the less good they wyl to me." That the Admiral,

whom she then had by the hand, said,
"
why, sweethart, I wold

you no hurt :" to which she replied aloud,
"
no, my Lord, I think

so ; and imedyetly she sayed to him, in his ere, but, my Lord you
have yeven me many shrowd tauntes." Afterwards, says Lady

Tyrwhit, she spoke to him "
very rowndly and shartly (qu.

sharply?) sayeng, my Lord, I would have geven a thowsand
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markes to have had my full talke with Hewyke the first day I

was deliueryd, but I doorst not, for displesyng of you." The

evidence for the child-birth and the poisoning seems then to rest

on the Queen's having used the words "
delivered/' and " fear ;"

for the other speeches ascribed to her in this conversation were

but the ordinary reproaches which any woman might be expected

to utter to an unkind husband.

She died at Lord Seymour's seat of Sudely, in Gloucestershire,

on Wednesday, the fifth of September, 1548, and was buried in

the chapel of the castle. In 1782, her tomb was opened, and the

face, particularly the eyes, on removing the cerecloth which

covered that part of her enbalmed corpse, are said to have been

found in perfect preservation. A detailed account of this exhi-

bition, and of the odious negligence with which the royal

remains were afterwards treated, may be found in the ninth

volume of Archaeologia.

Catharine was learned, and a lover of learning. The fame of

her affection to literature, as well as to religion, induced the

University of Cambridge to implore her intercession with Henry
on the occasion of the act which placed all colleges, chantries,

&c. at the King's disposal. She published, in 1545, a volume of

Prayers and Meditations,
"
collected," as the title informs us,

" out

of holy woorkes;" and in some editions of this little book, for it

was many times reprinted, may be found fifteen psalms, and some

other small devotional pieces, mostly of her original composition.

She wrote also " The Lamentation of a Sinner, bewailing the

Ignorance of her blind Life ;" meaning the errors of Popery, in

which she had passed the earlier part of it. This was printed

after her death, with a preface written by Secretary Cecil, after-

wards Lord Burghley. In the former of these volumes we find

this prayer
" for men to saye entring into battayle," which affords

a fair example at once of the benignity and humility of her dispo-

sition, and of the character of her style.
" O Almighty Kinge,

and Lorde of hostes ! which, by thy angells thereunto appointed,
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doest minister both warre and peace ; and which diddest give

unto David both courage and strength, being but a little one,

unarmed, and unexpert in feats of warre, with his slinge to sette

uppon and overthrowe the great huge Goliath ; our cause being

just, and being enforsed to entre into warre and battaile, we most

humbly beseche thee, O Lord God of hostes, sooe to turn the

hearts of our enemyes to the desire of peace that no Christian

bloud be spilt ; or els graunt, O Lorde, that, with small effusion

of bloud, and to the little hurt and dommage of innocentes, we

may, to thy glory, obtayne victory ; and that, the warres being

soone ended, we may all with one heart and minde knitte toge-

ther in concorde and unitie, laude and prayse the, which livest

and reignest world without end. Amen."
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EDWARD SEYMOUR,

DUKE OF SOMERSET.

a faint sketch of the life of such a person as the Protector

Somerset can scarcely be expected in a work like this. Insepa-

rable from the history of all the great public transactions of a

very important period, and enveloped in the mysteries of faction,

it presents a theme not less for argumentative disquisition than

for extended and exact narration. A treatise embracing both

would be a great historical acquisition, but he who is bound to

confine such a subject to the limits of a brief memoir must be

content to restrict himself to a dry detail of facts, or to an

imperfect series of conjectures and presumptions.

The Protector was the eldest of the six sons of Sir John

Seymour, of Wolf Hall, in Wiltshire, by Margaret, daughter of

Sir Henry Wentworth, of Nettlested, in Suffolk. His father,

who, though the heir of a long line of wealthy and powerful

ancestors, had passed his life in the courts and armies of Henry
the seventh and eighth, placed him, while yet a youth, in the

view of the latter of those Princes, recommended as well by the

best education of the time, for he had studied profitably in both

Universities, as by a turn for military gallantry, and an eminent

sweetness of temper. The King received him favourably, and

permitted him to accompany the Duke of Suffolk in his expedi-

tion to the coast of France in August 1523, where his bravery in

several actions was rewarded by that nobleman with the honour

ofknighthood, conferred in the field. He returned to distinguish

himself in the warlike sports of the Court in which Henry so

much delighted ; was one of the chosen party which graced
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Wolsey's splendid embassy to Paris in 1527 ; and attended the

King at his celebrated interview with Francis the first in 1532,

holding at that time the honourable, but now obsolete, office of

Esquire of the royal body.

Having thus slowly attained to that station, and perhaps

indulging little hope of further preferment, an event occurred

which ranked him suddenly among the highest in the realm.

Henry became enamoured of his sister Jane, and, even before his

passion for her was publicly known, raised her to the throne.

On the fifth of June, 1536, a few days after the marriage, Seymour
was raised to the dignity of Viscount Beauchamp, and on the

eighteenth of October, in the ensuing year, created Earl of

Hertford. The untimely death of the Queen, which occurred just

at that period, caused no diminution of the royal favour towards

him, but Henry, unwilling to expose her family to the envy of the

Court, prudently delayed to advance him to high offices, nor was

he placed in any but the comparatively insignificant posts of

Chancellor and Chamberlain of North Wales, and Governor of

Jersey, till 1540, when he was sent Ambassador to Paris, to settle

some disputes as to the boundaries of the English territory in

France. On his return, in the beginning of the following year,

he received the Order of the Garter, and in 1542 was appointed

Lord Great Chamberlain of England for life. In the mean time

the King had sought to gratify his passion for military fame by

giving him a command in the forces not long before sent into

Scotland, under the Duke of Norfolk, in which he acquitted

himself so well that on the declaration of war against the Scots

in 1544 the first of the three divisions of the powerful army then

dispatched into that country was intrusted wholly to his charge,

together with the important office of Lieutenant General of the

North. At home new marks of favour and confidence awaited

him : Henry, who this year crossed the channel to the siege of

Boulogne, named him one of the four counsellors by whose advice

the Queen was to be directed, and commander in chief on any
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occasions of military service which might occur during his

absence. Amidst these ample engagements he pined for warlike

enterprize ; obtained the King's permission to join him before

Boulogne ; and distinguished himself there by the most signal

skill and bravery in several actions after the reduction of the

town, as well as by the sagacity which he displayed in the treaty

of peace with Francis which presently followed. On his return

from France he was elected Chancellor of the University of

Cambridge, and Henry, who died soon after, included him in the

number of his executors, to whom, in the nature of a Council of

Regency, he intrusted the guardianship of his son.

One of the first acts of that Council was to invest him with the

supreme government, and the title of Protector of the realm, and

Governor of the King's person ; and one of the first purposes to

which he applied his authority was to use the King's name in

advancing himself to the dignity of Duke of Somerset. To

remove the imputation of vanity so likely to attend such a step a

curious expedient was devised. Some other eminent persons

were at the same time raised to the Peerage, and others promoted
in it, and each individually testified for all the rest that it was the

declared intention of the late King to have bestowed on them the

titles now conferred, which was done therefore but in obedience

to his pleasure. The Protector assumed also, about the same

time, the great office of Earl Marshal, for life.

Edward's reign commenced with a war against the Scots. A

treaty for his marriage to their infant Queen had been earnestly

agitated by Henry, who on his death-bed commanded that it

should be carried on with all assiduity, and the Protector zealously

resumed it, but was baffled by delays and evasions. Any pretext

for an invasion of that country was in those days welcome.

Twenty thousand men, admirably equipped, were marched into

Scotland by Somerset in person, and gained a complete victory

in the sanguinary and decisive battle of Musselborough, almost

without loss. His return was hailed with marks of respect and
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love, amounting almost to adoration. Charmed by the fickle

voice of the multitude, it was perhaps now that he conceived an

unreasonable affection to popularity, and fondly sought to

strengthen his authority by resting it on the ever doubtful basis

of public esteem.

His vain endeavours to this end produced universal disgust.

To ingratiate himself with the nobility, who as yet held the spoils

of the ancient church but by a precarious tenure, he applied

himself with vigour to destroy every vestige of its practice.

Shortly after his arrival from Scotland he issued injunctions for

the removal from churches of all images, and other visible objects

of worship, and dispatched commissioners into every part of the

kingdom to enforce the execution. The commonalty, with whom

the march of the reformation had been more tardy, perhaps

because it administered nothing to their temporal interests,

highly resented this harsh and sudden subversion of their

inveterate habits, which even Henry for the time had left undis-

turbed. On the other hand, he attempted to win the mass of the

people by an ordinance as summary and unexpected, not only

prohibiting the inclosure of commons, and waste lands, but

charging those who had already made inclosures to lay them

again open. It is needless to say that such persons were almost

wholly of the higher order, and it will readily be conceived that

they considered this regulation as a heinous injury. A fever of

discontent presently raged throughout the realm. Insurrections

burst forth in several counties on the score of religion. In others

the people, impatient of the delay and unwillingness with which

the inclosers restored to them a property their right to which

had now acquired a new guarantee, rose in thousands, and

having broken down the fences which had debarred them,

proceeded, according to the invariable practice of mobs, to spoil

the mansions and the goods of the offenders. In the mean
time a powerful party was secretly formed against him in the

Court.
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At the head of this faction was his brother, Thomas Lord

Seymour, of Sudeley, whom he had advanced at the commence-

ment of Edward's reign to that dignity, and to the office of Lord

Admiral of England. The conduct of that nobleman towards

the Protector, and its motives, and the lenity, and even tenderness,

which he experienced to the last at the hands of his injured

brother, may be found treated of at large in this work, in a

memoir appropriated to himself. The Admiral, after long delays,

was put to death for repeated treasons, but a more formidable

adversary presently appeared. John Dudley, Earl of Warwick, a

man of considerable talents, and equally ambitious and intrepid,

was the Protector's secret enemy, and, from motives as well of

anger as of envy, had determined to accomplish his ruin.

Somerset, to gratify his brother, had deprived Warwick of the

great office of Lord Admiral, which he had filled with abundant

credit during the five concluding years of the late reign, and the

offence was never forgiven. Warwick, however, dissembled till

after the fall of Lord Seymour. He had privately encouraged

that nobleman in his practices against the Protector, whom, on

the other hand, he urged to resent them to the utmost. A majority

of the Privy Council was now united againt Somerset, and

Warwick eagerly undertook to be their leader ; they seceded

suddenly from the main body, assuming the authority of the

whole, and indeed the government of the realm ; and this step

was concerted with such secrecy that the Protector seems to have

been wholly unapprized of its approach. They humbly averred

to the King, and indeed not untruly, that his uncle had on most

occasions contemned their advice, and issued a proclamation

to the same effect. Somerset abandoned his authority with

pusillanimous precipitation. Articles of accusation were drawn

up, and he acknowledged the justice of them on his knees at the

Council table. He then signed a confession to the same purpose,

which was presented to the Parliament, and that assembly, having

first examined him by a committee, stripped him of all his offices,
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and, byway of fine, of estates to the annual value of two thousand

pounds. Here his prosecution ceased for the time; he was

released from the Tower, where he had suffered a very short

imprisonment ; and was soon after discharged of his fine. These

matters occurred in the winter of 1549.

The plenitude of power of which he had been deprived now

passed into the hands of Warwick, who seemed to be fully

appeased by the sacrifice. A personal reconciliation between

them, apparently sincere, was wrought through the mediation of

the amiable Edward, who even prevailed on Warwick to give his

eldest son in marriage to one of Somerset's daughters. The

Duke, who possessed most of the qualities which bestow comfort

and ornament on private life, laid down, perhaps with little

regret, a burthen which neither his talents nor his temper had

well fitted him to support ; but Warwick, by whose ambitious

and ardent spirit such moderation was utterly inconceivable, and

who had injured Somerset too deeply ever to forgive him, still

suspected and hated him. Popular affection had in some degree

attended the Duke in his retirement, and, though wholly forsaken

by the powerful, and possessing none of the qualities of a dema-

gogue, his influence was yet dreaded. Warwick, now Duke of

Northumberland, at length determined to deprive him of life,

and he was arrested on the sixteenth of October, 1551, together

with several of his intimates and retainers, among whom some

through purchased treachery,and others from careless imprudence,

had divulged to the spies of Northumberland the facts on which

his accusation was to be formed, and which were to be proved by
no other than their own evidence.

Northumberland's utmost influence seems to have been exerted

to induce the Privy Council, servile as it was, to consent that he

should be brought to a trial on charges which any grand jury of

later days would have rejected with horror and disdain. After

repeated examinations, that process, however, took place on the

first of the succeeding December, twenty-seven peers forming the
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Court. It was alledged against him that he had meditated

insurrections to subvert the Government, and had conspired to

assassinate certain noblemen at a banquet in the house of the

Lord Paget, and, incredible as it may seem, three of these,

Northumberland, the Marquis of Northampton, and the Earl of

Pembroke, had the effrontery to sit that day among his judges.

On the first class of charges he was indicted of high treason ;

on the second of felony; but no overt act tending to either

was adduced, nor was any proof made but of some vague and

uncertain speeches, uttered in the freedom of familiar conver-

sation ; neither was he allowed to confront the witnesses, for this

wretched evidence was delivered in the form of written depositions.

Spite of the vengeance of the prosecutor, and the gross partiality of

the court, it should seem that he might have been saved by slight

exertions on his own part of common prudence ; but he made no

defence ; uttered no clear denial of the charges ; nor did he

except with firmness against the palpable irregularities of the

process ; but wasted his time in unmeaning apologies, and sought

to move the compassion of his judges by such plaints as usually

result from the depression produced by conscious demerit. In

the end, he was acquitted of treason, but convicted of the felony,

and condemned to die. He suffered on Tower Hill, on the

twenty-second of January, N. S. with a deportment and a speech

which had little in them to denote the man who had ruled

kingdoms, and commanded armies, or to afford any clear inference

either of his innocence or guilt.

The Protector was twice married. By his first lady, Catharine,

daughter and coheir of Sir William Fillol, of Woodlands, in

Dorsetshire, whom he repudiated, he had an only son, Edward.

He married, secondly, Anne, daughter of Sir Edward Stanhope,

of Rampton, in the county of Nottingham, to whose pride,

insolence, intriguing spirit, and controul over his conduct, some

writers have ascribed most of his misfortunes and errors. She

brought him a numerous issue, of which Edward, the eldest son,
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was appointed his heir, under a special intail, created by act of

Parliament (the only son by the first marriage being
1 about the

same time disinherited, as well of the titles as of the estates), and

from this second son descended that line of Dukes of Somerset

which failed in 1750. He had also by his Duchess, Anne

Stanhope, two younger sons ; Henry, and another Edward ; and

six daughters ; Anne, first married, as has been already stated, to

John Dudley, Earl of Warwick, eldest son to John, Duke of

Northumberland ; secondly, to Sir Edward Unton, of Wadley,
in Oxfordshire, Knight of the Bath ; Margaret, and Jane, who

died unmarried, as did the fifth daughter, Catherine ; Mary,

married, first, Andrew, eldest son to Sir Richard Rogers, of

Bryanstone, in the county of Dorset ; secondly, to Sir Henry

Peyton ; and Elizabeth, wife to Sir Richard Knightley, of

Fawsley, in Northamptonshire. On the extinction, alluded to

above, of the male line from the eldest son of this second

marriage, the Dukedom reverted at length to the heir male of

Edward, the disinherited son of the first, from whom the present

Duke of Somerset is lineally descended. The public and private

history of these family affairs, of which as much has been here

stated as is consistent with the views of this work, is little known,

and of great curiosity.
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; THOMAS CRANMER,

ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.

CJRANMER, unlike the generality of the clergy of his time, was

of very respectable birth. His family was originally seated at

Sotherton, in Suffolk, from whence his grandfather removed to

Aslacton, in Nottinghamshire, on his marriage with the heiress

of a most ancient house which bore the name of that parish, and

whose estates he acquired by the match. The Archbishop was

the second son of Thomas Cranmer, of Aslacton, by Agnes,

daughter of Laurence Hatfield, of Willoughby, in the same

county ; and was born at the former place on the second of July,

1489. Strype informs us that the education of his childhood was

entrusted to " a rude and severe parish clerk" (meaning, I

suppose, the minister of his father's parish)
" of whom he learned

little, and endured much ;" and that at the age of fourteen he

became a student of Jesus College, in Cambridge, and in due

time was elected a fellow of that house, and took his degree of

Master of Arts. His academical career was for a while arrested

by an unbecoming match, into which he was probably led by that

kind and easy nature which has been always ascribed to him.

We are told particularly of his wife, that she was a relation to

the hostess of the Dolphin Inn, opposite to Jesus Lane, in

Cambridge, and resided there, doubtless in the character of a

servant. The marriage of course deprived him of his fellowship,

and this good man, destined to become the second person in the

State, retired meekly to live with his wife at the inn, perhaps

enjoying there, such is the delusion and uncertainty of human

prospects, that peace, and tranquil security, which was ever denied
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to his future grandeur. Within a year, however, she died in

childbirth : Cranmer, such was the affection of his college towards

him, was immediately restored to his fellowship ; and in 1523 was

admitted Doctor in Divinity, and appointed Reader of the

Theological Lecture in his own college, and an examiner of

candidates for divinity degrees.

He remained, thus employed, in the University till 1529, when

an accident made him known to the King. The plague then

raged in Cambridge, and Cranmer had taken refuge in the

house of a Mr. Cressy, to whose wife he was related, at Waltham

Abbey, in Essex, and had carried thither with him the sons

of that gentleman, who were his college pupils. It happened

during his short residence there that Edward Fox, at that time

Almoner to the King, and afterwards Bishop of Hereford, and the

celebrated Stephen Gardiner, came to visit his host : and the

legality of Henry's proposed divorce from Catharine of Arragon,

for which he was then suing at Rome, becoming the topic of

conversation, those eminent persons, to whom Cranmer's reputa-

tion at Cambridge was not entirely unknown, engaged him in

the discussion. He ventured to say that he thought the King's

reference to the Holy See was totally unnecessary; would

produce tedious delay, and in the end prove ineffectual : that the

question whether a man might lawfully marry his brother's widow

appeared to him to have been already clearly decided by the

authority of the Scriptures ; but that the safest method for the

King to pursue would be to lay that question before the most

learned divines of his two Universities, and to abide by their

decision. Fox and Gardiner, who were good courtiers, as well

as good catholics, conscious that the King would highly relish

the proposal, hastened to inform him of it, and, honestly, or

unwarily, mentioned the name of the author ; on which Henry is

said to have exclaimed,
"

this man hath gotten the sow by the

right ear." He commanded Cranmer to wait on him without

delay ; formed presently a high opinion of his talents and his
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learning-; and directed him to digest in the form of a general

treatise all his arguments on the subject of the divorce ; and, in

order to his undisturbed application to that task, placed him in

the house of Thomas Earl of Wiltshire, where he became the

friend and favourite of that nobleman's daughter, the beautiful

and ill-fated Anne Boleyn, whom Henry already meditated to

take to his second wife. These matters are said to have occurred

in August, 1529.

When he had completed his book, the King
1 sent him to

Cambridge, to dispute for the positions which he had advanced

in it, and the decision soon after publicly declared by that

University against the legality of the marriage with Catharine

has been ascribed by historians chiefly to the ingenuity of his

reasoning, a compliment the justice of which, whatever we might

be inclined to place to the score of Henry's fearful influence, or

of the undoubted dictates of religion and morality, it would be

impertinent in this place to controvert. Be that however as it

might, certain it is that he had already acquired so great a

degree of credit with his master that he placed him at the head

of those divines and civilians who were attached to the Earl of

Wiltshire's embassy in the following year to the courts of Rome,

Paris, and Brussels, and instructed to argue there for the divorce.

He had the boldness to present his book to the Pope, and to

propose a public disputation on the question, which was civilly

declined ; but he pressed so closely for some sort of decision, that

the Conclave was at length forced into the impious absurdity of

uttering a judicial declaration that the marriage was against the

law of God, but that yet the Pope had the power of dispensing

with it. Leaving Rome, he travelled with the ambassador through

Germany, and at Nuremberg
1 became acquainted with Osiander,

a celebrated Protestant divine of that city, with whom he

sojourned for a considerable time, and prevailed on him to write

a treatise on incestuous marriages, in reference to the King's

case. But he had a stronger motive for prolonging his stay at
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Nuremberg. He had again fallen, in the midst of his grave

occupations, into the snare of Love : and before he left that city

was privately married to the niece of Osiander. This connec-

tion appears to have been attended but by little comfort, for, on

his return, he left her in Germany ; after a time, sent for her to

England ; and for five years together seemed to have no inter-

course with her beyond an indifferent acquaintance ; and even

this he thought it prudent to relinquish, on the appearance in

1539 of the famous Six Articles, two ofwhich forbad the marriage

of priests, under pain of death, when he sent her again to her

family. He had by this Lady (a fact which has escaped the

notice of all who have written concerning him) a son, and a

daughter. I find in the journals of Parliament that a bill passed

the Commons on the ninth of March, 1562, for " the restoration

in blood of Thomas and Margaret, children of the late Archbishop

Cranmer."

To return to his public life. It should seem that the King had

gradually imparted to Cranmer the whole of his confidence with

regard to all his affairs in Germany, for we find him, singly,

treating with the Emperor, the Elector of Saxony, and other

Princes of the empire, on every matter of importance in which

England was then concerned with them. He returned, however,

in November, 1532, and was immediately named to succeed

Warham, who had died in the preceding August, in the see of

Canterbury; thus leaping at once from the Archdeaconry of

Taunton,and a single benefice, so insignificant that the name of the

parish has not been preserved, to the highest ecclesiastical dignity

of his country. The truth is, that Henry had found in him a man
of considerable talents, united to a candid and grateful mind :

humble and pliant as to all temporal affairs, but stedfastly attached

to the new faith, a sort of obstinacy at that moment most conve-

nient to his master's purposes. Strype has recorded, not much
to Cranmer's credit, a long detail of his coquetry with the King
as to his acceptance of this mighty dignity, in which the simple
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folly of Nolo Episcopari is absolutely burlesqued. He professed

to decline it, not on the allegation, usual in such cases, of his

own insufficiency, but because he could not endure the necessary

appointment by the Pope, knowing his Majesty to be the supreme
head of the Church. Henry, affecting to treat this as a new

opinion, put him on the proof, and Cranmer quoted an host of

texts. The King, good man, was staggered, and referred the

question to some chosen civilians, who determined that Cranmer

might, without offence to his conscience, accept the Archbishop-

rick at the hands of the Pope, and afterwards protest against his

spiritual authority. He submitted, and was consecrated on the

thirtieth of March 1543, when he took the usual oath of fidelity

to the Pope, and at the same time recorded a long declaration, in

which, unhappily, we find the following words. " Non intendo

per hujusmodi juramentum aut juramenta, quovis modo me

obligare, quominus libere loqui, consulere, et consentire valeam,

in omnibus et singulis reformationem religionis Christianas,

gubernationem Ecclesise Anglicanse, aut praerogativum Coronae

ejusdem."

The first important public act of the new Primate was to pro-

nounce the sentence of divorce between Henry and Catharine :

the second, to marry that Prince to Anne Boleyn. Though his

interest was strengthened by the elevation of that unfortunate

Lady, it was not injured by her fall ; and yet, much to the credit

of his heart, he had ventured, on her commitment to the Tower,

to intercede for her with her savage husband. Indeed his zeal

and activity in the great work of the reformation had rendered

him an instrument indispensably necessary to the King's designs.

While Cromwell was busily demolishing the fabric of the ancient

religion, Cranmer, with a gentler hand, raised the new one from

its ruins ; and, if the Church of England owes the strength and

solidity of its structure to the power of Henry, the praise of its

beautiful symmetry, and of the simple grandeur of all its parts, is

due to the judgement, the mildness, and the patience, of the
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Archbishop. The story of a man so employed affords but few

personal circumstances ; and a history of the reformation is in

fact the public life of Cranmer. In the prosecution of his mighty

task he encountered considerable obstacles ; was frequently con-

tradicted, and sometimes endangered. Few among his contem-

porary prelates were sincere reformers, though all had abjured the

Papal authority. Among them, Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester,

not less distinguished by his sagacity than by his malignity, and

the detestable Bonner, Bishop of London, were his bitterest

enemies. At their secret instigation a long list of frivolous

articles were preferred against him in 1543, by some clergy of his

own diocese, for mal-administration, and irreligious practices, in

his metropolitan church; and, that prosecution having justly

ended in the utter shame and ruin of his accusers, he was charged

in the House of Commons with heresy against the Sacrament of

the Altar. This attack also failed, but in the following year a

heavier blow was struck at him, for he was impeached to the

King by a party, doubtless a majority, in the Privy Council, of

endangering the safety of his Majesty, and of the realm, by divid-

ing the people into a variety of heretical sects ; on which it was

demanded that he might forthwith be committed to the Tower,

in order to his judicial examination. He was now saved by the

special interposition of the King's absolute authority. Henry,

having affected to consent to his imprisonment, sent privately for

him in the night, and apprised him of his critical situation.

Cranmer, stout in the defence of his doctrine and his practice,

replied that he was well content to be committed, so that he

might be afterwards indifferently heard. " O Lord," rejoined the

King, (to use the words given to him by Fox)
" what fond

simplicity ! so to permit yourself to be imprisoned, that every

enemy of your's may take advantage against you. Do not you
know that when they have you once in prison, three or four false

knaves will soon be procured to witness against you, and condemn

you ; which, else, being now at liberty, dare not once open their
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lips, or appear before your face ?" and hereupon gave him a ring
1

,

which was his usual token to the Council when he had determined

to take the consideration of any matter from them to himself.

They summoned the Archbishop to appear before them the next

morning
1

, and, after having* subjected him to the indignity of

waiting for an hour among servants in their antichamber, called

him in ; recited their charges against him at great length ; and

concluded by informing him of their resolution to make him

prisoner ; when he produced the ring, and the assembly, breaking

up in confusion, waited on the King, who reproached them of

falsely accusing his faithful servant, and terrified them into a

shew of reconciliation with him. Shakespeare has detailed the

circumstances of this incident in his play of Henry the Eighth

with much historical fidelity.

Henry at his death bestowed no peculiar mark of favour on

Cranmer. He was named, it is true, in the King's will as one of

the sixteen executors, and guardians to the youthful successor, a

distinction which could scarcely have been with-held from any
one in his high office. Edward's minority, however, and the

affection of the Protector Somerset to the Protestant cause, left

his inclination and his power to proceed in the reformation

wholly uncontrouled. Gardiner and Bonner were committed to

prison, and deprived ; as were Heath, Bishop of Worcester ; Day
of Chichester ; and Tunstal, of Durham ; but Cranmer's triumph

over them was marked by mildness and humanity. The death

of Somerset, and the accession of Dudley to vice-regal power,

mighty as the opposition had been of those two great men,

impaired neither his power nor his credit, for Dudley was, or

affected to be, a zealous Protestant, and Cranmer meddled little

in temporal affairs, unless they were importantly connected with

those of the church, and therefore had few political enemies.

Unhappily, his exalted situation necessarily forced him to take a

decided part on the great state question of the succession, which

distinguished the close of this reign. After having argued with
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equal boldness and acuteness in the Council, and with the King

himself, in support of Mary's title to inherit the Crown, he was at

last prevailed on by Edward himself, as it is said, in a personal

conference, to. subscribe to the Will by which that Prince had, on

his death bed, bequeathed it to Jane Grey, and this inexcusable

vacillation sealed the ruin which before seemed ready to over-

whelm him.

On the accession of Mary, the whole weight of her vengeance,

and that of her hierarchy, burst upon him with irresistible fury.

He was included in the act of attainder of the adherents of Jane,

and in November, 1553, adjudged guilty of high treason for the

part he had taken in her cause. He sued for mercy with the

most submissive humility, and was tantalized with a pardon for

that offence, which was granted merely to aggravate, as it should

seem, the bitter chastisement which awaited him. Apparently in

the same spirit, he was sent, in custody, from the Tower, together

with Ridley and Latimer, to Oxford, to hold a public disputation

on matters of Faith, with a select number of Romanists from the

two Universities and the Convocation, deputed by the whole body
of Mary's Bishops, not only for that purpose, but to deal judi-

cially with the venerable prisoners. Here Cranmer adhered to his

principles with a noble constancy, and on the twentieth of April,

1554, two days after the disputation, was again brought before

this singular court; required to recant; and, on his refusal, con-

demned as a heretic. He was now remanded to his prison, till a

confirmation of his sentence should be obtained from Rome,
instead of which the Pope ordered a new trial, under his own

authority, and directed Cardinal Pole, his Legate, to issue a com-

mission for that purpose. On the twelfth of September, in the

following year, Cranmer appeared before the commissioners, at

the head of whom was Brooks, Bishop of Gloucester, in St. Mary's

church in Oxford, and, after some slight form of trial, was again

vehemently exhorted to renounce his errors, and again firmly

refused: whereupon he was declared contumacious, and cited to
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appear personally at Rome within eighty days, to which he

agreed. In the mean time letters arrived from the Pope to the

King and Queen, demanding that he should receive immediate

condemnation, and be delivered over to the secular arm. This

mandate was accompanied by an order to Bonner, and Thirleby,

Bishop of Ely, to degrade him publickly, which ceremony was

performed in the most mortifying and humiliating manner that

vulgar malice could contrive.

All however was not yet lost. Cranmer with the crown of

martyrdom suspended but by a hair over his head, was still a

formidable adversary. His courageous maintenance of that faith

from either the letter or spirit of which he had never for an

instant swerved, was a weapon which his enemies could not have

wrested from him : but, alas ! he let it fall from his hand, and

the glory of the Saint was lost in the weakness of the man.

Seduced, as Lord Herbert gives us room to suppose, by hopes

treacherously held out to him, in an evil hour he signed a written

recantation of all his doctrines. The rest is horrible to relate.

Having thus sacrificed a splendid reputation in this world, and

hazarded his salvation in the next, for the sake ofa small remnant

of mortal life, which he must have passed in disgrace and obscu-

rity, an order was secretly issued for his execution. He was led

to St. Mary's Church to hear a sermon, and placed opposite to

the pulpit, which was mounted by a friar, who exhorted him to

persist stedfastly in the faith which he had lately embraced, and

that to death itself,
"
which," added the Friar,

"
it is the will of

the magistrate to inflict on you this day !"

In this dreadful moment Cranmer sprung above himself, and

nearly redeemed all that he had lost.
" He rose from his seat,"

says Bishop Godwyn,
"
and, without the smallest discovery of

fear, made an excellent speech to the people, in which having

premised many things concerning reformation of life and morals,

he repeated the principal heads of his doctrine, and briefly

explained his faith, affirming that in the power of the Pope was
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contained and established the Kingdom of Antichrist ; and,

finally, representing how heinously he had offended God by

renouncing the truth, he declared therefore his resolution that

his right-hand, which had so impiously sinned in subscribing the

doctrines proposed by the enemies of truth, should be the first to

suffer punishment." He was hurried directly from the church to

the place of execution. " There he stood," continues Godwyn,
as translated by Bishop Kennet, in a strain of expression which

could not be amended,
"
exposed, the most piercing spectacle

in the world, sufficient, one would think, not only to extort

compassion from his enemies, but to melt inanimate things into

tears ; the Primate of England, that lately flourished in the

highest honour and authority with Princes ; most venerable for

his great sanctity of life, for his age, person, learning, gravity,

and innumerable excellencies of mind ; now by the malice of the

Romanists, drest in a ridiculous old habit
;
baited with scurrility,

and contemptuous revilings ; and dragged to a most inhuman

and tormenting death. When he was bound to the stake, as soon

as the fire was kindled, he raised his left hand to Heaven, and,

thrusting out the other, held it in the flames, not removing it,

except once to stroak his beard, till it was quite consumed. At

last, as the flame increased, lifting up his eyes, he cried out,

Lord, receive my spirit! and, continuing as motionless as the

stake to which he was tied, endured the violence of the torture

till he expired."

Archbishop Cranmer was the author of a multiplicity of devo-

tional and controversial works. We have of his writings in

print, his treatise on the unlawfulness of Henry's first marriage,

which has already been mentioned. Several Letters to that

Prince and his ministers, and to some foreign divines. Three

discourses on the Matter of the King's book, entitled h

" the

Erudition of a Christian Man" a great part of what was called

" the Bishop's Book" Queries in order to the correcting of

several abuses in religion Queries concerning reformation, with
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answers A resolution of seventeen questions concerning the

Sacraments A collection of passages out of the Canon Law, to

shew the necessity of reforming it Answers to the fifteen articles

of the Devonshire rebels in 1549 A Defence of the true and

Catholic doctrine of the Sacrament of the body and blood of

Christ ; which having been attacked in an answer by Gardiner,

Cranmer rejoined in a second tract on the same subject A
Preface to the English translation of the Bible. A Catechism of

Christian doctrine The first part of the Book of Homilies An

answer to Dr. Richard Smith, who had written against his books

on the Sacrament A Confutation of unwritten Verities Reasons

which led him to oppose the Six Articles Answers to some

Queries concerning Confirmation Considerations offered to

King Edward the Sixth in favour of a further Reformation

A Manifesto against the Mass and a Manual of pious Prayers.

All, or nearly all, these Works may be found, either originally

printed, or reprinted, in the collections of Fox, Burnet, and

Strype.

His manuscript remains are perhaps equally voluminous, for

several of his Tracts which are known to have existed are still

undiscovered. Two very large volumes, written by his own

hand, on all the great points at issue between the two Churches,

are in the King's Collection in the British Museum, and there

are, or were, six or seven more in the library at Hatfield. Burnet

mentions two other volumes, which he examined ; and many of

his original letters are in the Cotton Library. Strype states that

he left also a Declaration, in two books, against the Pope's Supre-

macy; a treatise, in two books, against the Pope's Purgatory;

another, concerning justification ; and an Argument against the

sacrifice of the Mass, composed during his imprisonment ; but

does not inform us whether in manuscript, or printed.

The original from which the present engraving is taken is a

singular curiosity, independently of its great intrinsic merit ; for

it is the only known specimen of an artist whose very name has
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escaped the observation of Lord Orford, Pilkington, Bryan, and

others who have favoured us with notices of pictorial biography

It is inscribed
" Gerbicus Flicciis faciebat," and by a label

which appears on another part of the picture we are informed

that it was painted in the fifty-seventh year of the Archbishop's

life.
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SIR THOMAS GRESHAM.

IT has been reported that this great Patriarch of commerce, and

of commercial finance, issued from the lowest origin, nay even that

he was a foundling. An old woman, says this tradition, who was

led by the chirping of grasshoppers to the spot where he was ex-

posed, carried him to her cottage, and nursed him, and therefore

he chose a grasshopper for his crest. It is inconceivable how such

silly falsehoods can gain currency in the face of facts of extensive

notoriety. He was descended from a family of respectable anti-

quity and possessions in Norfolk, which derived its name from

that of the parish in which it had originally been seated. His

father, Sir Richard, and his uncle, Sir John, who were the third

and fourth sons of his grandfather, John Gresham of Holt, in that

county, were bred to trade ; acquired great wealth ; and each of

them served the offices of alderman and Lord Mayor. He was

the third and youngest son of Sir Richard Gresham, by his first

wife, Audrey, daughter of William Lynn, of Southwick, in Nor-

thamptonshire, and was born in the year 1519.

His father had for many years exercised the employment in

which he himself became afterwards so conspicuous, that of agent

for the Crown with the trading interest, or as it was called, King's

Merchant, an office of the highest importance and trust, inasmuch

as it united the duty of raising money for the royal occasions by

private loans with that of protecting and cherishing the sources

from which they were derived. In this, as well as in his own great

commercial concerns, it is pretty evident that he designed his son

Thomas for his successor, especially as he was regularly bound

an apprentice to his uncle Sir John, and afterwards admitted into

the Mercers' company ; yet he was bred a scholar, and acquired

no mean fame in the University of Oxford, since Dr. Caius in his
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annals of Gonville and Cams College, says ofhim " Una nobiscum

perjuventutem hujus Collegii pensionarius erat Thomas Gresham,

nobilis ille et doctissimus mercator, qui forum mercatorium Lon-

dini extrtixit,"&c. On the death of his father however, which

occurred in 1548, Edward the sixth's Council appointed a Sir

William Dansell to the office of royal money agent, who took up

his residence in that character at Antwerp, where the trade and

wealth of our part of Europe was at that time in a manner mono-

polised, and from whence the supplies which the profuseness of the

preceding reign had rendered so needful had been from time to

time drawn, under circumstances of disadvantage to the Crown,

which resulted rather from an imperfect knowledge of a right

oeconomy in the negotiation ofloans than from any inclination to

fraud or carelessness. Dansell continued there for a short time,

with so little benefit to the King's affairs that it was found neces-

sary to send him letters of recal, which he disobeyed, and Gresham

who, with other merchants, had been called before the Privy

Council to advise on the best means of discharging the King's

debts, and of procuring future supplies, was sent to Antwerp to

supersede him, and presently acquired the highest credit, both

there and at home, by the activity, prudence, and fidelity, which

distinguished his performance of the duties of his office.

On the accession of Mary, probably on the score of religion, for

he seems to have been a zealous protestant, he was dismissed from

this employment. Conscious however that his abilities to execute

itwere unrivalled, and fearful that the fruition of his projects should

be delayed by the mismanagement of ignorant competitors, he ven-

tured instantly to present to the Queen a memorial stating, with

a boldness of expression very unusual at that time, his services to

her late brother, and conceived with such force and dexterity that,

while it concluded without any direct request, it left her scarcely

at liberty to do otherwise in common prudence than to re-instate

him. This curious piece, which is of great length, has fortu-

nately been preserved, and it would be difficult to give a clearer
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idea of the nature of his services, or of the mode in which he

performed them, than by citing* some extracts from it in his own

words. Having stated diffusely the circumstances which, as has

been here already observed, led to his appointment by King

Edward, whose debts in this way of private contract he says

amounted at that time to two hundred and sixty thousand pounds,

he proceeds thus

" Before I was called to serve there was no other ways devised

to bring the King out of debt but to transport the treasure out

of the realme, or else by way of exchange, to the great abasing

of the exchange, for a pound of our current money then brought

in value but sixteen shillings Flemish ; and for lack of payment

there at the days appointed, to preserve his Majesty's credit with

all, to prolong time also upon interest, which interest, besides the

loss of the exchange, amounteth unto forty thousand pounds by

year ; and in every such prolongation his Majesty was enforced

to take great part in jewels or wares, to his extreme loss and

damage ; of which forty thousand pounds loss for interest yearly

I have by my travail clearly discharged the said King every penny,

without which prevention the Queen's Majesty had been indebted

at this her entry into the imperial Crown the sum of four hundred

thousand pounds ; besides the saving of the treasure within the

realm ; without taking of jewels or wares, to the King's disadvan-

tage. Whereas at the time ofmy entry into the office I found the

exchange at sixteen shillings the pound, I found the means never-

theless, without any charge to the King or hindrance of any

other, to discharge the King's whole debts as they grew due, at

twenty shillings, and two and twenty shillings the pound ; whereby

the King's Majesty, and now the Queen, hath saved one hundred

thousand marks clear. By reason that I raised the exchange from

sixteen shillings unto two and twenty shillings, whereunto it yet

remaineth, all foreign commodities be fallen, and sold after the

same value, to the enriching of the subjects of the realm, in small

process of time, above three or four hundred thousand pounds.
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Jt is assuredly known that when I took this service in hand the

King's Majesty's credit on the other side was small ; and yet afore

his death he was in such credit, both with strangers and his own

merchants, that he might have had what sum of money he had

desired, whereby his enemies began to fear him, for his commo-

dities of his realm, and power amongst Princes, was not known

before ; which credit the Queen's Highness hath obtained, if she

were in necessity for money at this present day. To the intent to

work this matter secretly for the raising of the exchange I did

only use all my own credit with my substance and friends. To

the intent to prevent the merchants, both strangers and English,

who always lay in wait to prevent my devices when the exchange

fell to raise it again, I bare some one time loss of my own monies,

as the King's Majesty and his Council well knew, two or three

hundred pounds, and this was divers times done ; besides the

credit of fifty thousand pounds which I took by exchange in my
own name, without using the King's name. For the accomplish-

ment of the premises I not only left the realm, with my wife and

family, my occupying and whole trade of living, by the space of

two years, but also posted in that time forty times, upon the

King's sending, at the least, from Antwerp to the Court ; besides

the practising to bring these matters to effect ; the infinite occa-

sion of writing also to the King and his council ; with the keep-

ing of reckonings and accompts only by my own hand writing,

for mistrust in so dangerous a business of preventers, whereof

were store too many ; until I had clearly discharged all the foresaid

debt, to the great benefit of the realm, and profit of the Queen ;

for in case this debt had been let alone, and deferred upon inte-

rest four years or five, her Majesty should have found it amount

to fifteen hundred thousand pounds at the least, which, God be

praised, is ended, and therefore careless at this day."

Having thus recited his services, he demands an audience of the

Queen ; for says he,
" nevertheless hitherto do I perceive that

those which served before me, which brought the King in debt,
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and took wares and jewels up to the King's great loss, are

esteemed and preferred for their evil service, and contrarywise,

myself discountenanced and out of favour for my diligence and

good service taken to bring the King and Queen's Highness out

of debt clear, which understanding of my service that her Ma-

jesty may take in good part is as much as I required." Edward

had not been ungrateful to him. "
It pleased the King's Majesty,"

adds he,
" to give unto me one hundred pounds, to me and my

heirs for ever, three weeks before his death, and promised me then

with his own mouth that he would hereafter see me rewarded

better, saying,
* I should know that I served a King.'

"
Why he

chose to mention this trifling gift, and to be silent as to the valu-

able grants of a monastic estate in the county of Caermarthen,

and of the reversion of the priory of Westacre in Norfolk, both

which he received in that reign, it is not easy to conceive. His

memorial, aided probably by interest, was successful : Mary
restored him to his post, which he filled during the whole of her

reign ; and Elizabeth continued him in it, with increased favour,

and bestowed the honour of knighthood on him soon after her

accession.

Numerous details of his negotiations remain in our public col-

lections, and in the cabinets ofthe curious, but the ordinary trans-

actions of a mercantile agent, however enlarged, can possess

little to recommend them to general attention. He became

enormously wealthy when he had scarcely passed the prime of

life. He had married early, and his wife brought him an only

son, whom he had the great misfortune to lose, at the age of six-

teen, in 1564. The enthusiasm which in minds above the com-

mon character attends acute grief produces sometimes extraordi-

nary consequences. Gresham, immediately after the death of his

son, determined on the execution ofa grand design, which is said

to have been conceived by his father, to erect at his own expense

a public edifice, after the fashion ofthe great commercial cities of

the continent, for the meeting of the merchants of London, who
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had been used to transact their business, exposed to the weather,

in Lombard Street, or, most indecently, in Saint Paul's Cathedral.

In aid of this splendid purpose the corporation purchased and

removed eighty houses, which then stood on the site of the pro-

jected building, and gave him regular possession of the ground,

and towards the end of the year 1567 the Royal Exchange, or, as

it was first called,
" Britain's Burse," was completed and opened

for use ; a monument almost unparalleled to the generosity of a

private individual. It was destroyed in the great fire of 1666, but

a very correct judgement of its magnificence, and of the great

charge of its erection, may be formed from the building, yet re-

maining, by which the city, and the company of mercers, imme-

diately replaced it, with very little deviation from the original

plan, at the expense of eighty thousand pounds. Nor was he

inattentive to those ostentations which were by no means unbe-

coming in one who stood confessedly at the head of the important

class to which he belonged. He had already built, for his own

residence, in Bishopsgate Street, a noble mansion, ofwhich it will

be necessary presently to speak further, and soon after added to

the great purchases that he had made in many other parts of the

kingdom, that beautiful and well-known estate near London,

called Osterley Park, which he planted and inclosed, and erected

in it another spacious and stately house. In each of these resi-

dences he had more than once the honour of entertaining Eliza-

beth and her court ; and it was in one of her visits to Osterley

that, the Queen having observed that the quadrangle within the

building was too large, he sent instantly to London for workmen,

who, with equal expedition and secrecy, divided it in the course

of the same night by building a wall, which when Elizabeth rose

she was astonished to find completed, in strict conformity to her

criticism a refined gallantry exactly to her taste.

Gresham indeed seems to have possessed much of the refine-

ment of a courtier, and more of the sagacity of a politician. In

his frequent journeys to the Low Countries he had made acute
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observations on the Spanish policy, and had gained much import-

ant intelligence. Elizabeth's ministers, particularly Cecil, courted

his advice on many matters, and gave him no small share of their

confidence. Thus in 1568, during a great scarcity of coin in

England, a large Biscayan ship, which was conveying a great sum

in gold and silver to the Duke of Alva for the payment of his

troops, having been chased into the harbour ofPlymouth, Gresham,

who had received intelligence that the money was not the pro-

perty of the King of Spain, but had been wrested by him from

certain merchants of Genoa, apprised Cecil of that fact, and per-

suaded him to seize it, and send it to the mint, giving security

however to the Spanish ambassador to repay the amount when it

should be made to appear to whom of right it belonged. Cecil

reluctantly complied, and advised Elizabeth accordingly, and the

Duke of Alva, enraged and disappointed, caused all the English at

Antwerp to be arrested, an outrage which was immediately reta-

liated on the Spaniards then in London. Cecil, who abhorred

violent measures, became alarmed, and was with some difficulty

appeased by Gresham's assurance that any future foreign loans to

the Crown might be as advantageously negotiated at Hamburgh
as at Antwerp, but that it might be reasonably expected that the

readiness of our own merchants to make advances would render

them unnecessary. An original letter of great curiosity from

Gresham to Cecil, in which all these points are touched on, is in

the Lansdowne collection, in the British Museum. Stowe, who

had by some means obtained a perusal of it, has given large

extracts from it, almost verbatim, in his Survey of London ; and

the authors of the Biographia Britannica, quoting Stowe, repre-

sent them, from what motive it is not easy to guess, as arguments

used by Gresham in a personal conference with the Minister.

The letter has a peculiar claim to be inserted in this memoir in

its full integrity.
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"
Right honriorable Sr

.

This morning I have receaved yo
rs

. with my I"res, by my s~rvaunt,

wherbie I do perceyve that the monneye whiche remanith in my
hands of Sr

. Will~m Garrard,and for the armur, must be paid to

the nfrchauntes, wherin I shall p~cede with paiment of half their

som'es until furder yo
r
. pleas', be knowen, for the whiche it maie

please you to send me the Q.' Matie>
. warraunt. And, whereas

yo
r
. Honnor doth now think some difficulte to paie any monney to

the Q.' Matie>
. creditors beyond the seas, Sr

., in my opinion youe

neede not to make any dowt therof yf her Highnes do see her

nTchaunts well paid here in London this first somme, for bie that

tyme the other monney shalbe paiable hear bie the Q.' Matle
. to

her said nTchaunts they shall have both plenty of monney at

Hamboroughe and heare ; assuring you the goodes that or
.

nTchaunts hathe shipped from Hambrough hither is well worth

cMli
. and better ; and the shiping that they make now from hens

w1
. or

. comodityes is richely worthe vn cM11
., and better, for that

ther wilbe above xxxMa . clothes, the custom wherof wilbe worth

to the Q.' Matie
. at the least xMli

., which will discharg that debt,

if it stand so wth
. the Q.' Ma1''

pleash*.

Sr

., I do perceyve that the gretest care that youe have is that or
.

nTrchaunts shall not have monney inoughe for to by up or
. como -

dytes, wherin you need not to dowbt, co~sidering the good vent

they have had at Hamboroughe alredie, and are like to have ;

therfore I shall most humblie beseche you, for the staie and

advauncing of the Q.' Mat>8
. credit, this small paiment that is

agreed upon alredy at Hamborough maie be paid, considering that

I have writen heretofore to the said creditors they shuld have a

paiment made there now this August, whiche paiment will not a

little advaunce her Highnes' honnor and credit ; and how much
her Highnes' credit hathe stand her in steede beyond the seas for

reddie monney it is to tedius, and to long a matter, to trowble

you wtb
. all ; but if my credit were suche that I were able to

perswade the Q.' Matie and you, I would have that matter now
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sorowid for above all other things ; assuring you, S~., I do know for

certain that the Duke de Alva is more trowbled wth
. the Q.' Matle>

gret credit, and wth
. the vent of her Highnes' comodities at Ham-

borough, then he is wth

any thing els, and quakes for feare, which

is one of the chifest things that is the let that the said Duke

cannot com by the tenth penny that he now demandeth for the

sale of all goods anny kind of waye in the Low Countrey, wc*e
.,

Sr

., I beleve wilbe his utter undoing. Therfore, Sr

., to conclude,

I would wishe that the Q.' Matie
. in this tyme shtild not use any

straungers, but her own subjects, wherbie she, and all other

Princes, maie se what a Prince ofpowr she is ; and bie this meanes

there is no doubt but that her Highnes shall cause the Duke of

Alva to know himself, and to make what end with that Lowe

Countreys as her Matle
. will herself, what brute soevr

. is here

spredde abrode to the contrary.

Sr

., seeing I am entrid so farre wth

youe for the credit of the

Q.' Matie
. beyond the seas, wherin I haue travailed this xx yeres,

and bie experience in using or
. owne mrchaunts I found gret

honnor to the Prince, as also gret p~fit to the mr

chaunts, and to

the whole realm, whatsoever our m'.chaunts saye to the co~tra-

rye ; for when or
. Prince ought owr own m'.chaunts LX or imXXMU-

then they knew themselves, and were dailie reddie to s~rve as good

chepe as straungers did, whiche, Sr
. I wold wishe again in this

time of extremity to be usid, for that I knowe or
. m'.chaunts be

able to do yt, because the debt is divided into many menne's

hands, and bye no meanes cannot hynder them having intrest.

Other I have not to molest you w
th
.all, but that as the 12 of this

presentMr
. Benedik Spinola brought home to my house a rn

rchaunt

of Janua, calid Thomas Ragio, to take his leave of me, to knowe

if he could plesure rne wth
. any thing in Flaunders ; and, as I

thanked him, so, emongs other comunication of p~fit, and for

s'.vice by his ministrie, he desired me to be his frend for such

monney as the Q.' Matie
. hath of his in the Towr. With that I

asked him what his somme was, and he sayed xx or XXXM, ducats :

9
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but by talke I p~ceive he hathe muche more with other of his

frinds. Now, Sr

., seeing this monney in the Towr dothe app~rtain

to mr

.chaunts, I wold wishe the Q.' Matie
. to putt it to use of

some p~fitt ; as to mynt it into her owne coyne, wherbye she shall

be a gaynor in or unMli
., and enriche her relm wth

. so much fyne

silv
r
. : and for the re-payment thereof her Highnes maie paie it bie

the waie of exchaunge, or otherwise, to her gret fardell and profit ;

as also her Matle
. maie take it up of the said mr.chaunts upon

intrest, uppon the bands accustomid, for a yere or twoo, whiche I

think they wiibe right glad of; and so wth
. the said monney her

Matle
. maie paie her debts both heare and in Flaunders, to the gret

honnor and credit of her Matie
. throughout all Xtendom ; as

knowith the L. who preserve you, with the increse of honnor.

From Gresham House, the 14 of August, 1569,

At yo
r
. Honnor's commandment,

THOMAS GRESH~M.

Sr
. I most humbly thancke you for the remembrans that yow

have of my sewte for my Lady Mary Grey, and for my lande at

Oysterley."

Cecil, convinced and encouraged by these arguments, laid them

before the Queen, who determined to take the steps recom-

mended by them, and Gresham, to forward the more effectually

his advice by his own example, sent in the succeeding month to

the Tower five sacks of new Spanish reals, each sack weighing

nearly one thousand pounds, to be coined for the Queen's use, as

his own individual contribution; but he had calculated erroneously

on the disposition of the London merchants to lend. He proposed

the matter to them, and they, to shift from themselves the odium

of a direct refusal, referred it as a public question to the assembly

called a common hall, by which, even then distinguished by it's

vulgar and senseless inclination to oppose indiscriminately all

measures instituted by the ministers of the Crown, it was nega-

tived. Gresham treated these persons with the disdain which they
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merited. Abandoning his original intention of negociating the

loan with privacy, he procured a letter from the Privy Council to

the great company of Merchant Adventurers, which may be found

at length in Stowe's Survey, remonstrating with them in plain

terms on the subterfuge which had been thus used by many of their

members in their individual capacity, and reproaching them with

ingratitude to the Crown, which had constantly and carefully for-

warded their best interests. The Merchant Adventurers, ashamed

not less of the inferior people with whom some of them had thus

associated themselves, than of the narrow views with which they

had formed that connection, readily agreed to furnish the sum

required, and lent Elizabeth sixteen thousand pounds on her

bonds, at the then moderate interest of six per cent. She, on her

part, testified her gratitude to them, and to Gresham, by honouring

him on the twenty-third of January, 1570, with a visit at his

house in Bishopsgate Street, where she dined, and, on returning

in the evening by Cornhill, entered the Burse, with more than

ordinary pomp, and caused a herald to proclaim that it should

thenceforth be called by the name of (( the Royal Exchange."
In the summer of 1572 the Queen, resolving to make a-progress

longer than ordinary, thought fit, from some motive of jealousy of

her good citizens ofLondon now forgotten, to issue a commission

rather of an unusual nature, by which the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and eight other distinguished persons, were authorized and

commanded to assist the Lord Mayor with their counsel for the

good government and peace of the city during the absence of her-

self and her Court and ministers. Sir Thomas Gresham was of

the number; the measure was thought to have produced such

good effects that it was always resorted to on similar occasions

during that reign ; and his name was constantly inserted. It is

probable indeed, considering the importance of his connexion at

once with the Court and the city, that the exercise of this office

fell chiefly on him. In the following year, through his care and

exertions, the Queen's bonds to the London merchants were punc-
11
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tually discharged, and this proof of good faith so fixed his credit

that his future negotiations for similar loans were always managed

without distrust or difficulty. In 1576 he was joined in a com-

mission with Burghley, Walsingham and Martin, master of the

mint, to enquire into the nature of foreign exchanges, and with

this appointment his public employment seems to have ended.

He had for some years meditated the foundation of a distin-

guished place of education for the sons of citizens of London, but

seems to have been undetermined where to establish it. Each of

the Universities addressed itself to him on this subject, soliciting

the preference with that pertinacious importunity generally used

by corporate societies, and Gresham, who really seems to have

previously hesitated between Oxford and Cambridge, was perhaps

induced by this indecorum to fix on London. He resolved to

convert his ample dwelling in Bishopsgate Street into a college :

to endow it with the revenues arising from the profits of the Royal

Exchange, and to place it under the care of the same trustees to

whom he had already committed the charge of that superb pro-

perty. By a deed of the twenty-fourth of May, 1575, and by his

last will, dated the fifth of the following July, he vested the latter

edifice in the corporation of London, and the company of mer-

cers, to be equally enjoyed by them ; the City to pay out of it's

moiety an annual salary of fifty pounds each to four professors of

divinity, astronomy, music, and geometry; the mercers to pay

the same stipend to three in law, physic, and rhetoric. These

professors to reside, and to read their lectures, in his mansion,

afterwards called Gresham College, to which he annexed eight

almshouses, to be maintained from the same source, which he

charged also with liberal pensions to several hospitals and pri-

sons. This laudable and generous institution flourished usefully

till the end of the succeeding century, when, the revolution having

totally broken down the fences which even till then had kept the

different classes of society in some degree distinct from each other,

the citizens became too haughty to accept of gratuitous instruc-
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tion : Gresham College dwindled gradually till the year 1768, when

an act was passed for the purchase of it by the commissioners of

the excise : it was pulled down : and the present excise office was

erected on it's site. A room over part of the Exchange was ap-

pointed for the lectures, which have long been in a great measure

discontinued. As the salaries remain, the professorships still

exist. All the rest is nearly extinct.

Sir Thomas Gresham died of an apoplexy on the twenty-first of

November, 1579, and was buried in the parish church ofSt. Helen,

in Bishopsgate Street. By his wife, Anne, daughter of William

Ferneley, of West Creting, in Norfolk, and relict ofWilliam Read

of Fulham, in Middlesex, a merchant of London, he had, as has

been observed, an only son, Richard, who died young. He left

however a natural daughter, the fruit of an amour with a native

of Bruges, whom he gave in marriage, portioned with conside-

rable estates in Norfolk and Suffolk, to Nathaniel, second son of

Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord Keeper, whose wife was sister to the

Lady Gresham.
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SIR PHILIP SIDNEY.

JJIOGRAPHY, like painting, derives a main interest from the

contrast of strong lights and shadows. The glowing serenity of

Italian skies, and the constant verdure of our own plains, delight

us in nature, but on the canvas we look for tempestuous clouds,

and rocky precipices, to break the uniformity of milder beauties ;

and, however necessary it may be that the judgment should be

assured of the truth of the representation, yet, at all events, the

fancy must be gratified. So it is with the reality and the picture of

human life. The virtues which adorned the living man are faint

ornaments on his posthumous story, without the usual opposition

of instances of infirmity and extravagance. Whether it be an envy

of perfection, a hasty prejudice which may have induced us to

suppose that it cannot exist in the human character, or a just

experience of its extreme rarity, that renders the portrait dis-

pleasing, unnatural, or at best, insipid; or whether, under the

influence of the secret principle of selfishness, virtue in losing its

power of conferring benefits, may not seem to have lost most of

its beauty, are questions not to be solved ; the fact, however, is

incontrovertible.

Under the pressure of these reflections, and of others nearly as

discouraging, I sit down to write some account of the life of SIR

PHILIP SIDNEY, whose character displays almost unvaried excel-

lence ; whose splendor of talents, and purity of mind, were, if

possible, exceeded by the simplicity and the kindness of his heart ;

whose short, but matchless, career was closed by a death in which

the highest military glory was even more than rivalled, not by
those degrees of consolation usually derived from religion and

patience, but by the piety of a saint, and the constancy of a stoic :
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a life too which has so frequently been the theme of the biographer ;

of which all public facts are probably already recorded, and on

which all terms of panegyric seem to have been exhausted.

Sir Philip Sidney was born on the twenty-ninth of November,

1554. His family was of high antiquity, Sir William Sidney, his

lineal ancestor, a native of Anjou, having accompanied Henry the

Second from thence, and afterwards waited on that Prince as one

of his Chamberlains. From this courtly origin the Sidneys retired

suddenly into privacy, and settled themselves in Surreyand Sussex,

where they remained for nearly four hundred years in the cha-

racter of country gentlemen, till Nicholas Sidney, who was twelfth

in descent from SirWilliam, marriedAnne, daughter of SirWilliam

Brandon, and aunt and coheir to Charles Brandon Duke of Suffolk,

a match which gave him a sort of family connection to Henry the

Eighth, and probably drew him to the court. William, his only

son, became successively an esquire of the body, a chamberlain,

steward, and gentleman of the privy chamber, to that Prince,

whom he afterwards repeatedly served with distinguished credit

both in his fleets and armies, and from whom he received the

honour of knighthood. To this Sir William, who is thus especially

spoken of, because he may be esteemed the principal founder of

the subsequent splendour of his family, Henry granted, in 1547,

several manors and lands which had lately fallen to the crown by
the attainder of Sir Ralph Vane, particularly the honour and park

of Penshurst, in Kent. He too left an only son, Sir Henry Sidney,

the dear friend of King Edward the Sixth, who died in his arms,

one of Elizabeth's well-chosen knights of the garter, the celebrated

governor of Ireland, and President ofWales ; a wise statesman, a

true patriot, and a most honourable and beneficent gentleman.

Of his three sons, by Mary, eldest daughter of the great and miser-

able John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, the first was our Sir

Philip Sidney.

With such zeal has every scattered fragment relative to this

admirable person been preserved, that the circumstances of his
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very infancy would form a collection more extensive than the

whole history of many a long and eminent life.
" Of his youth,"

says Sir Fulke Greville, one of his school-fellows, and his first

biographer,
"

I will report no other than this ; that though I lived

with him, and knew him from a child, yet I never knew him other-

than a man ; with such a steadiness of mind, lovely and familial-

gravity, as carried grace and reverence above greater years ; his talk

ever of knowledge, and his very play tending to enrich his mind,

so as even his teachers found something in him to observe and

learn, above that which they had usually read or taught." In order

that he might be near his family, which resided at Ludlow Castle

during Sir Henry's presidency of Wales, he was placed at a school

in the town of Shrewsbury, and seems to have been at no other ;

yet we find him, at the age of twelve years, writing to his father

not only in Latin, but in French, and doubtless with correctness

at least, since no censure is uttered on his epistles by his father,

from whom we have the fact. It is communicated in a letter to

him from Sir Henry, so excellent in every point of consideration,

and more particularly as it should seem to have been the very

mould in which the son's future character was cast, that I cannot

help regretting that its great length, not to mention that it has

lately been published by Dr. Zouch, should render it unfit to form

a part of the present sketch.

He was removed to Christchurch in the university of Oxford in

1569, and placed under the care of Dr. Thomas Thornton, (who
became through his means a Canon of that house), assisted by
Robert Dorsett, afterwards Dean of Chester. Dr. Thornton was

the gratuitous preceptor ofCamden, and introduced him to Sidney,

who became afterwards one of his most earnest patrons ; and that

faithful historian, who so well and so early knew him, has told us

that " he was born into the world to shew unto his age a sample of

ancient virtues." Sidney studied also for some time at Cambridge,

and there confirmed that fast friendship with Greville which had

commenced at their school, and which the latter, with a warmth
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which the lapse of more than forty surviving years had not im-

paired, so emphatically commemorates on his own tomb, in the

collegiate church of Warwick, by this inscription
" Fulke Gre-

ville, servant to Queen Elizabeth, counsellor to King James, and

friend to Sir Philip Sidney."

He concluded his academical studies at seventeen years of age,

and on the twenty-sixth of May, 1572, departed for France with

Edward Clinton, Earl of Lincoln, and admiral, then appointed by
Elizabeth her ambassador extraordinary. His uncle Leicester,

who probably cared little for talents in which cunning had no

place, gave him on that occasion a letter to Sir Francis Walsing-

ham, then resident minister at Paris, in which he says
" he is young

and rawe, and no doubt shall find those countries, and the de-

meanours of the people, somewhat straunge to him, in which

respect your good advice and counsell shall greatlie behove him,"

&c. He was received with great distinction. Charles the Ninth

appointed him a gentleman of his bedchamber, and he became

familiarly known to Henry, King of Navarre, and is said to have

been highly esteemed by that great and amiable Prince. Charles's

favour to him, it is true, had been considered but as a feature of

the plan of that evil hour to lull the protestants into a false secu-

rity during the preparations for the diabolical massacre of St.

Bartholomew, which burst forth on the twenty-second of August,

within a fortnight after he had been admitted into his office.

Sidney, on that dreadful occasion, sheltered himself in the house

of Walsingham, and quitted Paris as soon as the storm had

subsided.

After a circuitous journey through Lorrain, by Strasburgh, and

Heidelburgh, he rested for a time at Frankfort, where he became

acquainted with the celebrated Hubert Languet, then resident

minister there for the Elector of Saxony; a man who to the

profoundest erudition joined the most intimate knowledge of the

history, the laws, the political systems, and the manners of modern

Europe; and whose eminent qualifications received their last polish
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from an upright heart, and a benign temper. At an age when men

usually retire to the society of the friends of their youth, and the

flatterers of their opinions, this sage selected the youthful Sidney,

not only as his pupil, but as the companion of his leisure, and the

depository of his confidence.
" That day on which I first beheld

him with my eyes," says Languet,
" shone propitious to me."

They passed together most part of the three years which Sidney

devoted to his travels, and, when absent from each other, corres-

ponded incessantly by letters. Languet's epistles have been more

than once published, and amply prove the truth of these remarks ;

nor are Sidney's testimonials of gratitude and affection to him

unrecorded.

Having halted long at Vienna, he travelled through Hungary,

and passed into Italy, where he resided chiefly at Venice and

Padua, and, without visiting Rome, which, it is said, no doubt

truly, that he afterwards much regretted, he returned to England
about May, 1575, and immediately after, then little more than

twenty-one years of age, was appointed ambassador to the Em-

peror Rodolph. The professed object of the mission was mere

condolence on the death of that Prince's father ; but Sidney had

secret instructions to negotiate a union of the protestant states

against the Pope and Philip of Spain ; and the subsequent success

of the measure has been ascribed to his arguments and address.

While transacting these affairshebecame acquainted with William,

the first Prince of Orange, and with Don John of Austria ; and

those heroes, perhaps in every other instance uniformly opposed

to each other, united, not only in their tribute of applause, but in

an actual friendship with him. William, in particular, held a con-

stant correspondence with him on the public affairs of Europe, and

designated him as " one of the ripest and greatest counsellors of

state at that day in Europe."

Sidney returned from his embassy in 1577, and passed the eight

succeeding years undistinguished by any public appointment. His

spirit was too high for the court, and his integrity too stubborn for
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the cabinet. Elizabeth, who always expected implicit submission,

could not long have endured such a servant ; yet he occasionally

advised her with the utmost freedom, and she received his counsel

with gentleness. Of this we have a remarkable instance in his

letter to her, written at great length, in 1579, against the proposed

match with the Duke o/ Alen9on, after of Anjou, which may be

found in The Cabala, and in Collins's Sidney Papers, and which

Hume has pronounced to be written " with an unusual elegance of

expression, as well as force of reasoning." Sir Fulke Greville calls

him " an exact image of quiet and action, happily united in him,

and seldom well divided in others ;" activity, however, was the

ruling feature in the mechanism of his nature, while the keenest

sensibility reigned in his heart. Perhaps, too, if we may venture to

suppose that Sidney had a fault, those mixed dispositions produced

in him their usual effect, an impatience and petulance of temper

which the general grandeur of his mind was calculated rather to

aggravate than to soften. Hence, in this his time of leisure, he fell

into some excesses, which in an ordinary person, so much is human

judgment swayed by the character of its subject, might perhaps

rather have challenged credit than censure. Such were his quar-

rels with the Earls of Ormond and Oxford, the one too worthy, the

other too contemptible, to be the object of such a man's resent-

ment. Ormond had been suspected by Sidney of having endea-

voured to prejudice the Queen against his father, and had there-

fore been purposely affronted by him ; but the Earl nobly said (as

appears by a letter in Collins's Papers to Sir Henry Sidney), that

he would accept no quarrel from a gentleman who was bound by

nature to defend his father's cause, and who was otherwise fur-

nished with so many virtues as he knew Mr. Philip to be." We
are not told, however, that Sidney was satisfied. Oxford was a

brute and a madman ; insulted him at a tennis-court, without a

cause, and with the utmost vulgarity of manners and language :

yet, so angry was Sidney, that the privy council, finding their

endeavours to prevent a duel would be ineffectual, were obliged
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to solicit Elizabeth to interpose her authority. Her argument on

this occasion, for with him she condescended to argue, is too

curious to be omitted. " She laid before him," says Sir Fulke

Greville,
" the difference in degree between earls and gentlemen ;

the respect inferiors owed to their superiors ; and the necessity in

princes to maintain their own creations, as degrees descending

between the people's licentiousness and the anointed sovereignty

of crowns ; and how the gentleman's neglect of the nobility taught

the peasant to insult upon both." Sidney combated this royal

reasoning with freedom and firmness, but submitted. He retired,

however, for many months, much digusted, into the country ;

and, in that season of quiet, thus forced upon him, is supposed to

have composed his Arcadia. These things happened in 1580 ; but

the strongest and most blameable instance of his intemperance is

to be found in a letter from him, of the 31st of May, 1578, to

Mr. Edward Molineux, a gentleman of ancient family, and secre-

tary to his father, whom he had hastily, and it seems unjustly,

suspected of a breach of confidence. Let it speak for itself, and,

saving us the pain of remarking further on it, allow us to take

leave of the sole imperfection of Sidney's character.

" MR. MOLINEAUX,

" Few woordes are beste. My lettres to my father have

come to the eys of some ; neither can I condemne any but you for

it. If it be so, yow have plaide the very knave with me, and so I

will make yow know, if I have good proofe of it : but that for so

muche as is past ; for that is to come, I assure yo# before God,

that if ever I knowe you do so muche as reede any lettre I wryte

to my father, without his commandement, or my consente, I will

thruste my dagger into yow ; and truste to it, for I speake it in

earnest. In the meane time farewell.

"
By me,

" PHILIPPE SIDNEY."
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About this time he represented the county ofKent in Parliament,

where he frequently was actively engaged in the public business.

He sat in 1581 on a most select committee for the devising new

laws against the Pope, and his adherents. In the same year the

proposals for the French marriage were earnestly renewed ; the

Duke of Anjou visited Elizabeth ; and, after three months ineffec-

tual suit, was, through her wisdom or folly, finally, but pompously
dismissed. Sidney was appointed one of the splendid train which

attended him to Antwerp, and we find him soon after his return,

soliciting for employment.
" The Queen," says he, in a letter to

Lord Burghley, of the twenty-seventh of January, 1582,
" at my

L, of Warwick's request, hathe bene moved to join me in his office

of ordinance ; and, as I learn, her Majestic yields gratious heering

unto it. My suit is your L. will favour andfurdre it, which I truly

affirme unto your L. I much more desyre for the being busied in

a thing ofsom serviceable experience than for any other comoditie,

which is but small, than can arise from it." His request was un-

successful, and it was perhaps owing to this disappointment that

he devoted the whole of the next year to literary leisure, one result

of which is said to have been his
" Defence of Poesy." In 1583

he married Frances, the only surviving daughter of Sir Francis

Walsingham, by whom, two years afterwards, he had an only child,

Elizabeth, who became the wife of Roger Manners, Earl of Rut-

land ; and on the thirteenth of January in that year was knighted

at Windsor, as a qualification for his serving as proxy for John

Prince Palatine of the Rhine, at an installation of the order of

the Garter.

It is strange that almost immediately after his disinterested

marriage to a young woman of exquisite beauty and accomplish-

ments, he should have laid a plan to accompany Drake, in his

second voyage, all the great objects of which it was agreed should

be committed to his management. The whole had been devised

and matured with the utmost secrecy, and it should seem that he

was actually on board when a peremptory mandate arrived from
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the Queen to stay him. A speculation, the extravagance of which

was perhaps equal to its honour, awaited his return. He was

invited to enrol himself among the candidates for the Crown of

Poland, vacant in 1585 by the death ofStephen Bathori ; and this

historical fact affords a stronger general proof of the fame of his

transcendent character than all the united testimonies even of his

contemporaries. That a young man, sprung from a family not

yet ennobled ; unemployed, save in a solitary embassy, by his own

sovereign ; passing perhaps the most part of his time in literary

seclusion ; should have been solicited even to be certainly unsuc-

cessful in so glorious a race, would be utterly incredible, were it

not absolutely proved. Here Elizabeth's prohibition again inter-

fered :
" She refused,

"
says Naunton,

" to further his advance-

ment, not only out of emulation, but out of fear to lose the jewel

of her times." She became, however, now convinced that this

mighty spirit must have a larger scope for action. Sidney was

sworn of the Privy Council, and, on the seventh of November in

the same year appointed governor of Flushing, one of the most

important of the towns then pledged to Elizabeth for the payment
and support of her auxiliary troops, and General of the Horse,

under his uncle Leicester, who was Commander-in-Chief of the

English forces in the Low Countries. On the eighteenth of that

month he arrived at Flushing, and, as it were by an act of mere

volition, instantly assumed, together with his command, all the

qualifications which it required. His original letters, preserved

in our great national repository, abundantly prove that he was the

ablest general in the field, and the wisest military counsellor in

that service : of his bravery it is unnecessary to speak. I insert

one of them addressed to Sir Francis Walsingham, and hitherto

unpublished ; not with the particular view of making that proof,

but to give perhaps the strongest possible instance of the wonderful

variety, as well as of the power of his rich mind : to exhibit the

same Sidney whose pen had so lately been dedicated to the soft

and sweet relaxation of poesy and pastoral romance, now writing
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from his tent, amid the din of war, with the stern simplicity, and

shortbreathed impatience, of an old soldier. The letter indeed,

is in many other respects of singular curiosity. The view which

it imperfectly gives us of his earnest zeal for the protestant cause,

of Elizabeth's feeling towards him, and of the wretched provision

made at home for the campaign, are all highly interesting.

RIGHT HONORABLE,
"

I receave dyvers letters from you, full of the discom-

fort which I see, and am sorry to see, y* yow daily meet with at

home ; and I think, such is y
e

goodwil it pleaseth you to bear

me, y* my part of y
e trouble is something y

l troubles yow ; but I

beseech yow let it not. I had before cast my count of danger,

want, and disgrace ; and, before God, Sir, it is trew in my hart,

the love of y
e caws doth so far over ballance them all, y*, with

God's grace, thei shall never make me weery of my resolution. If

her Mat! wear the fountain, I wold fear, considering what I daily

fynd, y* we shold wax dry ; but she is but a means whom God

useth, and I know not whether I am deceaved, but I am faithfully

persuaded, y* if she shold wthdraw herself, other springs wold ryse

to help this action : for methinkes I see y
e

great work indeed in

hand against the abusers of the world, wherein it is no greater

fault to have confidence in man's power, then it is too hastily to

despair of God's work. I think a wyse and constant man ought

never to greeve whyle he doth plaie, as a man may sai, his own

part truly, though others be out ; but if himself leav his hold

becaws other marriners will be ydle, he will hardly forgive him-

self his own fault. For me, I can not promis of my own cource,

no, not of the becaws I know there is a eyer power y
1 must

uphold me, or else I shall fall ; but certainly I trust I shall not by

other men's wantes be drawne from myself; therefore, good Sir,

to whome for my particular I am more bownd then to all men

besydes, be not troubled with my troubles, for I have seen the

worst, in myjudgement? beforehand, and wors then y
1 can not bee."
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" If the Queene pai not her souldiours she must loos her garri-

sons ; ther is no dout thereof; -but no man living shall be hable

to sai the fault is in me. What releefe I can do them I will. I

will spare no danger, if occasion serves. I am sure no creature

shall be hable to lay injustice to my charge ; and, for furdre doutes,

truly I stand not uppon them. I have written by Adams to the

council plainli, and thereof lett them determin. It hath been a

costly beginning unto me this war, by reason I had nothing pro-

portioned unto it ; my servantes unexperienced, and myself every

way unfurnished ; but heerafter, if the war continew, I shall pas

much better thorow with it. For Bergen op Zome, I delighted in

it, I confess, becaws it was neer the enemy ; but especially, having

a very fair hows in it, and an excellent air, I destenied it for my
wyfe ; but, fynding how you deal there, and y

l
ill paiment in my

absence thens might bring foorth som miscbeef, and considering

how apt the Queen is to interpret every thing to my disadvantage,

I have resigned it to my Lord Willowghby, my very frend, and

indeed a vaillant and frank gentleman, and fit for y* place ; there-

fore I pray yow know that so much of iny regality is fain."

" I understand I am called very ambitious and prowd at home,

but [certainly if thei know my hart thei wookl not altogether so

judg me. I wrote to yow a letter by Will, my Lord of Lester's

jesting plaier, enclosed in a letter to my wyfe, and I never had

answer thereof. It contained somthing to my Lord of Lester, and

council y* som wai might be taken to stai my lady there. I, since,

dyvers tymes have writt to know whether you had receaved them,

but yow never answered me y
1

point. I since find y
l the knave

deliver'd the letters to my Lady of Lester, but whether she sent

them yow or no I know not, but earnestly desyre to do, becaws I

doubt there is more interpreted thereof. Mr. Erington is with me

at Flushing, and therefore I think myself at the more rest, having

a man of his reputation ; but I assure yow, Sir, in good earnest, I

fynd Burlas another manner of man than he is taken for, or I

expected. I would to God, Burne had obtained his suit. He is
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ernest, but somewhat discomposed with consideration of his estate.

Turner is good for nothing, and worst for y
e sownd of y

e hack-

butes. We shall have a sore warr uppon us this sommer, wherein

if appointment had been kept, and these disgraces forborn, wch

have greatly weakened us, we had been victorious. I can sai no

more at this tyme, but prai for your long and happy lyfe. At

Utrecht, this 24th of March, 1586."

Your humble son,

PH. SIDNEY.

"
I know not what to sai to my wyve's coming till yow resolve

better ; for if yow run a strange cource, I may take such a one

heer as will not be fitt for anye of the feminin gender. I prai yow
make much of Nichol. Gery. I have been vyldli deceaved for

annures for horsmen ; if yow cold speedily spare me any out of

your armury, I will send them yow back as soon as my own be

finished. There was never so good a father find a more troblesom

son. Send Sir William Pellam, good Sir, and lett him have

Clerke's place, for we need no clerkes, and it is most necessary

to have such a one in the councell."

On the fifth of May, following the date of this letter, he lost his

father, and on the ninth of August, his mother. Providence thus

mercifully spared them the dreadful trial which was fast approach-

ing. Sir Philip, having highly distinguished himself in many
actions of various fortune, commanding on the twenty-fourth of

September a detachment of the army, met accidently a convoy of

the enemy, on its way to Zutphen, a strong town of Guelderland,

whicli they were then besieging. He attacked it with a very infe-

rior force, and an engagement of uncommon fury ensued, in which

having had one horse shot under him, and being remounted, he

received a musket shot a little above the left knee, which shattered

the bone, and passed upwards towards the body. As they were

bearing him from the field of battle towards the camp, (for the

^anecdote, though already so often told, cannot be too often
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repeated,) he became faint and thirsty from excess of bleeding',

and asked for water, which he was about to drink, when observ-

ing the eye of a dying souldier fixed on the glass, he resigned it to

him, saying
"
Thy necessity is yet greater than mine." He was

carried to Arnheim, and variously tortured by a multitude of

surgeons and physicians for three weeks. Amputation, or the

extraction of the ball, would have saved his inestimable life, but

they were unwilling to practise the one, and knew not how to

perform the other. In the short intervals which he spared during

his confinement from severe exercises of piety he wrote verses on

his wound, and made his will, at uncommon length, and with the

most scrupulous attention. Of that instrument, which is inserted,

with some mistakes, in Collins's Sidney Papers, Sir Fulke Greville

most justly says,
" This will of his, will ever remain for a witness

to the world that those sweet and large, even dying, affections in

him, could no more be contracted with the narrowness of pain,

grief, or sickness, than any sparkle of our immortality can be pri-

vately buried in the shadow of death." It is dated the last day

of September, 1586, and on the seventeenth of October he added

a codicil, with many tokens of regard to intimate friends. A small

but interesting fact disclosed by that codicil, has hitherto escaped

the notice of his biographers. It ends with these words ;

"
I give

to my good friends, Sir George Digby, and Sir Henry Goodier,

each a ring of His dictation was interrupted by death.

Thus ended a life, doubtless of great designs, but of few inci-

dents. The jealousy and timidity of Elizabeth denied to Sir

Philip Sidney any share in her state confidence ; excluded him

from a cabinet which he would have enlightened by his counsels,

and purified by the example of his honour and integrity; and

devoted him to an honourable banishment, and a premature

death. Such a man should have had such a master as Henry the

Fourth of France, and a concord of all that was wise, and virtuous,

and amiable, might have gone far towards gaining the empire

of Europe, by winning the hearts of its people. But he was
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consigned to almost private life, and a strict observer of his mind

and heart would have been his best biographer. Most of the

inestimable story which such a one might have preserved for our

delight and our instruction is lost for ever. Sir Fulke Greville,

who however, entirely loved him, wanted the talent, or the feeling,

or both, which might have excited and enabled him to record

innumerable effusions of goodness, and wisdom, and genius,

imbibed by himself, even at the fountain head; but his book,

which has been the chief groundwork for subsequent writers con-

tains little but meagre facts, and vapid eulogium. Those who

would study then with precision the detail of Sidney's character

must seek it in his writings, and I regret that the proposed limits

of the present publication are too confined to allow of disquisition

to that effect. I shall conclude, however, by enumerating them,

adding a very few remarks.

We do not find that any of his works were published while he

lived. The Arcadia, which has been translated into most of the

living tongues, and so frequently reprinted, first appeared in 1591 ;

as did "
Astrophel and Stella," a long series of Sonnets and Songs,

intended, as is said, to express his passion for the fair Lady Rich.

" The Defence of Poesy," a critical rhapsody, full of classical intel-

ligence, and acute observation, was first printed in 1595 ; these

only of his works were published singly. Other of his Sonnets, a

poem called " A Remedy for Love," and " The Lady of May," a

masque, have been subjoined to different editions of the Arcadia.

In a volume published in 1600, and now lately reprinted, with the

title of "
England's Helicon, or a Collection of Songs," are many

from his pen. His answer to that furious volume of vengeance

against his uncle, well known by the title of " Leicester's Com-

monwealth," remained in manuscript so late as 1746, when Collins

inserted it in his fine publication of the Sidney Papers. There

are a few other pieces, both in verse and prose, which, having been

perhaps falsely ascribed to him, I forbear to mention.

Notwithstanding all that we have heard of Sir Philip Sidney's
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early fondness for literature, I am inclined to think that, had he

been placed in his proper sphere,-we might never have known him

as an author. The character of his talents, the form of his educa-

tion, the habits of his early society, and his own earnest inclina-

tion, combined to qualify him for a statesman of the first order.

Disappointed in his favourite views, his activity probably sought

relief in literary exercise, and hence we find more of the mind

than of the heart, more judgment than fancy, in the productions

of his pen. He fled to the muse, perhaps, rather for refuge than

enjoyment, and courted her more in the spirit of a friend than of

a lover ; but the warmth of the attachment was sufficient to pro-

duce a flame which was always bright and pure, and which, if it

did not dazzle, at least never failed to enlighten. His works in

general may be characterized as the choicest fruits of universal

study, and unbounded recollection, selected by a mind which,

while it possessed equal measures of the most powerful vigour,

and the most refined delicacy, was ruled by the highest sentiments

of religious, moral, and social duty. He was deficient in origi-

nality, but the splendor of his virtues and of his talents awed

criticism to silence, or charmed it into unqualified approbation ;

till a writer, confessedly at the head of his own most agreeable

class, stood boldly forward, not to start that objection, but to deny

nearly all which the united suffrages of Europe had for two cen-

turies implicitly agreed to grant. Lord Orford, in his sketch of

the life of Sir Fulke Greville, calls Sir Philip Sidney
" an astonish-

ing object of temporary admiration ;" discovers his Arcadia to be
" a tedious, lamentable, pedantic, pastoral, romance ;" and insults

the sublimity of his exit by ascribing it to " the rashness of a

volunteer." But the noble writer delighted in biographical para-

doxes, and perhaps in controverting received opinions, and high

authorities. It was natural enough for the champion of Richard

the Third to turn his weapons against Sir Philip Sidney, as well

as to endeavour to pull down the character of Lord Falkland, from

the height on which it had been placed by the glowing pen of the
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immortal Clarendon. But a truce with such specks of criticism.

Let them who are able and willing to judge for themselves, turn

to the Defence of Poesy for the prodigious extent and variety of

Sidney's studies, and for his judicious application of the results of

them : let them contemplate, even in the very first pages of the

Arcadia, the readiness and playfulness of his wit, and in the whole

innumerable scattered proofs of his speculative and practical wis-

dom ; let them compare his style, both in verse and prose, with

those of contemporary authors : and they will turn, with a senti-

ment almost amounting to anger, from a solitaryjudgment founded

in caprice, and uttered at least with indiscretion.

However imprudent it may be to place in the same view with

my own observations a passage so finely conceived, and so exqui-

sitely expressed, I cannot conclude, without citing in justification

of some of the opinions which I have presumed here to give, the

words of an admirable living critic.
"
Sidney," says he, in com-

paring his poetical talents with those of Lord Buekhurst," displays

more of the artifices, and less of the inspiration of Poetry. His

command oflanguage, and the variety of his ideas are conspicuous.

His mind exhibits an astonishing fund of acquired wealth ; but

images themselves never seem to overcome him with all the power
of actual presence. The ingenuity of his faculties supplies him

with a lively substitute ; but it is not vivid, like the reality."
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1 HE narrative of a life for the materials of which no better

source could exist than the journal and log-book of a naval com-

mander, and in the absence too of those very authorities, may
seem to promise very little of general interest. Drake was a

seaman from his cradle, and applied to his profession talents

which might have rendered him eminent in any character with

such undeviating perseverance that we never find him for an

instant in another: yet so dear is that character to Englishmen,

that they will dwell with delight on the insulated detail of his

expeditions ? on discoveries insignificant in the sight of modern

navigators, and on tactics which have become obsolete ; on

motives which have long ceased to actuate our national policy,

and on results of the benefit of which we are no longer sensible.

His birth, as might be expected, was mean. In a pedigree of

the descendants of his brother Thomas, the inheritor of his wealth,

recorded in the Visitation of Devonshire made in 1620, he is

simply stated to have been a son of" Robert Drake of that county,"

and the name even of his mother does not appear. Camden

however has left us some particulars of his origin, which, in spite

of an anachronism or two that have not escaped the vigilance of

antiquarian zeal, may be depended on, especially as he informs

us that they were communicated to him by Drake himself. His

father, as we learn from this respectable authority, had embraced

the Protestant persuasion, and having been threatened with

prosecution under the terrible law of the Six Articles, fled his

country and wandered into Kent. "
There," continues Camden,

"
after the death of Henry the eighth, he got a place among the

seamen in the King's navy, to read prayers to them, and soon
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after he was ordained deacon, and made vicar of the church of

Upnor, upon the river Medway, where the royal navy usually

rides : but, by reason of his poverty, he put his son apprentice to

the master of a bark, his neighbour, who held him closely to his

business, by which he made him an able seaman, his bark being

employed in coasting along the shore, and sometimes in carrying

merchandise into Zealand and France. The youth, being painful

and diligent, so pleased the old man by his industry, that, being

a bachelor, at his death he bequeathed his bark unto him by his

last will." It is said, but with some uncertainty, that he was

born in the town of Tavistock, in 1545.

In his early manhood he became purser of a merchant ship

trading to Spain, and two years after made a voyage to Guinea,

probably in the same capacity. About this time he attracted the

notice of his countryman, and, as some have reported, his kinsman,

Sir John Hawkins, and was in 1567 appointed by that celebrated

navigator captain of a ship named the Judith, in which he

accompanied Hawkins to South America, and eminently distin-

guished himself in the more glorious than fortunate exploits in

the Gulf of Mexico, which were the issue of that expedition.

Drake lost in it the whole of that little which he had saved in his

more humble employments, but he returned with a reputation

which presently attracted public attention, and with a knowledge

of the wealth, and an experience of the naval warfare and resour-

ces of Spain in those parts, which enabled him to form the most

promising plans for his future prosperity. He determined to

invite the resolute, the needy, and the avaricious, to join him in

an expedition thither, and represented to them, with a power of

persuasion with which he is said to have been eminently gifted,

the vast acquisitions that might be expected, and the clear proba-

bility of success. The bait was taken with an eagerness at

least equal to his hopes, and in 1570, and the following year, he

made two voyages, the former with two ships, the latter with

one ; and in these trips, though his private view in undertaking
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them extended not beyond mere experiment which he could not

have prosecuted without assistance, he managed with such saga-

city as to encourage those who had adventured with him by an

ample return ; to render himself independent ; and to prevent in

a great measure any suspicion in the Spaniards of the extent of

the designs which he secretly meditated against them.

In 1573, however, they were somewhat disclosed. On the

twenty-fourth of March in that year he sailed from Plymouth, in

a ship named the Pascha, accompanied by another in which he

had performed his two former voyages, called the Swan, in which

he placed one of his brothers, John Drake. On board these ves-

sels, which were of very moderate burthen, he had no more than-

seventy-three men and boys ; yet with this slender force he

stormed on the twenty-second of the following July, the town of

Nombre de Dios, in the Isthmus of Darien, and soon after seized

that ofVenta Cruz, where he obtained a considerable booty; but

the most important result of these acquisitions was the establish-

ment of a friendly intercourse with some rulers of the natives, by
the aid of whose intelligence he intercepted a convoy of plate, as

it was the custom then to call it, of such enormous bulk that he

abandoned the silver from mere inability to convey it, and

brought only the gold to his ships. It is needless to say that he

returned with immense wealth ; and the fidelity and exactness,

with which he allotted to his partners their respective shares in

his good fortune, contributed equally with it to raise his fame.

The people, in the mean time, in their hatred to Spain, which

Elizabeth used every artifice to chafe, viewed the success of his

piracies, for they were nothing less, with rapture. Enriched

himself, beyond all the occasions of even splendid domestic life,

he now gave way to a laudable ambition to shine in public service,

and to recommend himself effectually to a court and government

in which much of the ancient love of warlike gallantry yet sub-

sisted, fitted out at his own charge, three frigates, with which he

sailed to Ireland, to serve as a volunteer against the rebels, in
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aid of the land forces under the command of Walter, Earl of

Essex. Stowe, without reciting the particulars of his conduct,

informs us that he performed many glorious actions there. His

stay however in Ireland was short, and on the premature death

of that nobleman he returned ; but the secret object of his excur-

sion was fully obtained, for he acquired, probably through the

recommendation of the amiable Essex, the patronage of Sir

Christopher Hatton, by whom he was soon after introduced to

Elizabeth.

Drake, in his last American voyage, had formed an imperfect

outline of the enterprize which has immortalized his name. " He
had descried," says Camden,

" from some mountains the South

Sea. Hereupon," continues the historian,
" the man being

inflamed with ambition of glory, and hopes of wealth, was so

vehemently transported with desire to navigate that sea, that,

falling down upon his knees, he implored the divine assistance

that he might at some time or other sail thither, and make a

perfect discovery of the same; and hereunto he bound himself with

a vow. From that time forward his mind was pricked continually

to perform that vow." He now besought and obtained the aid

and countenance of the Queen to his project for a voyage thither,

through the Straits of Magellan, an undertaking to which no

Englishman had ever yet aspired. On the fifteenth of November,

1577, he sailed from Plymouth in a ship of one hundred tons,

called the Pelican, having under his command the Elizabeth, of

eighty tons ; the Swan, of fifty ; the Marygold, of thirty ; and the

Christopher of fifteen ; embarking in his little fleet no more than

one hundred and sixty four men, amply supplied however with

all necessary provisions. He concealed from his comrades of all

ranks the course that he intended to take, giving out that it was

for Alexandria; and, after having been forced by a severe storm

to return to the English coast to refit, quitted it finally on the

thirteenth of December.

Drake's celebrated voyage is so well known, that it would be
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impertinent to give here any enlarged detail of it. On the

twentieth of August, having previously dismissed, for what reason

we are not clearly told, two of the vessels which had accompanied

him, he entered the Straits of Magellan, where a terrible storm

separated him from the others, and he proceeded alone. On the

twenty-fifth of September he quitted the Straits, and sailed, still

molested by tempest, to the coast of Chili and Peru, which he

skirted, attacking the Spanish settlements, which were wholly

defenceless, and, having obtained immense spoil, prepared to

return to England. Apprehensive however of the vengeance of

the Spaniards, among whom the alarm was now fully spread, he

determined to avoid the track by which he had entered the Pacific

Ocean, and bent his course to the shores of North America,

seeking, with that spirit of enterprize which so eminently distin-

guished him, a passage to Europe by the north of California.

Disappointed in this endeavour, he sailed to the East Indies, and,

returning to England by the Cape of good Hope, landed at

Plymouth on the third of November, 1580, the first of his coun-

trymen by whom the honour of circumnavigating the whole of

the known world had ever been enjoyed.

His arrival in London was hailed by the multitude with the

utmost extravagance of approbation, but among the cool and

discerning many were disposed to censure his conduct with

severity. The policy, as well as the legality, of conniving at the

sort of warfare which he had used against the Spaniards was freely

questioned. His moral character was arraigned ; and he was

reported to have sacrificed to the private vengeance of the Earl

of Leicester one of his principal officers, Doughty, whom he had

charged with mutiny, and caused to be put to death during his

voyage. In the mean time he was not without apologists of the

better sort, who alledged that his attacks on the Spanish colonies

were clearly justifiable under the laws of reprisal, and that

Doughty, which Seems to have been the fact, was regularly tried

and condemned by such a Court Martial as could be formed
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under the circumstances of the expedition. While these ques-

tions were contending with increasing heat, Elizabeth suddenly

turned the balance in his favour by the most unequivocal and

public marks of her grace. She visited him on board his ship at

Deptford ; partook of a splendid banquet which he had provided ;

and conferred on him the honour of knighthood, commanding,

among many other compliments of the most flattering nature

that the vessel in which he had achieved the voyage should be

carefully preserved, as a precious memorial of his merit, and of

the glory of her realm.

These testimonies of approbation produced in Drake their usual

effect on generous and active minds, an ardent desire to signalize

himself by further exploits. The rank, however, to which his fame

and his immense wealth had now raised him in society forbade

the further prosecution of that order of enterprize from which he

had derived them, and some years elapsed before Elizabeth's

determination to commence offensive hostilities against Spain,

enabled her to call his powers into action in her immediate

service. At length, in 1585, he received for the first time a royal

commission, and was appointed to the command of twenty-one

ships of war, with which, having on board eleven thousand

soldiers, he sailed in the autumn to the West Indies, and, after

having sacked the towns of St. Jago and St. Domingo, passed to

the coast of Florida, when he took Carthagena, and destroyed

several other settlements of smaller importance. In 1587 he was

dispatched with four of the largest ships in the Queen's navy, to

which the merchants of London added twenty-six vessels of

various burthens, to Spain, and in the Bay of Cadiz dispersed and

crippled a fleet which lay there, completely equipped, under

orders to proceed to Lisbon, the appointed rendezvous for the

grand armada, destroying more than a hundred of their store

ships, and several superior vessels. He then returned to Cape St.

Vincent, ravaging the coast in his way, and at the mouth of the

Tagus ineffectually challenged the Marquis of Santa Cruz, the
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Spanish Admiral, to an engagement. Having performed this

splendid service, which obliged Philip to defer for a whole year

the execution of his great project of invasion, Drake turned his

attention for an interval to his old friends the merchants, and,

using a discretion not uncommon in those days of imperfect

discipline, sailed to the Azores, to intercept a carrack of immense

value, of whose coming from the East Indies he had received

secret intelligence, which he accomplished, and returned to his

country to receive new honours from his Sovereign, and increased

homage from her subjects. In the ever memorable service of the

following year, Drake, whom Elizabeth had appointed Vice

Admiral under Lord Howard of Effingham, had the chief share.

His sagacity, his activity, and his undaunted courage, were

equally conspicuous in the series of mighty actions which com-

posed it, and the terrible vengeance experienced by the dispersed

and flying Armada was inflicted principally by his division of the

fleet. Don Pedro de Valdes, a Spanish Admiral, by whom the

enterprize had been planned, deemed it an honour to have sur-

rendered to him, and was long entertained by him with a gene-

rous hospitality, which proved that Drake was as well versed in

the chivalrous courtesies as in the essentials of war. In his

success in this glorious victory terminated the unmixed felicity

which had hitherto invariably attended him.

The year 1589 was distinguished by the ill-concerted and

mismanaged attempt to place Don Antonio on the throne of

Portugal. In the expedition destined to that service the fleet

was commanded by Sir Francis Drake, and the military, amount-

ing to eleven thousand, by Sir John Norris. Drake had never

before in any of his enterprises had a partner, and the main

features of his character were such as might be expected to dis-

qualify him for any division of authority. The commanders

disagreed in the outset. Drake proposed to sail directly to

Lisbon, but Norris insisted that the troops should be landed at

Corunna, which the Admiral not only conceded, but promised
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to conduct the fleet immediately after up the Tagus to the capital.

Unforeseen obstacles prevented his keeping his word ; Norris

loaded him with reproaches ; and attributed the utter failure of

the plan, which in fact arose from various causes, to Drake's

absence. The Admiral was obliged to explain and justify his

conduct to the Queen and Council, and was acquitted of

all cause of blame, but his high spirit had been wounded by
the mere enquiry, and he sought to console it by new views of

conquest.

Some years passed, though the war with Spain still subsisted,

before an opportunity presented itself. At length he prevailed

on Elizabeth once more to send a powerful armament to Spanish

America, under the direction of himself, and his old friend and

original patron, Sir John Hawkins, and in a great measure at

their private expense, the Queen however furnishing some of her

stoutest ships. The fleet, consisting of twenty-seven vessels,

which had been long detained by Spanish rumours, raised for the

purpose of a new plan of invasion, sailed from Plymouth on the

twenty-eighth of August, 1595. The plan of the expedition was

to destroy Nombre de Dios, the scene of one of Drake's early and

most gallant exploits, and then to march the troops, of which two

thousand five hundred were embarked, to Panama, to seize the

treasure supposed to have lately arrived there from Peru. When

they were on the point of departure, Elizabeth apprized them that

the Plate fleet had arrived in Spain, with the exception of one

rich galleon, which had returned to Porto Rico for some neces-

sary repairs, and which she advised them in the first place to

secure. They left England differing in opinion on this question,

Hawkins, anxious to follow without delay the Queen's direction,

and Drake earnest to commence their operations by a descent on

the Island of Teneriffe, which was accordingly made, and proved

wholly unsuccessful. They then sailed to Dominica, and in the

interval the Spaniards, who had been apprised of the main pur-

poses of the voyage, dispatched a strong convoy for the galleon,
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which they brought off in safety, and so powerfully reinforced

Porto Rico, that the English on their arrival there, were obliged

to content themselves with ravaging to little purpose the craft

in the harbour, and to retire without having made any impression

on the town, nor was their attack on Panama, which was made

about Christmas Day, more fortunate. Hawkins, died, as is said,

of a broken heart, amidst these reverses, and Drake barely sur-

vived them. A settled melancholy, attended by a slow fever,

and terminating in a dysentery, the common disease of the

country, carried him off on the twenty-eighth of January, 1595,

O. S. in the fifty-first, or, according to some, in the fifty-fifth, year

of his age.

Little has been said here of the natural character of this emi-

nent person, and some circumstances of his life have been hitherto

purposely omitted, for the sake of concluding this sketch with

the very words of a writer of the fair sex, who has laid before us,

in a late publication of singular merit, the fruits of most laborious

and accurate historical research, clothed in the light and easy

garb of refined table-talk. " The character of Sir Francis Drake,"

says this lady,
" was remarkable not alone for those constitu-

tional qualities of valour, industry, capacity, and enterprize,

which the history of his exploits would necessarily lead us to

infer but for virtues founded on principle and reflection, which,

render it in a high degree the object of respect and moral appro-

bation. It is true that his aggressions on the Spanish settlements

were originally founded on a vague notion of reprisals, equally irre-

concilable to public law and private equity ; but with the excep-

tion of this error, which may find considerable palliation in the

deficient education of the man, the prevalent opinions of the day,

and the peculiar animosity against Philip the second cherished in

the bosom of every protestant Englishman, the conduct of Drake

appears to demand almost unqualified commendation. It was

by sobriety, by diligence in the concern of his employers, and by
a tried integrity, that he early raised himself from the humble
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station of an ordinary seaman to the command of a vessel.

When placed in authority over others, he shewed himself humane

and considerate. His treatment of his prisoners was exemplary ;

his veracity unimpeached ; his private life religiously pure and

spotless. In the division of the rich booty which frequently

rewarded his valour and his toils, he was liberal towards his

crews, and scrupulously just to the owners of his vessels; and in

the appropriation of his own share of wealth he displayed that

munificence towards the public, of which since the days of Roman

glory history has recorded so few examples. With the profits of

one of his earliest voyages, in which he captured the town of

Venta Cruz, and made prize of a string of mules laden with silver,

he fitted out three stout frigates, and sailed with them to Ireland,

where he served as a volunteer under Walter Earl of Essex, and

performed many brilliant actions. After the capture of a rich

Spanish carrack at the Terceras in 1587, he undertook at his own

expense to bring to the town of Plymouth, which he represented

in Parliament, a supply ofspring water, of which necessary article

it suffered a great deficiency. This he accomplished by means

of a canal or aqueduct above twenty miles in length. Drake

incurred some blame in the expedition to Portugal for failing to

bring his ships up the river to Lisbon, according to his promise

to Sir John Norris, the General; but on explaining the case

before the Privy Council on his return, he was entirely acquitted

by them ; having made it appear that, under all the circumstan-

ces, to have carried the ships up the Tagus would have been to

expose them to damage, without any benefit to the service. By
his enemies this great man was stigmatised as vain and boastful

a slight infirmity in one who had achieved so much by his own

unassisted genius, and which the great flow of natural eloquence

which he possessed may at once have produced and rendered

excuseable."

It has been erroneously asserted that Sir Francis Drake died

a bachelor. He married, probably in his middle age, Elizabeth,
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daughter and heir of Sir George Sydenham, of Combe Sydenham,
in Devonshire, who survived him, and re-married to William

Courtenay, of Powderham Castle, in the same county. He left

however no issue, and his brother Thomas became his heir, and

was succeeded by his eldest son, Francis, who was created a

Baronet in 1622, and is at present represented by his lineal

descendant, Sir Francis Henry Drake, of Buckland Monachorum,
in the county of Devon.
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~;;;; WILLIAM CECIL,

LORD BURGHLEY.

IN o one can expect in this place a regular and digested detail

even of the most prominent facts of this great man's life. The

history of his country, and indeed of Europe, teem with the par-

ticulars of his political conduct, and though these have been

repeatedly condensed, and embodied with much skill and labour,

in forms of biography confined exclusively to his story, yet so

abundant are the materials, and the theme of such mighty

interest, that a life of this minister, combining on an ample scale

authentic facts and judicious reasonings, with grace of style, and

with that warmth of interest which only a real affection to the

subject can bestow, would supply perhaps the most important

deficiency in the whole circle of our historical literature. Little

more can properly be done here than to collect some fleeting

circumstances of his private and domestic conduct : to gather

from obscure and neglected sources such as may be obtained of

those smaller lights and shadows of character which the affected

dignity of history has deemed unworthy of notice.

He descended from an ancient and respectable family of

country gentlemen which had long been seated in the county of

Hereford, a branch of which removed from thence into Lincoln-

shire, and settled there, in the neighbourhood of Stamford, on

considerable estates, purchased by his grandfather, David Siselt,

Sitsilt, or Cyssell, for thus variously does his name seem to have

been spelled by this individual person. Numerous attempts were

formerly made to trace the origin of his house to remote antiquity,

for Burghley's foible, and perhaps he had no other, was to assume

a credit for splendid ancestry, and he spared no pains in endea-
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vouring to establish the justice of his claim. So predominant in

him was this disposition, that he could not help beginning an

answer which he penned to some malignant libels on Elizabeth

and her ministers with a diffuse account of his own family. It

may be readily conceived that genealogists and antiquaries were

not eager to dispute this point with a prime minister. Verstegan,

the first of the latter class in the Treasurer's time, taking an in-

genious advantage of the classical aspect of the surname "
Cecil,"

an orthography by the way, which seems to have been first used

by Burghley himself, gravely derives him from a patrician stock

of ancient Rome ; and others, of less note, who preceded and

followed Verstegan, have been even more complaisant. Burghley's

genealogical researches however were not confined to his own

views. He loved the study, and probably devoted to it most of

the little time that he could snatch from his great avocations. I

once possessed many manuscript pedigrees, written entirely by

himself, which a nobleman, lineally descended from him, did me

the honour some years since to accept at my hands. Several of

them had been compiled with the evident view of discovering

illustrious alliances with his own blood. Others were miscel-

laneous, comprising many families of nobility and gentry in

various parts of the kingdom with whom he sought not for such

connexion.

He was born on the thirteenth of September, 1520, in the house

of his grandfather, at Bourne, in Lincolnshire, of which parish

his mother, Jane, daughter and heir of William Hickington, was

a native. His father, Richard Cecil, was master of the robes to

Henry the eighth. He gained the rudiments of his education at

the free school of Grantham, and afterwards at Stamford, and at

the age of fifteen went to St. John's College, in Cambridge. The

cool and sober mind, arid the disposition for almost unremitting

application, which distinguished his public life were equally con-

spicuous in his childhood : in his college he rose always at four,

and could scarcely be prevailed on to quit his studies during the
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whole of the day. We are told that he suffered much there from

a defluxion on his legs, which-was ascribed to his sedentary habit,

and was cured with difficulty ; but this was probably his first

attack of that inveterate gout which so cruelly afflicted his ma-

turer years. His father having destined him to the profession of

the law, he was entered of Gray's Inn in his twenty-first year, and,

about three months after, married Mary, sister of the celebrated

scholar Sir John Cheke. A casual disputation with two priests

of the Romish Church on some points of doctrine, and of pontifical

authority, is said to have introduced him a little before this

period to the notice of Henry, who bestowed on him the reversion

of an office in one of the courts of law ; and the interest of his

brother-in-law, who was preceptor to Edward the sixth, brought

him early in the reign of that Prince into the favour of the Pro-

tector, He was appointed Master of Requests, and promoted

soon after to the office of Secretary of State ; was displaced, with

the rest of Somerset's friends, and committed to the Tower, where

he remained a prisoner for some months; and not long before

the King's death was restored by Dudley, who had discovered in

him that cool wisdom of which his own intemperate counsels

stood so much in need.

Cecil has been taxed with ingratitude, and indeed treachery, to

his great patron Somerset, but the charge, which seems to have

been grounded on his sudden acquisition of the favour of Nor-

thumberland, acquired little credit. Some suspicion, it is true,

to that effect might probably have been built on the cold conso-

lation which he offered to the Protector when that great man

was tottering on the brink of final ruin. He solicited an inter-

view with Cecil, then attached to the faction of Dudley ; com-

municated to him his apprehensions of the impending blow ; and

asked his friendly advice. Cecil is said to have contented himself

with answering that "
if he were innocent, he might trust to that :

if he were otherwise, he could but pity him." This anecdote, if

it be genuine, furnishes no presumption of treachery. It savours
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only of the frigid caution which must necessarily attend him who

successfully endeavours to rise amidst a conflict of parties. Pure

gratitude belongs, almost exclusively, to the intercourse of private

society, and Cecil was a statesman by profession ; almost by

nature.

Aided by the same useful, however narrow, prudence, he steered

with safety through the frightful difficulties which arose on the

questionable succession to the Crown upon the death of Edward.

When directed by that Prince to prepare the instrument for

settling it on Jane Grey, he excused himself with admirable

address, and shifted the performance of the office on the judges ;

and, when it was to be signed by the King, and the Privy Council,

contrived, though himself a member of that body, that his name

should appear on the face of it only as that of a witness to the

royal signature. So, when Northumberland, on the King's demise,

called on him to draw the proclamation declaring Jane's acces-

sion, and asserting her right to the throne, he excused himself by

declining to invade the province of the Attorney and Solicitor

General ; and, shortly after, when the fortunes of that rash noble-

man and his family were becoming desperate, positively denied

his request to compose an argument in support of her title, and

of the dispositions made by Henry for the exclusion of Mary.
Armed with these pleas, from which at the best little could be

inferred beyond a mere neutrality, he presented himself to that

Princess in the very hour which had finally crushed the hopes of

Jane, and was graciously received. He prudently took this

opportunity to secure himself by a general pardon.

Reserved, mysterious, and perhaps too selfish, in his political

views, he preserved however a noble integrity in his affection to

the religious faith in which he had been bred. When Mary, on

her accession, offered to continue him in the post of Secretary if

he would conform to the Church of Rome, he stedfastly refused.

In a manuscript account of his life, professed to have been written

by one of his servants, which possesses much internal evidence of
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authenticity, we are told that he answered the noble emissary who

conveyed to him the Queen's pleasure on that occasion,
" that he

thought himself bound to serve God first, and next the Queen,

but if her service should put him out of God's service, he hoped
her Majesty would give him leave to chuse an everlasting rather

than a momentary service; and, as for the Queen, she had been

his so gracious lady, that he would ever serve and pray for her in

his heart, and with his body and goods be as ready to serve in

her defence as any of her loyal subjects, so she would please to

grant him leave to use his conscience to himself, and serve her at

large, as a private man, which he chose rather than to be her

greatest counsellor." The same authority informs us that he now

commenced a correspondence with Elizabeth, in her captivity;

communicated to her from time to time all public events in which

her interests were concerned ; assisted her with his counsels ; and

thus laid the foundation for that future exalted station in her

favour which certainly seems to have rested little less on her

personal regard for him than on her conviction of his wisdom^nd

his fidelity.

He was the first person on whom she called for advice, for on

the very day of her accession he presented to her minutes of

twelve particular matters which required her instant attention,

and the first appointment of her reign was to replace him in the

office of Secretary. To this, three years after, she added that of

Master of the Court of Wards, a post of considerable profit and

patronage ; on the 25th of February 1570, O. S. created him

Baron of Burghley in Lincolnshire ; in 1572 gave him the Order

of the Garter ; and in the autumn of that year he succeeded the

old Marquis of Winchester as Lord High Treasurer, and so

remained till his death, on the fourth of August, 1598, having

presided uninterruptedly in the administration of public measures

for thirty of the most glorious and happy years that England has

ever known.

In every feature of this very eminent person's character we trace
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some one or more of the qualifications for a great statesman, and

in every particular of his public conduct we discover their frui-

tion. He burst forth therefore in his youth upon public obser-

vation in the possession, almost intuitively, of those rare faculties

which deride the slow march of experience, and scarcely need the

protection of power; a fact almost incredible, had we not ourselves

of late years witnessed a similar phenomenon. In a remarkable

letter of Roger Ascham's, in the year 1550, chiefly on the learning

of the English ladies, having spoken largely in the praise of the

erudite Mildred Coke, who had then become the second wife of

Cecil, he digresses to her husband, at that time in his thirtieth

year, and a minister of some years standing.
" It may be doubted,"

says the translator of Ascham,
" whether she is most happy in the

possession of this surprizing degree of knowledge ; or in having

had for her preceptor and father Sir Anthony Coke, whose

singular erudition caused him to be joined with John Cheke in

the office of tutor to the King ; or, finally, in having become the

wife of William Cecil, lately appointed Secretary of State ; a

young man indeed, but mature in wisdom, and so deeply skilled

both in letters and affairs, and endued with such moderation in the

exercise of public offices, that to him would be awarded by the

consenting voice of Englishmen the four-fold praise attributed to

Pennies by his rival Thucydides to know all that is fitting ; to

be able to apply what he knows ; to be a lover of his country ;

and to be superior to money."

Perhaps no better proof of his profound sagacity could be found

than in the fact of his having, throughout the unusually protracted

term of his administration, enjoyed the uninterrupted confidence

and esteem of a Princess whom, ifwe can for a moment forget our

own prejudices and her glory, we shall find little less capricious

than her father, and almost as unprincipled. One solitary instance

of an apparent suspension of her favour towards him accom-

panied the ridiculous disavowal of her intention to sign the

death warrant of the unhappy Mary, and the infamous sacrifice
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of Davison, through which she sought to conceal one crime by
the commission of another ; but this was mere affectation and
artifice ; he is said to have besought her pardon with a shew of

the most humble contrition, and received it so speedily that the

sincerity of her anger was even at that time doubted.

Bnrghley, a favourite without the name, was ever an overmatch

for the unworthy Leicester, on whom that odious title was always
bestowed. The fair fame which followed the one unsought was

vainly pursued by the other, and thus will the steady and straight-

forward step of wisdom and rectitude always outstrip the eager

and irregular efforts of cunning and deceit. Flattery seems to

have had no share in procuring or maintaining to him the

unbounded grace of his mistress, nor can an instance be found of

his having used artifice to cultivate that popularity which he so

largely enjoyed. He chastened with so just a judgment a natu-

rally high spirit, and an ample consciousness of the dignity of his

rank and place, as to obtain the reverence of many, and the

esteem ofthe whole body, of the nobility, with the exception ofa

very few, the impotency of whose factious endeavours against

him served but to increase the splendor of his reputation, and to

strengthen the grasp with which he upheld the honour of the

Crown, and the interests of the nation. Though Elizabeth is said

to have ruled by the dexterous opposition of parties, she ever

abstained from involving him in the collision. Indeed there is

good reason to suppose that he joined her in the prosecution of

this policy, and, by affecting a careless neutrality, increased the

vain hopes of faction, and encouraged it to disclose its views. In

the long course of his ministry, history records not a single

instance of erroneous judgment ; of persecution, or even severity,

for any public or private cause ; of indecorous ambition, or thirst

of wealth ; of haughty insolence, or mean submission. In a word,

moderation, the visible sign of a moral sense critically just, was

the guide of all his actions ; decorated the purity of his religious

faith with charity to its opponents, and tempered the sincere
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warmth of his affection to the Crown with a due regard to all the

civil institutions of the realm : it has been therefore happily said

of him, that " he loved to wrap the prerogatives in the laws of the

land."

The same fine principle coloured the whole conduct of his

private life. Without remarkable fondness or indulgence, he was

the kindest husband, father, and master, among the great men of

his time ; with few professions of regard, a warm friend ; a steady

enemy, with passive resentment ; a cheerful, and even jocose

companion, with cautious familiarity; just in all his dealings,

without ostentation ; magnificent in his establishments, without

profusion ; tenacious of the powers and privileges of his own high

station, and tenderly careful of the rights of others. His two

marriages, in both of which he was singularly fortunate, have

been already mentioned. It is scarcely necessary to say that the

Marquis of Exeter is lineally descended from the first, and the

Marquis of Salisbury from the second. His second lady brought

him likewise two daughters ; Anne, who became the wife of

Edward de Vere, eighteenth Earl of Oxford ; and Elizabeth,

married to William, eldest son of Thomas Lord Wentworth.
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QUEEN ELIZABETH.

IT has been an inveterate fashion to place this Princess in the

class of wise monarchs. Whether this has been founded on an

impartial and judicious examination of her character, or on the

report of certain great authorities, to whose sincerity as well as

judgement a ready credit has been given, may be, however, fairly

questioned. Henry the fourth of France, who, it should be

recollected, anxiously sought her friendship, professed a high

respect for her talents, and took care to make it known to her ;

and the acute but eccentric Sixtus the fifth regretted that his

vow of celibacy excluded him from the possibility of an union

with her, the issue of which he said would have been naturally

qualified to govern the world. Another great person, of equal

fame with these, and I think of equal rank, answered to one who

was inclined to depreciate the powers of her mind, and to ascribe

the success and glory of her reign to the sagacity of her counsel-

lors, by asking
" whether he ever heard of a weak Prince who

chose wise ministers ?" a remark, by the way, not very applicable

to her, who had but the negative merit of retaining in office those

who had been chosen by her father and brother. A few such

testimonies and smart sayings from such sources would be at all

times sufficient to fix the opinions of those who read history for

amusement, that is to say of nearly the whole of mankind. It

may seem bold to declare that the history of Elizabeth's reign

furnishes no substantial evidence that she possessed remarkable

talents, either solid or brilliant. She had however violent passions,

and the sudden bursts of these will frequently be mistaken by

the multitude for proofs of exalted talent. Her's were all of the

unamiable order, but their baleful effects were generally neu-

tralized by counteraction on each other. Thus it was her timidity
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that prevented her from emulating the horrible tyranny of her

father, and her pride that saved her from the disgrace of open

profligacy. We seek in vain through the whole of her life for

instances of generosity, benevolence, or gratitude, those bright

jewels of a crown which Princes to whom nature has denied them

have generally been prudent enough to counterfeit. But we

must hasten to our brief compilation, and leave these few remarks

to the censure which may await them. They will not be popular,

but it will be difficult to contradict them.

Elizabeth, the daughter of Henry the eighth and Anne Bullen,

was born at Greenwich on the seventh of September, 1533. The

frantic despotism of her father surrounded her very cradle with

terrors, and planted with thorns her path to womanhood. The

imperfect divorce of Catherine of Arragon, and the vote of a

servile Parliament, had invested her with a factitious and doubtful

right to the inheritance of the crown, of which the speedily

succeeding alledged infidelity and attainder of her mother, fol-

lowed by another specific act of the same body, legally deprived

her. Mary, her paternal sister, was living, with pretensions

which, although they had been in a great measure similarly

annulled, furnished ample ground for discord and competition.

The birth of a Prince, afterwards Edward the sixth, as it seemed

to settle, though to their mutual prejudice, the succession to the

Throne, gave them a chance of safety ; but Henry and his obe-

dient Parliament, soon after that event replaced them in the order

of inheritance, and he specially recognised their right in his will.

These dispositions however, powerful as they may seem, were

insufficient to remove the prejudices which had arisen out of the

confusion that he had previously created, and the premature death

of Edward produced a jealousy between the sisters in which

Elizabeth, though too young to appear an active party, was old

enough to become an object of persecution.

She had been placed after the decease of her father under the

care and in the mansion of his widow, Catherine Par, who
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presently, with unbecoming haste, took the Lord Admiral

Seymour, brother to the Protector Duke of Somerset, for her

fourth husband. The extravagant ambition of this nobleman

undoubtedly suggested to him the idea of gaining Elizabeth's

hand, and the means through which he endeavoured to accom-

plish his purpose were such as might have been expected from his

impetuous and unprincipled character. He sought by the baseness

of personal seduction to gain that absolute controul over her mind

with which her fears of discovery, or her affection, or both, could

scarcely have failed to invest him. Of his success in this detest-

able part of his plan we are of course ignorant, but it appears that

Elizabeth regarded him at least with complacency. The singular

circumstances of their intercourse were at length made known to

Edward's ministers ; the young Princess was hastily removed ;

and a careful inquiry was instituted, many curious documents

relative to which are preserved in Haynes's fine collection of Cecil

Papers.

The uncertainties and vicissitudes of her youth had not inter-

rupted the regularity of her education. Her surprising facility in

the acquisition of languages is commemorated in terms even of

rapture in the Latin epistles of her tutor, Ascham. This faculty,

and her regular profession of the reformed faith, increased the

favour which the tender nature of her brother, the admirable

Edward, had always extended to her, and they seem to have been

much together after she left the Queen Dowager, and are said to

have derived mutual improvement from the joint prosecution of

their studies. Edward however was prevailed on, in the feeble-

ness of his last hours, to dispose of the crown to the exclusion of

both the Princesses, and in the short contest, if it deserve that

name, between Mary and Jane Grey, we are told that Elizabeth

raised, we are not informed how, nor is it easy to conceive, a

thousand horse for the aid of her sister's cause. She was received

therefore with distinction and smiles at the new court ; but a

secret jealousy lurked in the bosom of Mary. She saw in
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Elizabeth a rival, not only in regal claim, but in love, for the

Queen had certainly meditated to marry the unfortunate Edward

Courtenay, Earl of Devon, who on his part was enamoured, with

what return we know not, of her sister. The first act of Mary's

first parliament, by decreeing the validity of the marriage of her

father and mother, and annulling the sentence of their divorce,

virtually reduced Elizabeth again to the condition of a bastard ;

and that she might have no room to doubt that such was the

Queen's interpretation of it, she was presently after placed in the

court ceremonial beneath the descendants of her fathers sisters,

This proof of Mary's aversion was followed by numerous slights

and affronts, which at length becoming intolerable, Elizabeth

obtained permission to retire into the country, where however she

is said to have been closely watched by two trusty servants of the

Crown, whom she had been obliged to accept as principal officers

of her household. But the tranquillity of her retreat was of short

duration. She was accused, certainly with little probability, of

having been privy to Sir Thomas Wyat's insurrection ; was

recalled to the Court when in a state of severe illness, strictly

examined by the Council, and, after several days, permitted to

return ; again seized on some new suspicions, and conducted to

Hampton Court as a state Prisoner, and from thence to close

confinement in the Tower of London.

It is remarkable that at this seemingly hopeless period two

bills brought into Parliament by her bitter enemy, Bishop

Gardiner, the one expressly declaring her illegitimacy, and inca-

pacity to inherit the Crown, the other to enable the Queen to

appoint her successor, should have been rejected by large majo-

rities. Mary became alarmed at this unexpected opposition to

her will in so imporant a quarter ; the rigour of the Princess's

imprisonment was presently abated, and she was soon after

conducted to the palace of Richmond, where she was offered her

liberty if she would accept the hand of the Duke of Savoy. It is

probable that to this condition was annexed some proposal
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tending to an abandonment of her claim to the English Crown,

for she refused it with a magnanimous perseverance. She was

now transferred to Woodstock, and again confined with some

severity, and thus she remained till the marriage of her sister to

Philip of Spain, when that Prince, among other endeavours to

gain popularity with his new subjects, procured her release, at

least from the rigours of her captivity, but she was yet watched

with the closest attention. The resentment and jealousy of the

Queen however gradually abated, and the humility of Elizabeth's

concessions kept pace with the increase of her sister's complai-

sance. When she was at length admitted to personal intercourse

and intimacy, she attended all the high ceremonies of the Romish

Church with seeming devotion, and even partook of the sacra-

ment of the altar. The mutual indifference, or rather aversion,

of the King and Queen towards each other, which soon after

occurred, operated in her favour. Philip, lately her apparent

friend, from some political views regarding his continental inter-

ests now reiterated with vehemence the suit of the Duke of Savoy,

and Mary, whose favourite measure it had lately been, as earnestly

supported Elizabeth in the rejection of it. The Princess presently

returned this service by refusing the hand of the heir-apparent to

the Crown of Sweden, on the alledged ground of the indignity

which the King, his father, had offered to Mary by directing his

ambassador to propose it in the first instance to herself. The

carriage of the sisters towards each other was assuming the appear-

ance of affection, when the Queen died, on the seventeenth of

November, 1 558.

Elizabeth mounted the Throne amid an extravagance ofappro-

bation, flowing from the revived hopes of a people who had been

long strangers to the regular protection of laws, and slaves to so

many varieties of despotism, civil and religious. They were not

disappointed. The first act of her prerogative laid the ground for

all her succeeding credit, and fixed the character of her long

reign. It was the appointment of William Cecil to the office of
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Secretary of State, and in effect to that of Prime Minister. That

great and good man had been, from the purest motives, her secret

correspondent and adviser during the long season of oppression

and difficulty through which she had laboured. The strict seclu-

sion in which she had lived, even from her infancy, had rendered

her a stranger to all other statesmen, and, without meaning to

deny that a sense of obligation to him had its due share in influ-

encing her choice, it may be said that she fell as it were naturally

into his hands. He formed her ministry, and presided in it with

unparalleled honesty and disinterestedness, and with the rarest

combination of wisdom, fortitude, and good temper, that his-

tory can produce in the conduct of a public man. The constant

activity of these admirable qualities for years averted from his

mistress and from the realm the dangers with which her foibles

threatened both. From the hour of his appointment those exer-

tions became necessary, for it was almost in the same hour that

she chose for her favourite that monster of ambition and profli-

gacy, Robert Dudley, afterwards Earl of Leicester. It would

perhaps be too much to ascribe wholly to that unworthy partiality

the resolution which she professed already to have taken against

matrimony, for it was to her first Parliament, as soon as it had

assembled, that she expressed it. Her brother-in-law Philip of

Spain, Eric, King ofSweden, and the Archduke Charles ofAustria,

made their addressess, and were refused accordingly. A few too

of the highest of her subjects entertained distant hopes of being

chosen by her, and others of them have been mentioned to whom

perhaps the thought never occurred. That Dudley however

aspired to her hand, and with a boldness unknown to the rest, is

certain ; and that, to ensure at least the possibility of obtaining

it, he connived at the murther of his wife is scarcely doubtful.

Elizabeth's jealousy of the Queen of Scots commenced with the

accession of the one to the English throne, and of the other, as

Queen consort, to that of France, events nearly simultaneous.

The importance that Scotland had derived from the French
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marriage, which had made it in effect a colony of France, was

justly dreaded, and no time was lost in demonstrating the vigi-

lance which it seemed to demand. A fleet sailed to the Frith of

Forth, and a powerful army was marched to the borders, and the

Regent, Mary of Guise, already perplexed by the insurrectionary

spirit of the infant kirk, submitted by the treaty of Edinburgh

to terms highly advantageous to the interest of England. In the

political effects of the reformation in Scotland, and indeed

elsewhere, Elizabeth found a useful lesson for her own conduct at

home. Unincumbered by conscientious scruples and niceties of

faith, she determined to reject, in pursuing the separation from

the church of Rome, every novelty in which the most remote

tendency might be traced towards the abridgement of temporal

dominion. The dismission of those splendid ceremonies, and

ardent forms of worship, which biassed the judgment by capti-

vating the imagination, was wrested from her with difficulty by
her ministers and prelates. She would indeed willingly have

retained the whole of the Catholic system, except its dependence

on the see of Rome, but it was impracticable. Recent events had

prejudiced against it a vast majority of the nation, and the final

establishment of the Anglican Church was more indebted to the

headstrong and cruel violence of Mary than to the wisdom, the

beneficence, or the piety, of her sister. To Elizabeth however,

be her motives what they might, it owes its escape from the

baseness of Calvinism.

The death of Francis the second of France, in the winter of

1560, before he could be said to have reached manhood, was the

signal for that well-known breach between Elizabeth and his

lovely relict, which terminated in the tragical death of the one,

and the endless disgrace of the other. Mary's influence in

France had expired with her husband, and she returned to

Scotland with regret, though to assume an independent crown.

Before her departure from Paris she had been pressed by the

English ambassador to ratify the treaty of Edinburgh, which was
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rendered peculiarly odious to her by a stipulation for her aban-

donment of the royal title and arms of England, her habit of

quartering which had been always sternly and most reasonably

resisted by Elizabeth. She evaded the demand by various

pretences, and Elizabeth in return refused her request of a safe

conduct for her voyage, which she, on her part, resented by a

message full of anger and disdain. From this period a bitter

enmity, at first rather the result of ordinary passion than of poli-

tical discord, commenced between them, and was gradually

aggravated by mutual injuries and affronts till it produced the

purest reciprocal hatred. That Mary however cherished, or rather

was persuaded to entertain, a hope that she might effectually

dispute Elizabeth's right to a throne to which herself was presump-

tive heir is certain. The incessant instances of her father-in-law,

Henry the second, of the haughty family of Lorraine, and at

length of Spain, had raised an inclination in her mind to which

the measure of her own ambition would have been perhaps incom-

petent. Philip, who had gladly coalesced with Elizabeth to

counterbalance the weight of France, now, on its removal from

the scale, espoused the party of Mary. He was justly esteemed

the temporal head of the Catholics throughout Europe, and with

little difficulty excited in those of England an aversion to their

Queen, and a proportionate affection to her rival. Thus Eliza-

beth became compelled to use those measures of severity against

the Catholics which distinguished her reign, while she felt secretly

inclined towards them, and to countenance, or rather to endure,

the Calvinists, or Puritans, as they were here called, whom she

detested. To those of Scotland, now in open rebellion, she

secretly extended every favour that her own interests, or her anger

against Mary, could suggest. The influence of these circum-

stances, and of the policy founded on them, may be discerned

in almost all the important features of more than thirty years

of her reign.

The two Queens however soon found it necessary to dissemble.
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They assumed a dignified decency of conduct towards each other,

and entered into negotiations. Mary offered to make the clearest

acknowledgement of Elizabeth's present title to the throne, on

condition of receiving a recognition of her own right to the

succession, which was refused, and the mutual disappointment,

though it increased the obstinacy of each, was borne by each with

a well affected patience. Elizabeth's denial arose not more from

her enmity to the Queen of Scots than from her general aversion

to all, however distant, who might in possibility inherit the throne.

She seemed desirous even to extinguish the royal race ; and of

this almost insane foible the long and horrible persecution, which

she commenced about this time, of the Earl of Hertford and the

Lady Catherine Grey, for their marriage, affords one remarkable

instance.

In consonance with the new policy which Elizabeth had unwil-

lingly adopted, she took up with vigour the cause of the Protes-

tants, who were in arms in France, and after some ineffectual

negotiation in their favour with Charles the ninth, or rather with

his mother, Catherine de Medicis, sent a strong force, and from

time to time large supplies of money, into Normandy to aid their

General, the Prince of Conde*, from whom she received in return

the possession of Havre de Grace, which she resolved to keep as

an equivalent for Calais. This however, and all other objects of

the plan, were within a few months defeated by the sudden

submission of the Protestant leaders to the Crown. The large

disbursements required by these purposes obliged her, early in

1563, to summon her second Parliament, which, like its prede-

cessor, commenced its proceedings by beseeching her to marry,

and was answered ambiguously. The Queen of Scots, in the

mean time, encouraged the proposals which she was continually

receiving through her uncles, the Duke and Cardinal of Guise, for

a second marriage, an event which Elizabeth contemplated with

terror, not only for the strong probability of its increasing the

line of inheritors of the English Crown, but for the power which
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Mary could not but at once acquire by a matrimonial alliance

with one of the great royal Houses of Europe. To endeavour to

prevent the one was hopeless, but she sought to avoid the danger

of the other by at length proposing to acknowledge implicitly

Mary's right to succeed to the throne of England, on the condi-

tion that she should take a husband from among the English

nobility. The Queen of Scots received the motion with affected

complacency, and, after long hesitation, Elizabeth availed herself

of the opportunity of dissembling her own passion for him by

naming Leicester, whom she knew would be in the end rejected,

while Mary, with equal artifice, concealed the indignation with

which so unworthy an offer justly inspired her.

Elizabeth's main purposes were however answered for the time.

By this negotiation, and others equally extravagant, she prevented

Mary for nearly two years from hearkening to any becoming

proposals of marriage, and postponed any definitive answer on

the grand question of the succession. Mary's patience was at

length subdued. She dispatched a letter to Elizabeth in terms

so wrathful that her ministers, dreading lest their private quarrel

might produce a breach between the two countries, prevailed on

her to conciliate, and for that purpose Sir James Melvil was sent

to the English court. Those who would contemplate the utmost

extravagance of female vanity, envy, and folly, may find it in that

minister's memoirs, in his recitals of Elizabeth's conversations

with him. She now recommended Darnley for Mary's hand, and

sent him to her court, and privately intreated her to restore the

honours and estates of his father, the Earl of Lennox, who

laboured under an attainder. Mary was at once captivated by

his fine person, and made preparations for the marriage, when

Elizabeth dispatched an order for Darnley's instant return, impri-

soned his mother and brother in the Tower, and seized his father's

English estates ; and even in this miserable faithlessness and

caprice some historians have affected to discern a profound policy.

Mary impelled by various passions, now hastened her nuptials
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with the catholic Darnley amidst the outcries of the reformers,

whose leaders Elizabeth, after having- seized the opportunity to

incite to an unsuccessful rebellion, loaded with reproaches for

their treason, and spurned from her presence, when they fled to

her Court from the vengeance of their mistress. The strange

and horrible circumstances which followed this marriage in rapid

succession are so well known that to do more than name them

here would seem scornful of historical recollection. Mary's

partiality to Rizzio, and his assassination ; the murther of

Darnley; her detestable union with Bothwell ; the league against

her of her chief nobility, and their subsequent capture of her

person ; her imprisonment, escape, and fatal flight into England ,

all occurred within little more than two years. In the midst of

these distractions, to Elixabeth's infinite chagrin, Mary brought

forth her only child, afterwards our James the first.

The conduct adopted by Elizabeth towards Scotland and its

miserable monarch during this momentous crisis was wholly

unexpected. She who had been the bitterest foe to Mary when

her youth, beauty, innocence, and power, made her the favourite

of Europe, now, when worn with care, stripped of dominion, and

more than suspected of horrible crimes, suddenly adopted her

cause, offered her every aid, and threatened her enemies with

summary vengeance. Those who in seeking for refined political

causes so frequently overlook obvious motives have ascribed this

anomaly to an insidious design to tempt Mary to the step which

she afterwards unhappily took, while others who judged under

the honest dictates of natural feeling, aiming as mu\;h beneath

the mark, have placed it to the account of pity and generosity,

virtues equally strangers to Elizabeth's breast. The truth is that

her dread of an example of rebellion in a land divided only by an

imaginary line from her own exceeded her hatred to Mary, and

that the circumstances of the time prevented her from main-

taining a posture of neutrality between that Princess and her

insurgent subjects. Mary, however, confided in the sincerity of
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her professions ; unexpectedly fled to her for protection ; and found

herself a prisoner; and in the mean time her infant son was

declared King of Scotland. It became necessary for Elizabeth

to decide as suddenly on the part that she was now to act, and

her determination involved questions of high policy ; her mini-

sters therefore were obliged to share with her in the iniquities

which followed. She commenced them by assuming a jurisdic-

tion wholly illegitimate. Mary was induced, partly by the neces-

sity of her critical situation, and partly by a promise that the

leaders of the party which had deposed her should be called on

for a justification of that act, to submit to the judgment of Eliza-

beth not only the trial of such their conduct, but also the awful

question of her own respecting the murther of Darnley. Commis-

sioners were forthwith appointed for the cognizance of these great

causes, and the rebel Lords were cited to London ; not, as it

presently appeared, to apologize for their delinquencies, but to

assume the characters of prosecutors or witnesses against their

captive Sovereign. By a series of the most profound artifices the

Regent Murray was induced to give the fullest proof of Mary's

guilt by the production of her letters to Bothwell, and she was

instantly placed in that close confinement from which a violent

death released her at the end of nineteen years.

If Elizabeth sought security or tranquillity in the prosecution

of these unwarrantable measures she was indeed sorely disap-

pointed. Even while they were in progress the Duke of Norfolk

formed a design to marry the Queen of Scots ; imparted it in

confidence to several of the nobility of both nations, and was

betrayed by Leicester ; was excused for the time, and three years

after, having reiterated his scheme, with aggravated circum-

stances, was put to death. In the mean time a hasty and ill

concerted insurrection, professing for its object the restoration

of the ancient faith, and headed by the Earls ofNorthumberland

and Westmoreland, broke forth in the North, the suppression of

which was speedily followed by another yet more imprudent.
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Mary, from the first hour of her unjust restraint, became the head

of the English Catholics by their tacit and unpremeditated consent,

while she, in like manner, beheld in them her only efficient friends.

Under the influence of a temper naturally sanguine, she seems to

have been ever ready to suggest, or to adopt, any plan, however

visionary, by which she might possibly regain her liberty, and

replace herself on a throne which she had disgraced, and envi-

roned with difficulty and danger. Elizabeth, on her part, equally

dreading to restore, on any terms, an enemy whom she had

offended beyond all hope of reconciliation, or to make common

cause with rebellious subjects, amused each party with profes-

sions never to be verified, and with treaties instituted but to be

broken up without effect. Amidst all these causes for just alarm,

Pius the fifth in 1571 excommunicated her in due form, and by

the same Bull declared her title to the Crown wholly void, and

absolved her subjects of their oath of allegiance.

The consolation which she derived from the reformers was

very inadequate to this accumulation of evils. She flattered them

on all occasions with expressions of more than maternal tender-

ness, and received in return the most abject professions of devo-

tion, or rather worship ;
but they who had overthrown the ancient

Church were of course not long before they turned their attention to

the correction of the State. A freedom of speech hitherto unknown

began to distinguish the House of Commons ; privileges were

sometimes talked of there ; and her prerogatives were not unfre-

quently questioned. As the heat of her temper ebbed and flowed,

she sometimes blustered, and sometimes conceded, and occasion-

ally, which was the worst of all, retracted her specific threats in the

very hour in which she had uttered them. The die however was

cast, and she had assumed the character of patroness of the

Protestant persuasion throughout Europe. To maintain that

reputation, she again succoured about this period the Huguenots,
as they were called, now in formidable array against Charles the

ninth, but was induced to withdraw her aid by insidious propo-
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sals from that Prince, and to endure with a sullen patience even

that consummation of wickedness, the massacre of St. Bartho-

lomew. At this very period she undertook the friendly office of

sponsor to his infant daughter, and listened with an affected

complacency to another, but still fruitless offer of the hand of the

Duke of Alengon, whom, as well as his elder brother, the Duke

of Anjou, soon after Henry the third, she had formerly rejected.

The public anxiety regarding the succession to the Crown, repeat-

edly expressed by her Parliaments, prevented the unpopularity

which her seeming apathy towards the Protestant cause might

have provoked, while her utter aversion to their remonstrances

on the subject of marriage tempted her as frequently to amuse

them by engaging in negotiations to that effect, always insincere.

The death of Charles, and the formation, by the talents and

boldness of the family of Guise, of the League, altered most of

these relations. Philip, from whose interest she had hoped to

detach France, now openly declared himself protector of that

celebrated combination, and avowed with more frankness than

was usually found in his policy, his determination to extirpate

the reformed religion. Elizabeth's safety, as well as her reputa-

tion, demanded an undisguised resistance on her part, and the

sudden revolt of that Monarch's oppressed subjects in the Low

Countries, together with the horrible vengeance inflicted on them

by the Duke of Alva, rendered her interference not less popular

than politic. The States of Holland and Zealand offered to

swear allegiance to her, and were refused. She supplied them

liberally however from time to time with arms and money, and

her ministers were already occupied in preparations for that

warfare with Spain the triumphant event of which is yet so

grateful to English minds. Meanwhile the Catholics at home

were watched and pursued with renewed severity, in proof of

which the Queen herself, in one of her progresses, imprisoned, by
her own special authority, a gentleman who was in the very act

of sumptuously entertaining her at his mansion, because some of
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her attendants had found an image of the Virgin concealed in

one of his outhouses. Of such absurd extravagance and injus-

tice could she be capable when left to the unadvised exercise of

her own will !

For several years past Elizabeth had governed Scotland by her

influence over the Regent Morton, who was her creature and

pensioner, but James was now emerging from childhood, and a

small party, secretly under the direction of the Duke of Guise,

persuaded him to assume the administration of the kingdom.

Morton, after some struggle, in which she vainly endeavoured to

support him, was arrested, tried, and executed ; a scheme was

formed to associate Mary with her son in the sovereign authority ;

and the interest of the Court of France was fruitlessly exerted to

the utmost to that effect. It is somewhat singular that Elizabeth

should have chosen this period to encourage the renewed addresses

of Alencon, now Duke of Anjou. The negotiations on this

remarkable occasion were instituted and conducted solely by

herself; and her Council, hesitating to answer her appeal to its

opinion by an unqualified approbation of the match, was almost

reprimanded by her. The nation was struck with astonishment

that a woman who from her early youth had always declared even

an abhorrence of marriage should, at the age of forty-eight,

suddenly determine to give her hand to a Prince more than

twenty years younger than herself, and little recommended either

by talents, person, or manners. Every part of her conduct relat-

ing to this strange affair was marked by the most extravagant

caprice ; Sir Philip Sidney composed with great freedom a long

and laboured argument, or rather invective, against the match,

and it was received without disapprobation ; while a Mr. Stubbs,

a barrister, and a man of considerable merit, and unquestionable

loyalty, followed the same course, and was punished by the loss

of his right hand, and a long imprisonment. Anjou at length

arrived privately, and she received him with all the airs of an

impassioned damsel of romance. He left England for a short
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interval, and, on his return, after some secret interviews, she

presented him to her Court, in the full presence of which, among
other amorous fooleries, she took a ring from her finger, and

placed it on his, in token, as it seemed, of a confirmation of their

contract, and six weeks after they coolly parted to meet no more.

These mysterious absurdities, for which no one has hitherto satis-

factorily accounted, might have arisen out of a wildness of resent-

ment and jealousy suddenly excited by her recent discovery of

Leicester's private marriage to the Countess of Essex. As she had

been weak enough to betray publicly the influence of those

passions over her by imprisoning him for that fact, it cannot be

unreasonable to suppose that she was capable of flattering herself

that she might mortify him, in her turn, by an affectation of

fondness for another lover.

Elizabeth was now surrounded by enemies. The puritans

menaced her monarchical power, and the catholics her life, and

their hatred to each other was exceeded only by their joint hatred

of her. In the various plots of the latter, which at this time

followed each other in rapid succession, the captive Mary was

always directly or indirectly a party. It was deemed necessary

to remove her from the milder custody of the Earl of Shrewsbury,

in whose several mansions she had been for several years confined,

and to place her in the hands of sterner keepers. A bond of asso-

ciation for the defence of Elizabeth was proposed by the Court,

and eagerly signed by multitudes of nobles and gentry. This

instrument was presently after adopted by a new Parliament, and

put into the form of an act, with the addition of a clause, clearly

foreboding the ultimate fate of Mary, by which the Queen was

empowered to appoint commissioners for the trial of any one who,

pretending a right to the Crown, might contrive any invasion,

insurrection, or assassination, against her, and leaving the punish-

ment of such offender to her discretion. The same Parliament,

a majority of which was puritanical, among other aukward

strides towards independence,made some resolutions trenching on
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Elizabeth's ecclesiastical supremacy ; attacked the authority of

the prelacy ; and were reprimanded by her in a speech in which she

plainly told them that she considered the puritans not less danger-

ous than the catholics. Those of the Low countries, a peaceful

because a commercial people, worn with warfare and oppression,

once more besought her to become their Sovereign, and were

again refused. It became however a question whether she should

wage offensive war against Spain on their behalf, and Elizabeth,

usually indifferent where her passions were not excited, left the

decision to her ministers. After long debates, they determined it

affirmatively. Drake, whose courage and nautical skill had been

abundantly proved in former enterprizes, was dispatched against

the Spanish colonies in America, and was eminently successful,

and a strong military force was landed in Holland ; but here the

Queen's inveterate partiality towards Leicester interfered ; she

named him to the command of the expedition ; it failed, through

his ambition and inexperience ; she quarrelled with him, and

forgave him ; and he returned, despised by the States, and hated

at home by all but his infatuated mistress.

The termination of Mary's sufferings approached. The rage of

the persecuted catholics of England, incessantly fomented by the

Pope, the King of Spain, and the heads of the League, concen-

trated itself in a new plot, involving at once the assassination of

the Queen, an insurrection, and a foreign invasion. Mary, whom
it was proposed to place on the English Throne, had been long in

close correspondence with the conspirators, and was acquainted,

even to minuteness, with all the details of this awftil enterprise,

which were at length betrayed by one of the parties, and sifted by

Walsingham, a minister who seems to have been born but for

such employment, and whose vigilance had previously detected

the general design. Fourteen of the leaders were seized and

executed/ but to dispose of Mary required deliberation, in the

course of which let it be remembered that Leicester, a known

poisoner, proposed that she should be so removed, and, with that
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hypocrisy for which he was little less infamous, sent a clergyman

to persuade Walsingham by scriptural argument that in such a

case the expedient would be lawful. It was however determined

that she should be tried on the act which had been lately passed

with the peculiar view, it may be said, of so applying it. Of the

catastrophe of the tragedy it is needless to speak. In reflecting

on the first treacherous and inhospitable detention of this Princess;

on the various horrors of her tedious imprisonment ; and the

final sacrifice of her life ; all equally barbarous and unjust ; we

almost forget the crimes and the follies of her earlier time, and

are inclined to consider her concluding designs on the throne and

the life of her great enemy but as measures of retaliation which

may readily find an apology in the infirmity of human passions,

however lofty. For the conduct of Elizabeth too may a similar

plea be urged in extenuation ; but what were the passions which

actuated her? vanity, envy, and jealousy, succeeded by groveling

fear, and insatiable malice. The incomparable resignation and

heroism which marked the death of the one almost cornpleated

the redemption of her fame : the vile dissimulation of the other

which followed has plunged her memory into irretrievable infamy.

She declared, with oaths and tears, that she had forbidden the

delivery of the warrant signed by her for the execution ; and to

support the deception, doomed to disgrace and poverty her faithful

servant, the Secretary Davison, in whose hands she had placed it,

directing him to forward it, while she lamented to him that

Mary's keepers had not prevented the necessity for it by assas-

sinating their prisoner.

James's resentment of the murther of his mother did not exceed

the forms of decency, and presently wholly subsided ; while the

attention of England was suddenly turned from it to the mighty

attack meditated by Spain, which had long been foreseen by
Elizabeth's ministers, and was now generally known to the public.

It had been repeatedly disappointed by the successful enterprises

of Drake, and other nautical adventurers, when at length Europe
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resounded with the news of the equipment of the Armada which

the Spaniards called "
invincible," the total discomfiture of which

it is scarcely necessary even to mention. Leicester, whom the

Queen had appointed to the chief command of the land forces

raised to oppose the expected invasion, and for whom she had

ordered a commission for the unheard-of office of her " Lieutenant

in the kingdoms of England and Ireland," survived that great

event but for a few weeks, and she coldly seized and sold his

property to reimburse his debts to her a sufficient proof that

the extravagance of her partiality had subsisted merely on motives

which could not survive him, not to mention the speedy acces-

sion of another, and a more youthful favourite. She seems to

have hesitated for a while whom to select from three candidates,

each of them remarkably handsome, highly accomplished, and

about thirty years younger than herself. The Earl of Essex

became the unfortunate object of her choice, and succeeded his

father-in-law, Leicester, not only in the full measure of her affec-

tion, but as leader of the puritan faction.

Had Elizabeth abstained from this final folly, the concluding

years of her public and private life might have passed in uninter-

rupted tranquillity. The pride and the power of Spain had

received a wound not readily to be healed ; France was worn by
intestine commotions, and its monarch was her firm friend, as

well from prejudice as from policy; and in Scotland, which was

yet in some measure distracted by the violent factions that had

alternately ruled during a long regal minority, James, not less

pacific in his nature than helpless from circumstances, obeyed

her mandates with almost the submission of a tributary Prince.

The Catholics, stunned by the blows which had fallen on the

Queen of Scots, and on their great patron, Philip, required years

to re-inspire them even with hope, and the Puritans had not yet

dreamed of connecting rebellion with their profession of faith ;

the power of the Crown was almost absolute, and the great mass

of the people contented. The history of the last ten years of this
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Queen would have been nearly a blank but for the surprising rise

and fall of Essex.

She gave him the Garter, and appointed him Master of the

Horse, before he had fully attained the age of twenty-one. From

the hour of his first appearance at her court she used towards him

a singularity of carriage which at first rather excited secret ridi-

cule than envy, and which seems, naturally enough, to have

disgusted himself, for he fled privately from her, and became a

volunteer in a foreign expedition. She summoned him home, first

by an order from her Privy Council, then by an angry letter from

herself, and when he unwillingly returned redoubled her fondness.

He married, and she became outrageous, but was presently recon-

ciled. She appointed him to military commands, for which he had

no requisite but bravery, and forced him into the character of a

statesman, for which the natural impetuosity of his generous

temper utterly disqualified him. Under the influence of that

foible he frequently treated her with rudeness and contempt, and

she bore it patiently. In an argument however on the affairs of

Ireland, the freedom of his contradictions provoked her to strike

him; he fled furiously from the Court; and she drew him with

difficulty from the privacy in which he had buried himself to

invest him with the government of that very country. His

measures there were ill-judged, and worse executed. He received

a letter from Elizabeth full of bitter reproaches ; anticipated at

length her vengeance ; and his horror of the consequent triumph

of his enemies at home irritated his sensitive mind to the brink

of frenzy. In this wretched disposition, he took a sudden reso-

lution to return secretly, and throw himself at her feet. She

received him with kindness, but referred the consideration of his

case to her Privy Council. He was deprived of his seat in that

assembly, and of his offices, and placed for a short time in a mild

imprisonment. He retired into the country, and, could he have

waited patiently, would probably have been restored to ail his

former favour ; but his mind had been incurably wounded, and
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he had lost all reasonable power of guiding his own conduct. He
returned to London ; shut himself up in his own house with a few

imprudent followers ; detained as hostages the Lord Keeper, and

Chief Justice, who had been sent to hear his complaints ; and at

length sallied forth, with his little force, in hostile array against

he knew not whom. He was presently overpowered, and soon

after brought to trial for high treason by his Peers, who ought to

have acquitted him on the score of insanity ; but they found him

guilty, and Elizabeth, under an impression of terror, which for

the time had overpowered, but not impaired, her affection for him,

consigned him to the scaffold. She survived him for two years,

gradually sinking, without disease, under a regular abatement of

strength and spirits, the commencement of which is proved to

have been observed almost immediately after his death. To those

who may be inclined to take the pains to examine carefully the

numerous notices which remain, on indubitable authority, of her

decay, and the expressions which fell from her during its progress,

it will be evident that her life fell a sacrifice to the premature

loss of that of her favourite. She died on the twenty-fourth of

March, 1603.

Some remark may probably be expected here on the singula-

rities which distinguish the portrait prefixed to this outline of

Elizabeth's life ; but little can be said in explanation of them. In

an age which delighted in the pictorial riddles of inexhaustible

allegory it is perhaps not very strange that she should have

adopted this mode of displaying such devices ; still less that one

of the vainest women in the world should have invented, or

accepted, such as might attribute to herself the beneficence and

splendor of the sun, the wisdom of the serpent, and the vigilance

of the most acute and watchful organs of the human frame.

Besides, her wardrobe at the time of her death contained more

than two thousand dresses, of the fashions of all countries, of all

times, and of all contrivance that busy fancy could suggest, and
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in the gratification of this childish whim variety imparted the

main charm. The portrait itself however, were it a mere head,

would be of great curiosity, inasmuch as it represents her much

younger than any other extant, and with at least as much beauty

as she could at any time have possessed.
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SIR WALTER RALEIGH.

TH E history of Raleigh has always been an object of anxious

and busy enquiry, and the pains that have been taken to render

it complete seem to have been rewarded with the most ample

success. This will ever be the case with one who moved in so

many spheres of action, and shone so brightly in such various

classes of fame. The soldier will cherish the reputation of

heroes ; the critic, of writers ; the politician, of statesmen ; but

in this individuality of attention, in this unconscious singleness

of fellow feeling, how many inestimable notices of general cha-

racter are overlooked, and irrecoverably lost ! The life of Raleigh,

on the other hand, was a sort of public property, in which every

taste and every profession had an interest, and each therefore has

lent a helping hand to raise and perfect the biographical monu-

ment which has been erected to his memory. To endeavour to

add to such a story would be hopeless labour : to select from it

can be little better than dull repetition.

Raleigh was descended from a family of high antiquity in

Devonshire. He was a younger son of a gentleman of his names

who was seated in a mansion called Fardel, in the parish of

Cornwood, near Plymouth, by his third wife, Catherine, daughter

of Sir Philip Champernoun, of Modbury, and widow of Otho

Gilbert, of Compton, all which parishes are in that county. He
was born in 1552, and exactly well educated, first under the care

of his father, and afterwards in Oriel College, of which he was

entered at about the age of sixteen, and which he left, though his

residence there had little exceeded one year, with a high repu-

tation for academical attainments. In the autumn of 1569 he

entered into public life in the character of a soldier, in a troop of
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a hundred gentlemen volunteers, raised by his relation Henry

Champernoun, which attached itself to the expedition then fitted

out by the order of Elizabeth for the succour of the Huguenots
in France. In this service, which was of the most arduous cha-

racter, he remained for not less than five years, and is supposed

to have returned in 1576, in which year it is evident that he

resided in chambers in the Middle Temple, a circumstance which

has given occasion to some contest among his biographers which

might have been effectually set at rest by reference to his trial, on

which he took occasion expressly to declare that he had never

studied the law. He remained however not long inactive, for in

1577 he made a campaign in the Low Countries under the com-

mand of Norris, and in the following year, Sir Humphrey Gilbert,

one of the celebrated navigators of that day, who was his uterine

brother, having obtained a patent from the Queen to colonize in

North America, Raleigh embarked with him in that expedition.

It proved unsuccessful. They were met on their voyage by a

Spanish fleet of superior force, and defeated, and Raleigh, return-

ing just at the period when a new insurrection, aided by the

intrigues and the troops of Spain, had broken out in Ireland, flew

to the scene of action, and now proved that he possessed, in addi-

tion to the personal bravery for which he was already distin-

guished, all other qualifications for a military commander. The

government of Minister, a post then of the greatest importance,

was intrusted to him, jointly with two old officers of established

fame ; a few months after he was appointed Governor of Cork ;

and these were his first public employments.

The Irish insurgents having been for the time reduced, he

arrived in England towards the end of the year 1581, to seek

preferment at the Court. It has been said that he first attracted

Elizabeth's notice by a singular sort of compliment : that hap-

pening to be near her when she was walking abroad, and met with

a marshy spot which she hesitated whether to pass over, he step-

ped suddenly forward, and taking off his velvet cloak, spread it
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on the place for her to tread on. The same light authorities

inform us that, shortly after he had thus introduced himself, he

wrote with a diamond on a window in one of her private apart-

ments,
" Fain would I climb, yet fear I to fall ;" which coming to

her knowledge, she wrote under it,
" If thy heart fail thee, climb

not at all." Such gallantries were neither inconsistent with the

fashion of the time, nor with Elizabeth's taste : whether they

really occurred or not, it is certain that she now took him in

some measure under her protection ; and indeed he possessed all

the requisites to captivate her weakness, as well as her deliberate

opinion.
'' He had," says Sir Robert Naunton,

" in the outward

man a good presence, and well compacted person ; a strong natu-

ral wit, and a better judgment, with a bold and plausible tongue,

whereby he could set out his parts to the best advantage ; and to

these he had the adjuncts of some general learning, which by

diligence he enforced to a great augmentation and perfection ;

for he was an indefatigable reader, whether by sea or land, and

none of the least observers, both of men and the times." These

powers he found an opportunity soon after of bringing into action

with the happiest effect, on the occasion of a difference which,

ha, ing occurred during his service in Ireland between himself

and the Deputy, Lord Grey of Wilton, had been referred by a

Council of War in that country to the Privy Council of England
before which it was heard in the spring of 1583. " I am somewhat

confident," adds Naunton,
"
among the second causes of his

growth was the variance between him and my Lord General Grey
in his descent into Ireland, which drew them both over to the

Council Table, there to plead their own causes ; where what advan-

tage he had in the case in controversy I know not, but he had

much the better in the telling of his tale ; insomuch as the Queen

and the Lords took no slight mark of the man, and his parts :

for from thence he came to be known, and to have access to the

Lords, and then we are not to doubt how such a man would

comply, and learn the way of progression. And whether or no
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my Lord of Leicester had then cast in a good word for him to

the Queen, which would have done no harm. I do not determine ;

but true it is he had gotten the Queen's ear at a trice, and she

began to be taken with his elocution, and loved to hear his

reasons to her demands ; and the truth is she took him for a kind

of oracle, which nettled them all ; yea, those that he relied on

began to take this his sudden favour for an alarm, and to be

sensible of their own supplantation, and to project his."

Whether it was with the view in one who seems not to hatye

abounded in prudence of avoiding these jealousies, or to gratify

an inclination to project and enterprise which certainly belonged

to his nature, it is now perhaps too late to learn, but Raleigh, in

this moment of triumphant favour, and for several succeeding

years, seems to have devoted his serious attention exclusively to

maritime discovery and speculation. In 1583 he sailed towards

Newfoundland, as Vice Admiral of a fleet of four ships, com-

manded by his brother Gilbert, one of which he had manned and

victualled at his own charge, and named after himself. The

expedition was most unfortunate ; and Gilbert, with two of his

ships, was lost in returning to England ; yet in the following

year Raleigh laid a plan before the Queen and Council for ano-

ther, and, by a grant, dated the twenty-fifth of March, 1584, was

allowed " free liberty to discover such remote heathen and barba-

rous lands as were not actually possessed by any Christian, nor

inhabited by Christian people." He now fitted out two ships for

the Gulf of Florida, and the fruit of the voyage was the discovery

of Virginia, which is well known to have then received its name

from Elizabeth, and where, at his recommendation, she consented

to the planting of an English colony, which in the spring of the

following year was dispatched thither under his direction in a

fleet of seven sail, commanded by his kinsman, Sir Richard

Granville, who on his return captured a Spanish ship worth

fifty thousand pounds. Even during this voyage he was actively

engaged with Sir Adrian Gilbert, another of his half brothers, in an
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enterprise to explore the north-west passage, in which those straits

which have been denominated from Davis, the ill-fated com-

mander, were first penetrated. In 1586 he fitted out another

squadron to Virginia ; sent two ships to cruise against the Spani-

ards, which returned with considerable wealth ; and joined

George Clifford, Earl of Cumberland, in a less successful adven-

ture to the South Seas. In 1587, he was still anxiously engaged
in the establishment of the new colony, his interests in which he

soon after assigned, with certain reservations, to several merchants

of London ; in the succeeding year distinguished himself in the

great overthrow of the Spanish Armada ; and in 1589 sailed with

Norris and Drake to Portugal on the expedition then undertaken

to restore Don Antonio to the throne of that country.

While he was thus engaged, favours and distinctions, whether

he courted them or not, were lavishly showered on him. In 1584

he obtained the then envied honour of knighthood ; was elected

to serve in Parliament for his native county, as he was afterwards

for Cornwall ; and received in that year a patent for licensing the

sale of wines throughout the nation, and in the next a grant of

twelve thousand acres in the counties of Cork and Waterford.

In 1586 he was appointed Seneschal of the Duchies of Cornwall

and Exeter, and Lord Warden of the Stanneries, and, a few

months after, Captain, that is to say Commander, of the Queen's

guard. Great estates in the western counties were afterwards

bestowed on him by Elizabeth, particularly the manor of Sher-

borne, in Dorsetshire, where he built, says Coker, in his Survey

of that County,
" in a park adjoining to the Castle, out of the

ground, a most fine house, which he beautified with orchards,

gardens, and groves, of much variety and delight." In the mean

time his public and private conduct seem to have been marked

by the most perfect independence : he neither led nor served any

party ; nor do we discover a single instance of his having used

that influence which he certainly possessed over the affections of

Elizabeth to any unworthy end, nor of his having endeavoured
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to increase, or even to maintain it by adulation or servile

compliance, On the contrary, his professions, and indeed his

practices, were not unfreqnently in opposition to her religious or

political notions. In receding contemptuously from the ridicu-

lous complexities of school divinity, he is said to have fallen into

contrary errors} and to have become a sceptic, if not a deist.

The Queen reasoned with him on these subjects, and censured

his opinions with sharpness, but he disdained to disavow them.

He defended the learned puritan Udal, who had libelled the

Hierarchy with the most virulent bitterness, and, when that

minister was therefore condemned for high treason, interfered

successfully to save his life. His interest seems indeed to have

been continually exerted in the service of others, and we are told

that Elizabeth once said to him, alluding to the frequency of

such his requests,
" When, Sir Walter, will you cease to be a

beggar ?" to which he answered,
" When your Majesty shall

cease to be beneficent."

In 1592 he sailed again on an expedition against the Spanish

settlements in the West Indies, with a strong force, raised by
himself and others, to which Elizabeth added two of her best

ships of war. It was prevented by storms from reaching its

destination, and he returned, but his shattered fleet after his

departure captured a Portuguese carrack, said to have been the

richest prize that had ever been brought to England. The disco-

very of his amour with Elizabeth Throckrnorton, one of the

Queen's maids of honour, occurred just at this period, an offence,

which, though he made the best atonement in his power by mar-

rying the lady, Elizabeth punished by imprisoning them in the

Tower for many months. It should seem that this severity was

dictated rather by prudence, and a sense of propriety, than by

resentment, for he certainly received eminent proofs of the

Queen's favour immediately after his liberation, yet it is held by

several writers that the umbrage into which he fell on this occa-

sion determined him once more to quit England, while others,
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with perhaps as little reason, ascribe that resolution to the envy
and jealousy by which he was' assailed at home. It is highly

probable that his motive was simply the acquisition of wealth to

support his enormous expenses, for no man of his time surpassed

him in magnificence. He tilted in silver armour, wearing a

sword and belt set with diamonds, rubies, and pearls ; appeared

at Court on solemn occasions, covered with jewels, nearly to the

value of seventy thousand pounds ; and his retinue and table

were maintained with proportionate splendour. It is in perfect

agreement with a just notion of Raleigh's character to suppose

that he wished to owe these luxuries to his own exertions, and

his choice of the country to which he now directed his specula-

tions tends in no small degree to favour that conjecture.

He had long contemplated the full discovery of Guiana,

in South America, and in the spring of 1594 dispatched a

trusty person thither, on whose favourable report he sailed in the

following February, and returning in August 1595, described to

Elizabeth in the most glowing colours the inexhaustible riches of

the soil, on which he besought her to plant a colony. She refused,

but to console him for the disappointment, named him Admiral

in the expedition of the next year, which ended in the capture of

Cadiz, and also in that of the summer of 1597, which is so largely

treated ofby most of our historians, under the name of the Island

Voyage. In both those enterprises Essex had the chief command,
and it was in the latter that an unhappy discord arose between

these great men, which perhaps accelerated the fall of the one,

and was certainly pregnant with the more distant fate of the

other. It was clear that the success of the plan had been sacri-

ficed to their envious rivalry, and their misconduct was discussed

at home with unusual freedom. They returned, overflowing with

mutual reproaches, to the disgraceful consolations usually sought

by men so circumstanced ; Essex to become the leader of a

senseless mob, and Raleigh to resign his independence into the

hands of a minister of state. Tempted by views of gratifying his
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resentment, this great man became a dupe to the artifices of

Cecil, who cherished him for the hour as a willing instrument to

thwart the ambition, and undermine the favour, of Essex. Of

his willingness we have indeed subsequently too frightful a proof

in a letter that has been more than once printed, written by him

to the Secretary after Essex had been made prisoner, from which,

amidst some ambiguity of expression, it may be inferred that he

thirsted for the blood of that unhappy favourite. Raleigh was

now flattered by moderate favours, and cajoled by splendid hopes.

The management in the House of Commons of affairs in which

the Crown was peculiarly interested seems to have been commit-

ted chiefly to him during the remainder of this reign: He
obtained in 1598 a grant of the pre-emption of Cornish tin, a

privilege of great lucre ; was sent Ambassador to Flanders, with

Lord Cobham, in the summer of 1 600 ; and in the autumn of

that year was appointed Governor of Jersey. Meanwhile he was

fallaciously encouraged to expect the great and arduous post of

Deputy of Ireland, and the dignity of a Baron.

But Cecil's sole purpose was at length accomplished. Essex

had been finally disposed of, and Raleigh in his turn became an

object ofjealousy and fear. His fortune now hung on the slender

thread that supported the life of Elizabeth, for he was too firmly

fixed in her favour to be shaken by any effort of malice or

intrigue while he remained her servant ; but Cecil had not

neglected to infuse bitter prejudices against him into the mean

and timid mind of her successor, who on mounting the throne

received him with coolness, and soon after dismissed him from

his employments. Raleigh, in searching for the motives to this

indignity, detected the wicked baseness of the Secretary, and, in

the first moments of a generous irritation, presented a memorial

against him to the King, in which, among many other heavy

accusations, he denounced Cecil as a main instrument in caus-

ing the death of the unfortunate Mary. The intelligence was

received by James with indifferenqe, but it naturally changed the
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aversion of Cecil into the deepest hatred ; while Raleigh, deceived,

persecuted, and threatened, by the minister, and neglected by the

King, threw himself into the arms of a small party, headed by
two noblemen, distinguished only by their bitterness against

James and his countrymen. With these, Brook, Lord Cobham,
and Thomas Lord Grey de Wilton, he certainly in some measure

engaged in that conspiracy to place Arabella Stuart on the throne,

the singular extravagancy of which is familiar to all readers of

English history, but how far short his offence fell of treason, his

trial, which took place at Winchester, on the seventeenth of

November, 1603, will abundantly prove. The utter deficiency of

evidence in support of the charge ; the courage, candour, and

ready wit and judgement displayed by himself; and the brutal

speeches of Coke, the Attorney General ; combine to render that

document a record of one of the most curious and interesting

juridical processes on record. He was" however found guilty by

a jury more barbarous even than his prosecutors, for when the

verdict was communicated to Coke, who happened not to be in

the court when it was delivered, he exclaimed to the messenger,

"surely thou art mistaken, for I myself accused him but of

misprision of treason." He received sentence, and remained at

Winchester in daily expectation of death for about a month, during

which he appealed to James's mercy, and on the fifteenth of

December received a reprieve, and was removed to the Tower,

where he continued a prisoner for twelve years. There it is well

known that he became an historian, a philosopher, and a poet,

and raised a fame for almost universal science equal to his former

reputation for arms and enterprize. The severity of his imprison-

ment was from time to time slackened, and on the twenty-fifth of

March, 1616, he was at length released, on the intercession of the

new favourite Villiers, some of whose retainers had been bribed by
a large sum to move their master to that end. Stripped of his

estates by attainder, the sport of his enemies, and timidly aban-

doned by his friends, nothing now remained to this great man but
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his admirable powers of mind and body, and that spirit of bound-

less activity which had ever distinguished both, and which the

severity of his fortune had left wholly unimpaired. He was no

sooner at large than he undertook a new voyage to Guiana, and

James, tempted by the prospect of boundless wealth, readily

granted him on the twenty-sixth of August following, a commis-

sion, under the Great Seal, of Admiral. Raleigh, rendered cauti-

ous by injustice and calamity, was desirous to obtain a specific

pardon before his departure, and consulted his friend Bacon, then

Lord Keeper, who fatally assured him that his commission might

always be pleaded fully to that effect. After long preparation,

and an expense of more than ten thousand pounds, collected with

the utmost difficulty, he sailed on the twenty-eighth of March,

1617. Treachery and cowardice combined to blast, together with

the views of his expedition, all his future hopes. Through the

vigilance and artifice of Gondamor, Ambassador from Madrid, and

the base pusillanimity of James, his design was betrayed to the

Spaniards at Guiana before his arrival, and he found a superior

force in full array to receive him. He attempted to force a

passage, and was defeated. "
Never/' says he, in a narrative which

he published after his return,
" was poor man so exposed to the

slaughter as I was : for, being commanded by my allegiance to set

down not only the country, but the very river by which I was to

enter it ; to name my ship's number, men, and my artillery ; this

was sent by the Spanish Ambassador to his master, the King of

Spain:" nor was this the partial complaint of a disappointed and

enraged commander, for the history of that time abounds in

evidences of the justice of his charge. In this unhappy warfare

his eldest son fell, bravely fighting. The news of his discomfiture

reached London, and the terrified James instantly issued a pro-

clamation, declaring that he had in his original orders to Raleigh,

expressly prohibited any act of hostility against the Spaniards,

and threatening a severe punishment. Raleigh arrived at Ply-

mouth a few days after; was arrested on his road to London;
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and, after two attempts to escape, was, on the tenth of August,

once more closely imprisoned in the Tower. It is unnecessary to

stain these pages with a detail of the monstrous perversions of

law, and justice, and humanity, under the pretext of which the

blood of this admirable person was shed, for it may be found in

every general history of his country. After the solemn mockery
of a conference held by all the Judges, he was, on the twenty-

eighth of October, brought to the King's Bench bar, and required

to say why execution of the sentence passed on him fifteen years

before should not now be awarded ; defended himself with a vigour

of argument and beauty of eloquence, which astonished all who

heard him ; and was the next day, under the authority of a special

warrant signed by the King, beheaded in Old Palace Yard, West-

minster.

To give an ample and correct view of the infinitely diversified

character of Raleigh would double the extent of these pages.

A general idea of the wonderful powers which distinguished it

may perhaps be best conveyed by a few words of Anthony Wood,
delivered with his usual conciseness and simplicity.

" Authors

are perplexed," says Wood, " under what topic to place him ;

whether of statesman, seaman, soldier, chemist, or chronologer,

for in all these he did excel ; arid it still remains a dispute whether

the age he lived in was more obliged to his pen or his sword, the

one being busy in conquering the new, the other in so bravely

describing the old world. The truth is, he was unfortunate in

nothing else but the greatness of his wit and advancement. His

eminent worth was such, both in domestic polity, foreign expe-

ditions and discoveries, arts and literature, both practive and

contemplative, that they seemed at once to conquer both example

and imitation. Those that knew him well esteemed him to be a

person born to that only which he went about, so dexterous was

he in all or most of his undertakings, in court, in camp, by sea,

by land, with sword, with pen." For an estimate of the profound

learning and exquisite genius which he displayed in various
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branches of literature, let me appeal to a few pages prefixed to a

very late publication of his scattered poems, in which the strictest

truth of criticism is adorned by the utmost force and beauty of

expression. On the whole, it is not too much to say that Raleigh

was the most eminent man of the age in which he lived ; an age

enlightened by his talents, and perhaps improved by his example,

for he descended to the grave with an exactness of moral reputa-

tion, not only unstained, but, with the single exception lately

referred to, wholly unsuspected.

The printed productions of his pen which we have the good
fortune to possess, for some of his works remain yet unpublished,

are his celebrated History of the World A Relation of the Disco-

very of Guiana, presented to Queen Elizabeth Notes ofDirection

for the Defence of the Kingdom in 1588 The Prerogative of

Parliament in England, proved in a dialogue between a Counsellor

of State and a Justice of Peace Instructions to his Son, and

posterity The History of Mahomet The Prince, or Maxims of

State, republished, with the title of "
Aphorisms of State" The

Sceptic, or Speculations Observations on the Magnificence and

Opulency of Cities The State of Government Letters to the

King, and others of Quality A Dialogue between a Jesuit and a

Recusant Observations on the Inventions of Shipping, and Sea

Service Apology for his last Voyage to Guiana Observations

touching Trade and Commerce with the Hollanders The Cabinet

Council, containing the Chief Arts and Mysteries of State An

Historical and Geographical Description of the Great Country

and River of the Amazons Wars with Foreign Princes dange-

rous, to our Commonwealth, or Reasons for Foreign Wars answered

Speeches and Arguments in several Parliaments towards the

end of Elizabeth's reign The Son's Advice to His Father and

the Collection of his poetical pieces lately referred to. Most of

the smaller tracts here mentioned were collected by Dr. Birch,

and republished in 1751, in two volumes.

Sir Walter Raleigh, as has been already said, married Elizabeth
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a daughter of Sir Nicholas Throckmorton, alias Carew, of Bed-

dington, in Surrey. He had by her two sons ; Walter, unmar-

ried, who was killed, as has been already said, by the Spaniards

in South America; and Carew. As the subsequent issue of

Raleigh has, I believe, never yet been publicly noticed, some

extended account of it here may be desirable. Carew married

Philippa, daughter of Weston, and relict of Sir Anthony

Ashley. By that lady he had three daughters, ofwhom Elizabeth

and Mary died spinsters, and Anne, the youngest, became the

wife of Sir Peter Tyrrel, of Castlethorpe, in Bucks ; and two sons,

of whom Walter, the elder, who was seated at West Horsley, in

Surrey, an estate which had been purchased by his father, and

was knighted soon after the restoration, married Elizabeth,

daughter and heir of William Rogers ofSandwell, in Gloucester-

shire, and left by her three daughters, his coheirs ; Elizabeth,

wife of Sir John Elwes, Knt. ; Philippa, of Oliver Wicks, of Tort-

ington, in Sussex ; and Anne, married to William Knight, of

Barrels, in the County of Warwick. Philip, the second son of

Carew Raleigh, whom I find styled of London, and of Tenchley

Meer, in Surrey, married Frances, daughter of a Mr. Granvi lie,

of Foscot in Buckinghamshire, and had by her four sons, Walter,

Brudenel, Granville, and Carew , and three daughters ; Frances,

Anne, and Elizabeth. Most of them were living in 1695, in which

year all the daughters were unmarried. At that period our intel-

ligence ceases.
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- FRANCIS BACON,
VISCOUNT ST. ALBAN.

1 T has been determined that the insertion of a portrait of this

wonderful man in such a collection as the present is indispensable,

and the resolution may possibly be proper. Should it, on the other

hand, be thought impertinent to add one more to the many engra-

vings which have already rendered his features so well known to

us, some apology for the supererogation may perhaps be reason-

ably founded on the excellent skill of two artists displayed in this

new effort. Not so with the biographer. He finds that the cha-

racter of Bacon has been long since placed in every possible point

of view, and every lineament traced with the most critical exact-

ness : and he will rejoice, if he is prudent, to be spared the peri-

lous task of adding a single touch. Conscious that he cannot

safely venture to enlarge the scale of this grand picture, how much

more forcibly must he feel the impossibility of reducing it to a

miniature ; of discussing, to drop the figure, within the limits of

a few pages the mysteries of a sublime philosophy, of a profound

state policy, and of a character which presents the most awful

example extant at once of human wisdom and weakness. Thus

impressed, and with scarcely any view but to preserve uniformity

of appearance in this work, I proceed to a detail, unavoidably cold

and meagre, of circumstances merely historical.

Francis Bacon was the younger of the two sons of Sir Nicholas

Bacon, Keeper of the Great Seal under Queen Elizabeth, by Anne,

one of the daughters of Sir Anthony Cook, of Gidea Hall, in Es-

sex, and sister to the wife of the Lord Treasurer Burghley. He
was born at York House, in the Strand, on the twenty-second of

January, 1561, and educated under the care of Whitgift, after-

wards Primate, in Trinity College, Cambridge, of which he was
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entered at the age of twelve years. It should seem that it was

not the intention of his parents to devote him to the profession of

the law, for soon after he had left the University, he went to Paris

with Sir Amias Powlett, and lived in the house of that minister

during his embassy, on the affairs of which he was at least once

dispatched to communicate personally with the Queen ; but his

father having been prevented, as is said, by a sudden death, in

1579, from making the provision intended for him, he returned

and enrolled himself a member of the society of Gray's Inn. Here

he studied the common law with the closest application, and

relaxed his giant mind by laying the foundation of his philosophy.

He remained long at the bar, undistinguished but by his talents

and his eloquence, and by the extensive practice to which they had

conducted him ; nor was it till 1588 that he obtained even the

degree of Counsel to the Queen, for he had cultivated a strict

intimacy with Essex, the uniform rival, and indeed enemy, of his

powerful relations the Cecils, who therefore in a great measure

denied him their patronage. It is true that they gave him the

reversion of an office of considerable emolument, the Registership

of the Star-chamber, and this was perhaps the only instance of

their favour ever experienced by him.

He waited, however, patiently till the year 1596, when the office

of Solicitor General becoming vacant,Essex and his friends exerted

themselves to the utmost to place him in it. They were unsuccess-

ful, and here we meet with a wonderful proof of the romantic

generosity and grandeur of that nobleman's heart. Sympathizing

with his disappointed friend, and stung with anger at the slight

which had been put on his own suit, he instantly determined to

alienate a part of his estate to Bacon, from whose pen we have a

recital of the conversation which occurred when the Earl visited

him to declare his intention. " After the Queen," says he,
" had

denied me the Solicitor's place, for the which his Lordship had

been a long and earnest suitor in my behalf, it pleased him to come

to me from Richmond to Twickenham Park, and brake with me,
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and said,
' Mr. Bacon, the Queen hath denied me the place for you,

and hath placed another. I know you are the least part of your

own matter, but you fare ill because you have chosen me for your
mean and dependance, yet you have spent your time and your

thoughts in my matters : I die (these were his words) if I do

not somewhat towards your fortune : you shall not deny to accept

a piece of land which I will bestow upon you.'
" Twickenham

Park, here mentioned, was the gift bestowed on him, including

one of Essex's highly ornamented mansions, particularly celebrated

for its pleasure grounds, which had obtained the name of the

"
garden of paradise." Yet Bacon, painful to relate, when that

unhappy nobleman was some years after arraigned, not only

pleaded against him at the bar, but at length published a declara-

tion of his treasons, with the view ofjustifying his execution. The

nation shuddered at this ingratitude to its favourite. Bacon was

universally execrated, and even threatened with assassination.

He addressed an apology, which may be found in his works, to

the Earl of Devonshire, one of Essex's bosom friends, from which

the passage just now given is extracted; but the stain which he

had cast on himself was then too glaring, and he missed even the

sordid reward at which he had aimed, for Elizabeth's ministers,

to whom he had thus sold himself, durst not admit him publicly

into their councils.

By James, who loved learning better than morals, and sought

for servants at once wise and pliant, he became presently in

some measure distinguished. He was among the first to prefer his

claims to that Prince's favour, and had assiduously courted the

great men of both nations, and of all parties, as well religious as

political, to forward them. He had been long a member of the

House of Commons, in which his exact knowledge of the temper

of that body gave him perhaps more weight even than his admi-

rable powers of mind, or his eloquence, and he rendered himself

now essentially useful in forwarding there the King's favourite

objects ; for while he was, in fact, the confidential agent for the
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Crown, he had the address to persuade the House of his entire

independence, and to strengthen that impression, frequently es-

poused measures which he privately meditated to overthrow.

This practice, then a novelty in parliamentary tactics, remained

long unsuspected : His rewards, which doubtless were considera-

ble, were kept as secret as his services, and it was not till the

year 1607 that he was at length appointed Solicitor General ;
nor

did that mark of royal favour tend to impair the confidence in

which he was held by the Commons, for in the following session

they made choice of him to represent to the King the grievances

of the nation, and received with complacency a haughty answer

because he had prefaced the delivery of it by a fascinating ha-

rangue. He remained without farther preferment till 1613, when

on the twenty-seventh of October he obtained the post of Attorney

General.

It was very soon after that period that the memorable George

Villiers first appeared at Court, and became instantly a favourite.

Bacon was the foremost of the flatterers of his youth and inexpe-

rience, and Villiers, justly proud of the friendship of the wisest of

his countrymen, and with sufficient prudence to discern the impor-

tance of such a counsellor to his own welfare, became earnestly

attached to him, and resolved to devote himself to his gratifica-

tion. On the ninth ofJuly 1616, the King received Bacon into

the Privy Council, a distinction which it was not usual to bestow

on Attorneys General; on the third of March 1617, O. S. deli-

vered the Great Seal to him, as Lord Keeper ; and on the fourth

of January, in the succeeding year, exalted him to the degree of

Lord High Chancellor. In making these several important steps

he was assiduously aided by the influence which Villiers exercised

over James, while his consummate policy in the pursuit of his own

interests is almost without a parallel. A letter which may be

found in his works, soliciting the King to promote him to the office

of Lord Keeper, furnishes a curious instance of the craft with

which he advanced his own cause, and undermined the pretensions
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of others, solely by appealing to the ruling foible in his master's

regal character : and this in a method so delicately covert and

indirect that all his hints on the subject of prerogative seem to

arise collaterally and incidentally. The following passage may be

a sufficient example
" I hope I may be acquitted of presumption

if I think of it, both because my father had the place, which is

some civil inducement to my desire, and, chiefly, because the

Chancellor's place, after it went to the law, was ever conferred upon

some of the learned counsel, and never upon a judge : for Audley

was raised from a King's Serjeant ; my father from Attorney of

the Wards : Bromley from Solicitor ; Puckering from Queen's

Serjeant ; Egerton from Master of the Rolls, having newly left

the Attorney's place. Now, I beseech your Majesty let me put

you the present case truly. If you take my Lord Coke this will

follow ; first, your Majesty shall put an over-ruling man into an

over-ruling place, which may breed an extreme ; next, you shall

blunt his industry in matter of finances, which seemeth to aim at

another place ; and, lastly, popular men are no sure mounters for

your Majesty's saddle. If you take my Lord tlobart, you shall

have a judge at the upper end of your Council board, and another

at the lower end, whereby your Majesty will find your preroga-

tive pent ; for, though there should be emulation between them,

yet, as legists, they will agree in magnifying that wherein they

are best : He is no statesman, but an ceconomist wholly for him-

self, so as your Majesty, more than an outward form, will find

little help in him for the business. If you take my Lord of Can-

terbury, I will say no more but the Chancellor's place requires a

whole man, and to have both jurisdictions, spiritual and temporal,

in that height is fit only for a King. For myself, I can only pre-

sent your Majesty with gloria in obsequio," &c.

On the eleventh of July, 1618, Bacon was created Baron of

Verulam, in the County of Herts, and on the twenty-seventh of

January, 1620, Viscount St. Alban. The great machine of the

State had now fallen chiefly under his direction. James, who,
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with all his vanity, had too much good sense to slight the dictates

of another's wisdom, submitted most matters to his judgment and

decision ; and a mixture of friendship, veneration, and deference

to age and long experience, had brought the warmth and the

caprice of Buckingham, by whom so much was governed, in great

measure under his controul. His sudden elevation in place, and

dignity, and confidence, produced, however, more than usual envy,

and aggravated the feelings of his enemies, who were many.
The old party of the disgraced Earl ofSomerset, which was by no

means insignificant, detested him ; Sir Edward Coke, with whom
he had maintained for many years a constant rivalry and warfare,

was his bitter foe, and ruled the opinions of a multitude. Bacon's

attachment to Buckingham, which was invariable, had involved

him in the unpopularity and jealousy with which that favourite

was now surrounded ; and the impartiality, whether proceeding

from principle or policy, which distinguished his judicial decrees,

had excited the resentment of numerous individuals in the Court

and State whose private interests had been affected by them.

Hopeless wishes for his downfall had been secretly formed by

thousands, for probity, as well as wisdom, seemed to secure him

from all attack, when the House of Commons in the Parliament

which met on the thirtieth of January, 1620, only three days after

his reception of his new dignity of Viscount, appointed a committee

to inquire into the conduct of the courts of justice which, on the

fifteenth of March, 1620, O. S. reported against him two charges

of the grossest corruption. It was fully proved that he had

accepted large bribes from two suitors in the chancery, and the

turpitude of the offence seemed to acquire a deeper dye from

the exceeding necessity of the parties, one of whom had been

forced to mortgage an estate to furnish the requisite sum, and the

other to borrow miserably of a usurer.

On the motion of Sir Edward Coke these charges were sent up
to the Peers, to whom Bacon, who was, or feigned to be, very ill,

sent an expostulatory letter. They answered him with respect
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and tenderness, and even manifested an inclination to believe him

innocent ; but on the very next day new complaints were made to

them by the House of Commons, in which more than twenty
instances were cited of his having taken bribes, amounting toge-

ther to many thousand pounds, and the Lords appointed a select

committee to take the whole into the most serious consideration.

Bacon now threw himself on the favour of the King, and the

influence of Buckingham. James, who is said to have lamented

his wretched degradation, even with tears, admitted him to a long

audience, and procured an adjournment of Parliament for some

days, in the hope of devising means to soften his fall, but the only

effect of the pause was to produce fresh accusations. Nothing
remained but to submit himself to the mercy of the Peers, and, on

the twenty-fourth of April, he made a general acknowledgment of

his guilt, by a letter to the House, composed with admirable force

and beauty of expression, which was presented by the Prince of

Wales. The Lords, however, very properly insisted on his an-

swering to each particular charge, which he did, on the thirtieth

of the same month, confessing nearly all that had been alledged

against him. He was deprived the next day of the Great Seal :

and, on the third of May, having in the meantime received a sum-

mons to attend the House, which he declined on the score of

illness, the Peers, in the simple form of an answer to the House of

Commons, then standing at their bar to demand judgment against

him, sentenced him to a fine of forty thousand pounds ; to be

imprisoned in the Tower during the King's pleasure ; and to be

for ever incapable of holding any public office, or of sitting in

Parliament.

His confinement was short. James, still anxious to receive his

counsels, renewed a personal intercourse with him, and, on the

twelfth of the following October, signed a warrant remitting the

whole of his sentence, except the parliamentary prohibition, from

which also he was at length relieved towards the close of his life.

He retired, loaded with debt, and unable to practise frugality :
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such indeed were his necessities, that he condescended to sue for

the office of Provost of Eton College, and suffered the mortifica-

tion of a refusal. It is needless to say that his few remaining

years were passed in study, but the greater part, and the most

important, of his mighty works were composed during the period

in which he directed the affairs of the State, and superintended the

individual private interests of thousands ; a fact almost miracu-

lous. Of those works, as has been already premised, it is impos-

sible here to speak to any purpose : suffice it therefore to say,

referring only to their extent, that they consist, according to his

own division of them, of two hundred and forty-one distinct trea-

tises, philosophical, historical, religious, and political.

Bacon died on the ninth of April, 1626, and was buried in the

chapel of St. Michael's Church in the town of St. Albans. He had

been married in his middle age, to Alice, daughter of Benedict

Barnham, an Alderman of London, by whom he left no issue.
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THOMAS WENTWORTH,
FIRST EARL OF STRAFFORD.

JViNG Charles the first, in his celebrated apology (for doubtless

it was the offspring of his heart and pen) published under the title

of Eikon Basilike*, says of this nobleman,
" I looked upon my

Lord of Strafford as a gentleman whose great abilities might

make a Prince rather afraid than ashamed to employ him in the

greatest affairs of state ; for those were prone to create in him

great confidence of undertakings, and this was like enough to

betray him to great errors." The just censure conveyed by these

words is expressed with a kind and noble delicacy. Strafford

possessed deep wisdom, and the highest honour, but the one was

clouded by choler, and the other by a vindictive spirit. In the

absence of those unhappy weaknesses he had an exact sense of

pure and genuine dignity. It was a principle which infused

itself into all he thought, or said, or did ; which attended him in

courts, in councils, and in private society ; increased at once the

elegancy of his sentiments, and the grandeur and justness of his

conceptions ; shed an equal grace on his eloquence and demeanour

in the Senate, and on his domestic conversation and economy ;

added weight to his advice, and vigour to his action. This, in

milder times, would have been in such a man a virtue ; but when

a mutual interchange of condescension was necessary between

King and people ; when parties were to be reconciled, and confi-

dence restored, and the changing events and humours of each

day required a pliancy of manners, as well as temper, to meet

their various irregularities ; its effects were highly pernicious.

No public minister ever sought the welfare of the State with
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more constant sincerity, or with less regard to his own private

interests, and few have been so ill requited ; for he, as well as his

royal master, perished in the defence of the political establish,

ment, or, to use a term of modern invention, of the constitution,

of that day, and posterity has not yet fully rendered justice either

to his conduct or his motives.

He descended from the senior line of one of the most ancient

and powerful families of the order of English gentry ; was the

eldest son of Sir William Wentwortb, of Wentworth Woodhouse,

in Yorkshire, by Anne, daughter of Robert Atkinson, of Stowell,

in Gloucestershire, an eminent Barrister, and a Bencher of

Lincoln's Inn ; and was born in that gentleman's house, in

Chancery Lane, on the thirteenth of April, 1593. His education,

the early part of which he seems to have received at home, was

completed at St. John's College, in Cambridge, on leaving which

he passed nearly two years in France, not extending his travels

beyond that country, and returned in the spring of 1613. His

father died towards the conclusion of the following year, when he

inherited, together with the title of Baronet, an estate to the full

annual amount of six thousand pounds, largely charged however

with portions for younger children. A man of such property,

possessed too of splendid talents, was not likely to remain long

undistinguished, at least by provincial honours. In 1615, Sir

John, afterwards Lord, Savile, who had misconducted himself in

his post of Gustos Rotulorum for Yorkshire, was obliged to relin-

quish that office, to which Sir Thomas Wentworth was imme-

diately appointed. Savile ascribed his disgrace to his successor,

and, by some channel of interest now forgotten, prevailed on the

Duke of Buckingham to move the King to reinstate him, and the

favourite wrote to Wentworth soliciting him for that purpose to

resign. He replied by a long and spirited statement, and Buck-

ingham conceded for the time, but the affair produced a mortal

enmity between them, which subsisted till the Duke's death, and

perhaps contributed not a little to form the line of political
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conduct first adopted by Wentworth. In 1621 he was chosen to

represent the County of York, and again in 1625, in the first

Parliament of Charles the first. He resolutely opposed in the

House of Commons all those measures of the Court the doubtful

legality of which was now discussed in that assembly with a bold-

ness and freedom hitherto unknown, and was already considered

as a chief leader, which indeed was every where his natural

station, of the party which he had espoused, when that Parliament

was dissolved. He was disqualified from sitting in the next

by the appointment of High Sheriff, which was forced on him

purposely to that effect ; and had no sooner entered on the duties

of his unwelcome office than a writ was put into his hands, even

while he was presiding on the bench in a County Court, to remove

him from his place of Gustos Rotulorum. The speech by which

in the instant he disclosed this insult to the Magistrates and

others then assembled is published in the " Strafford Papers,"

and furnishes an admirable specimen of the greatness of mind,

ready wit, and powerful expression, which always distinguished

him.

These injuries, which had been inflicted at the suggestion of

Buckingham, excited Wentworth's resentment to the utmost, and

naturally sharpened his opposition to those public measures in the

direction of which his enemy was known to have so large a share.

In the close of the succeeding year, on his stedfast refusal to pay

the sum charged on him by a loan levied without the authority

of Parliament, he was imprisoned in the Marshalsea, and after-

wards restricted for several months to a space not exceeding two

miles around the town of Dartford, in Kent. Soon after his

release however he was a third time elected by the County of

York, to serve in the Parliament which met in the spring of 1628,

and renewed his efforts for the popular cause in the House of

Commons with much apparent zeal, particularly in forwarding, by

the utmost exertions of argument and eloquence, the memorable

Petition of Right, which it is well known was granted by Charles
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in its fullest extent. He now declared his opinion that the country

ought to be satisfied with the concessions that it had obtained

from the Crown; suddenly abandoned a party the violence of

which he too well knew to expect that it should yield to his

suggestions ; and offered his services to the King, who, pressed on

all sides by difficulties, received him with open arms ; forms of

reconciliation passed between him and Buckingham, over whom

the assassin's dagger then hung ; and, on the twenty-second of

July, 1628, he was raised to the peerage by the title of Baron,

and, on the tenth of the following December promoted to that

of Viscount Wentworth. Within very few weeks after those

dignities had been conferred on him, he was appointed Lord

President of the North, Lieutenant of the County of York, and a

Privy Counsellor.

These extraordinary circumstances excited, as might be expected,
in the two great opposing parties censures which agreed in nothing

but the vehemence with which they were uttered. Wentworth

was branded by the popular faction with the odium of a traitor

and an apostate, while the royalists held, or affected to hold

him as a politician wholly guided by wisdom and virtue, and

doubtless, as is usual in such cases, he was misrepresented by each.

He had in fact been always earnestly attached to monarchy. The

splendour that surrounds a Throne ; the air of generosity which

gilds the manners of a Court ; the dignified submission of coun-

sellors who own but a single superior ; and the power necessarily

annexed to the station of such ministers ; were all well suited to

the loftiness of his ardent mind. On the other hand, the part

which he had hitherto taken in the House of Commons was as

consistent with the strictest loyalty as it was with true patriotism

and with common sense, nor had parliament yet been disgraced

by the practice of bartering opposition for favour and employ-
ment. It is an historical fact, that he quitted the popular party

at the precise moment when the power of the Crown had been

reduced to a wholesome standard, and all the just claims of the
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people satisfied. There was a remarkable agreement between the

most important features of the King's character, and his own, and

it was always allowed, even by Charles's most implacable enemies,

that he was a Prince in whose service there was no danger of

derogation from honour. Rushworth, a writer not to be suspected

of partiality to Wentworth, speaking of his accession to the royal

cause, says
" His arguments for the rights of the subject were

mixed with so dutiful an appearance of the highest concern and

honour both for his King and country as made him generally

esteemed, and begot him an interest in his sovereign ; whereupon

Sir Richard Weston, about that time made Lord Treasurer, with

much application sought his acquaintance and friendship. After

their first interview they engaged in a near familiarity ; and soon

after it happened that in some conferences touching the popular

humour then appearing in the House of Commons, and the

measures they were on tending to no good, Sir Thomas Wentworth

proposed such candid and rational measures to be followed in

that exigence of affairs as ever after caused his judgement on all

occasions to be much valued, and his advice pursued." Lord

Clarendon, however, with that candour which, amidst so many

perfections is the chief ornament of his noble history, thus admits

that the change in his political conduct was not wholly uninflu-

enced by private motives. " His first inclinations and addresses

to the Court were only to establish his greatness in the country,

where he apprehended some acts of power from the Lord Savile,

who had been his rival always there, and of late had strengthened

himself by being made a Privy Counsellor, and officer at Court ;

but his first attempts were so prosperous that he contented not

himself with being secure from the Lord's power in this country,

but rested not till he had bereaved his adversary of all power and

place in Court, and so sent him down, a most abject disconsolate

old man, to his country, where he was to have the superintendancy

over him too, by getting himself at that time made Lord President

of the North." To quit the subject of Wentworth's political
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change, I will observe that the strongest presumption of its since-

rity may be fairly founded on the strict uniformity of his subse-

quent public conduct.

The King, now deprived of Buckingham, received Lord Went-

worth into the most unlimited confidence. On the tenth of April,

1632, he was appointed Lord Deputy of Ireland, Lord Falkland

having been removed from that office to make way for him, as

was soon after Lord Wilmot from the station of General in chief,

which was also conferred on him. He was invested with powers

never before granted to any governor of that country, the exer-

cise of which was left almost wholly to his discretion. Before his

departure he drew in his closet the system by which he proposed

to govern a distracted and discontented country. It was full of

wisdom and boldness, and received the King's implicit approba-

tion. He prevailed on Charles to permit him to call a Parliament,

and the Irish, who had not for many years been flattered by that

sign of freedom, hailed him as the restorer of their independence,

and granted supplies with an alacrity equal to the reluctance

which then impeded all financial measures at home. All parties

have agreed that Ireland had never before been so wisely or so

beneficently governed, and the Deputy himself, with an honest

pride, boasted of the success of his unremitting endeavours;
"
Very confident I am," says he, in a letter to the Lord Danby,

" that his Majesty hath now made himself more absolute master

of this kingdom by his wisdom than any of his progenitors were

ever able to do by their swords."

Amidst the general conciliation, however, inspired by the

mildness and prudence of his administration, instances of severity

occurred which have left a stain on his memory. Patient amidst

the difficulties and solicitudes of the government of a State,

Wentworth lost his magnanimity on occasions of personal offence,

and even made his state authority an instrument of private

vengeance. One of his gentlemen ushers, and an officer in his

own regiment of horse, a Mr. Annesley, related to the Lord
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Mountnorris, having accidentally hurt him in removing a stool

on which he had rested his foot, in the ceremony of meeting the

Parliament, Lord Mountnorris, a few days after, said at the Lord

Chancellor's table, alluding to some reprehension which his kins-

man had previously received from Wentworth on a matter of

military discipline,
"
perhaps it was done in revenge of that public

affront which the Lord Deputy had done him formerly ; but he

has a brother who would not take such a revenge." These words

were interpreted as conveying a threat against the Deputy's life.

A formal accusation to that effect was submitted to a council

of war, Lord Mountnorris happening to have the command of

a regiment. He was convicted, on an overstrained application

of some articles of a military code lately instituted ; stripped of

his military rank and offices: and condemned to be shot or

beheaded at the pleasure of the Lord Deputy. The Viscount

Loftus, Chancellor of Ireland, having, in a moment of irritation,

charged him at the Council Board with some partial interference

in a suit concerning the Chancellor's family then pending before

that body, and, on the Deputy's denial, having rejoined
" I wish

to God I had not found it so," was subjected to a tedious impri-

sonment ; endeavoured in vain to obtain his release by the most

humiliating apology perhaps ever penned by a great public

officer ; and fell in the end, into utter disgrace. On these misap-

plications of authority Lord Clarendon remarks that Wentworth
" had been compelled, upon reason of state, to exercise many
acts of power, and had indulged some to his own appetite and

passion, as in the cases of the Lord Chancellor and the Lord

Mountnorris ; the first of which was satis pro imperio, but the

latter, if it had not concerned a person notoriously unbeloved,

and so, the more unpitied, would have been thought the most

extravagant piece of sovereignty that in a time of peace had been

ever executed by any subject."

In June, 1636, he returned for a time to England ; and rendered

to the King, in Council, an exact statement of all the matters of
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his government, together with his further designs for the benefit

of Ireland, and for the advancement of the royal interests there,

all which was received with expressions of the highest approbation

and gratitude. He took this opportunity to renew to the King
his suit for an Earldom, for he had asked fruitlessly for that

dignity two years before, and now prefaced his request by

observing that such a mark of his master's favour would silence

his enemies, and be an apology for those acts of violence which

have been just now spoken of, and some others with which he

had been charged, but he was again refused. Charles's answers

to his applications have been preserved, and are pieces of con-

siderable interest : the first, for the firmness with which that

accomplished and unfortunate Prince asserts his resolution to be

the sole dispenser of his own favours ; the second, for sound sense

and argument : and both, for elegant conciseness of expression.

" Now I will begin," says Charles, in concluding a letter

of business from Hampton Court, of the twenty-third of October,

1634,
"
concerning your suit, though last come to my hands.

And, first, for the form ; that is to say in coming to me not only

primarily but solely, without so much as acquainting any body
with it, the bearer being as ignorant as any. This I do not only

commend, but recommend to you to follow always hereafter, at

least in what concerns your own particular ; for to servants of

your quality, and some degrees under too, I allow of no mediators,

though friends are commendable, for the dependence must come

merely from me and to me. And, as for the matter, I desire you

not to think that I am displeased with the asking, though for the

present I grant it not ; for I acknowledge that noble minds are

always accompanied with lawful ambitions; and be confident

that your services have moved me more than it is possible for any

eloquence or importunity to do ; so that your letter was not the

first proposer of putting marks of favour on you ;
and I am

certain that you will willingly stay my time, now you know my
8
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mind so freely, that I may do all things a mi modo ; and so I

rest your assured friend,

CHARLES R."

The second denial, dated from Lyndhurst, the third of Septem-

ber, 1636, is as follows.

"
Wentworth,

Certainly I should be much to blame not to admit

so good a servant as you are to speak with me, since I deny it to

none that there is not a just exception against ; yet I must freely

tell you that the cause of this desire of your's, if it be known, will

rather hearten than discourage your enemies ; for if they can

once find that you apprehend the dark settling of a storm when I

say no, they will make you leave to care for any thing in a short

while but for your fears ; and, believe it, the marks of my favour

that stop malicious tongues are neither places nor titles, but the

little welcome I give to accusers, and the willing ear I give to

my servants. This is not to disparage those favours, for envy

flies most at the fairest mark, but to shew their use ; to wit, not

to quell envy, but to reward service, it being truly so when the

master without the servant's importunity doth it ; otherwise men

judge it more to proceed from the servant's wit than the master's

favour. I will end with a rule that may serve for a statesman,

courtier, or a lover never make a defence or apology before you
be accused ; and so I rest your assured friend,

CHARLES R."

There is somewhat of sharpness in these letters that might seem

inconsistent with the affectionate friendship which the King

certainly entertained forWentworth, but Charles's personal attach-

ments were coloured by the seriousness ofhis nature, and regulated

by a discerning judgement. He saw the errors of Wentworth's

character, and endeavoured to correct them by the wholesome
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chastisement of parental authority. Wentworth returned in the

succeeding November, mortified, but with unshaken fidelity, to

Ireland, where the altered complexion of affairs called him to the

performance of duties which had not hitherto been necessary.

The infection of the Scottish rebellion had been communicated

to that island, especially in the province of Ulster, the inhabitants

of which were mostly of Scottish descent, and professed the

persuasion of the Kirk. By equal exertions of prudence and

firmness he averted the danger. He obliged all the Scots resident

in Ireland to take an oath of allegiance, by which they also

abjured
"

all covenants, oaths, or bonds of mutual defence and

assistance against any persons whatsoever by force, without his

Majesty's sovereign and regal authority :" entered into a direct

correspondence with the great leaders of the discontented in

Scotland, and considerably damped their designs on the Irish by

his persuasions or menaces ; took the most vigorous measures for

equipping an army ; and totally frustrated for the time the hopes

of the rebellious party. These arduous occupations consumed

nearly three years, and in the month of September, 1639, he

passed over by the King's private command, to England. He
now obtained that rank in the Peerage which he had so long and

earnestly desired : on the twelfth of the following January he

was created Earl of Stratford, to which title was added that of

Baron of Raby, and his office of Deputy of Ireland was at the

same time dignified by the more lofty style of Lord Lieutenant.

Charles's affairs were at this precise epoch in a state of the

most critical urgency, and his servants weak, timid, or disaffected.

Among them Laud alone possessed at once talents, boldness,

honesty, and loyalty, but his breeding had been that of a church-

man, his political views were narrow, and his temper, as well

as his habits, inclined him to intolerance. Between him and

Strafford the closest friendship had long subsisted, and the King,

hoping that the enlarged mind of the one might correct the

occasional errors of the other, now determined to make them
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the joint depositories of his entire confidence, and Stratford the

main adviser of his government. The Earl was accordingly

received into the Cabinet, and became in the instant the osten-

sible chief minister. He proposed an immediate war with the

Scottish rebels; that Parliaments might be summoned without

delay both in England and Ireland ; and that, as the supplies

expected to be granted would be long in levying, a sum should

be raised by voluntary contribution among the nobility, and

especially the King's immediate servants, to furnish the means

for the war, and other pressing exigencies of the State. All was

implicitly agreed to, and Strafford, after having subscribed twenty

thousand pounds, departed once more for Ireland, and arrived in

Dublin on the eighteenth of March, 1640, where he immediately

met the Parliament, which cheerfully gave him four subsidies.

He appointed a Council of war for that country, and gave orders

for the raising eight thousand foot, and five hundred cavalry, to

be sent into Scotland, together with two thousand foot, and five

hundred horse, of the standing army of Ireland, the whole to

serve under his command. He arranged these great affairs in

the space of one fortnight, and quitting that country, never to

return to it, embarked, in very bad health, on the third of

April, and reached London, in a litter, about the middle of that

month.

He found the English Parliament, which had been called by his

advice, then sitting, and a powerful opposition in the House of

Commons to Charles's requisition of supplies. His illness had

scarcely permitted him to communicate with the King on the

posture of affairs, when his Majesty, prompted by the misrepre-

sentations of Herbert, his Solicitor General, but, more especially

of Sir Henry Vane, then one of his Secretaries of State, and without,

taking the advice of any others, suddenly dissolved the Parliament.

It was believed by many, perhaps extravagantly, that Vane had

been prompted to counsel this measure by his implacable hatred

to the Earl of Stratford. Jealousies and disgusts had long
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subsisted between them., and his enmity to that nobleman had

been sealed by Strafford's imprudent, and possibly perverse,

acceptance of the Barony of Raby, to which Vane, from some

circumstances of his descent, thought he rather ought to have

been preferred. Be this as it might, the dissolution of that

Parliament was a severe blow to Strafford. The share he was

known to have had in procuring it had added popularity to his

power. Even the republican Whitelock confesses in his
" Memo-

rials" that " the Earl of Strafford, for preventing the growth of

the present evils, highly approved and magnified the King's

resolution of taking the advice of his Parliament of England, and

had the honour of the people's good opinion for it." But the

chief misfortune was that it distracted and disconcerted in great

measure the comprehensive and well digested plan which he had

laid for the restoration of order and tranquility, under a royal

government.

This disappointment together with the malice of the popular

party, which could never for a moment forget the discredit, as

well as the loss, that they had suffered by his secession, perhaps

induced him now to accept a military command. It had in the

preceding year become indispensably necessary to send troops

against the Scots, who were preparing with much activity to

invade the northern counties. That expedition had been shame-

fully mismanaged, and was concluded by a disgraceful treaty,

which could scarcely be considered more than a suspension of

hostilities. The King, who was already at York, determined at

length to lead in person his army against them, and Strafford

was appointed Lieutenant General, under the Earl of Northum-

berland, who was named to the chief command, but was prevented

by a sudden and dangerous illness from assuming it. Strafford

therefore entered on it, still retaining the commission of

Lieutenant. Lord Clarendon informs us that ft he was scarce

recovered from a great sickness, yet was willing to undertake the

charge, out of pure indignation to see how few men were forward
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to serve the King with that vigour of mind they ought to do ;

but, knowing well the malicious designs which were contrived

against himself, he would rather serve as Lieutenant General

under the Earl of Northumberland than that he should resign

his commission ; and so, with and under that qualification, he

made all possible haste towards the north, before he had strength

enough for the journey." On his arrival in Northumberland he

met the army shamefully flying, even without resistance, before

the Scots, who had possessed themselves of Newcastle ; and now,

again says Lord Clarendon,
" those who by this time no doubt

were retained for that purpose, took that opportunity to incense

the army against him, and so far prevailed in it that in a short

time it was more inflamed against him than against the enemy ;

and was willing to have their want of courage imputed to excess

of conscience ; and that their being not satisfied in the grounds

of the quarrel was the only cause that they fought no better.

In this indisposition in all parts, the Earl found it necessary to

retire with the army to the skirts of Yorkshire, and himself to

York, whither the King was come, leaving Northumberland and

the Bishoprick of Durham to be possessed by the victors."

Charles, however, boldly testified his approbation of Strafford's

endeavours in this service by immediately conferring on him the

Order of the Garter, into which he was elected at York, on the

twelfth of September, 1640.

It was now that the King took the unusual step of summoning
a great Council of all the Peers, to meet him at York, and to take

into their consideration his state, and that of the country. In

that assembly, as well as by his private advice to the King,

Strafford earnestly recommended the calling another Parliament,

which it was at length agreed should meet on the third of

November. It was determined also to propose a treaty to the

Scots, and that it should be held at York, but they declined it,

alledging that they doubted the safety of their Commissioners

in a city where Strafford, who had proclaimed them traitors in
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Ireland, kept his head quarters. This declaration was esteemed

to be, and indeed it was so intended, a public denunciation of

vengeance against him by that people : It was agreed to hold the

treaty at Ripon, from whence, unhappily for Strafford, and indeed

for the country, it was soon after adjourned to London. The

meeting of the Parliament, for ever miserably distinguished in

English history by the title of the Long Parliament, approached,

and it became a question in the Cabinet whether Strafford should

attend it, or remain with the army. Whitelock, the fairest of

the rebel writers, gives a more full account of the decision of

that question than is to be found elsewhere, and there seems to

be no reason to doubt its fidelity.
" The time of the meeting

of the Parliament," says Whitelock,
"
drawing near, it was consi-

dered at York whether the Earl of Strafford should repair to the

House, or continue in the North with the army. The King was

earnest for his going up to the Parliament, as one of whose ser-

vices he should have great occasion, and placed such confidence

in his faithfulness and abilities. The Earl humbly desired his

Majesty to excuse his going to the Parliament, alledging that he

should not be able to do his Majesty any service there, but should

rather be a means to hinder his affairs, in regard he foresaw that

the great envy and ill will of the Parliament, and of the Scots,

would be bent against him, whereas if he kept out of sight he

would not be so much in their mind as he should be by shewing

himself in Parliament ; and, if they should fall upon him, he

being at a distance, whatsoever they should conclude against him,

he might the better avoid, and retire from any danger, having the

liberty of being out of their hands, and to go over to Ireland, or

to some other place where he might be most serviceable to his

Majesty ; but if he should put himself into their power by coming

up to the Parliament, it was evident that the House of Commons

and the Scots with all their party, especially being provoked by
his coming among them, would presently fall upon him, and

prosecute his destruction. The King, notwithstanding these
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reasons, continued very earnest for Strafford's coming up to the

Parliament, for which he laid his commands upon him, and told

him that as he was King of England, he was able to secure him

from any danger, and that the Parliament should not touch one

hair of his head. The Earl thanked his Majesty, but replied,

that if there should fall out a difference between his Majesty and

his Parliament concerning him it would be a great disturbance

to his Majesty's affairs, and he had rather suffer himself than

that the King's affairs should in any measure suffer by reason of

his particular. The King remained unalterable in his resolution

concerning Strafford's coming up to the Parliament, saying that

he would want his advice in the great transactions which were

like to be in this Parliament,
1

and, in obedience to his commands,

the Earl came up to London."

History cannot furnish another instance of so many adverse

circumstances concurring to effect the ruin of one man as those

which in that hour surrounded Strafford : pursued by the bitter

hatred of the whole nation of Scotland, whose rebellion his

vigilance would have thwarted, and his bravery chastised ; of

the Irish nobility, whose power he had curbed, to serve the

interests of the community ; and, most of all, of the party at

home which he had justly abandoned : misrepresented to the

people of England, who had been industriously taught to consider

him as the author of their imaginary afflictions ; disliked by the

Queen, whose influence he had always wisely opposed; and

scarcely considered by his ministerial colleagues, whose envy and

jealousy of his favour, since that favour was now become a source

of danger, had subsided into indifference. But the grandeur of

Strafford's spirit, as well as the fervour of his loyalty, was

unalterable. A few early days of the Parliament having been

necessarily occupied by the usual forms which attend the first

meeting of those assemblies, on the eleventh of November, Mr

Pym, in a long and studied speech, enumerated the grievances

of the nation, and concluded by ascribing them chiefly to the
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counsels of Strafford. Other leaders of the party followed, and,

as had been preconcerted, each poured forth against him the

particular invective which he was thought best qualified to

maintain. Scarcely a breath of opposition was heard, except in a

few words from the virtuous Lord Falkland ; and it was tumul-

tuously determined that the Earl should be impeached of high

treason ; and Mr. Pym was ordered to state the resolution of the

Commons to the Upper House, and to require that he might be

placed in custody. Strafford had come down to meet the attack,

and had scarcely seated himself among the Peers when his

accuser entered, and preferred the impeachment, generally. The

Earl was ordered to withdraw, and, having with difficulty

obtained leave to utter a few words, rather in defence of the

privileges of the Peerage than of himself, was committed to the

Usher of the Black Rod, and shortly after, to the Tower.

The consequent proceedings against this great man are perhaps

better known than any other important feature of English history.

The virulent spirit of persecution and injustice by which they

were conducted, and the dignified humility, and noble firmness,

with which they were endured, produced so many touching

circumstances which have found their way through the heart to

the memory of the reader, that it would be impertinent to go into

any lengthened detail of them. Among them, the horrible feeling

of revenge which dictated the impeachment ; the treachery and

perjury of the testimony of Sir Henry Vane, who disclosed some

words of obscure and uncertain import uttered by the Earl at

the Council Board, and invented others ; the infernal deceit of

the Lord Say, who put the King on a measure to save Strafford's

life which he knew would inevitably produce his destruction ;

the shameful artifices practised to intimidate the Crown and the

Peers ; and the total absence of sufficient evidence to warrant his

conviction of high treason, or indeed of any other important

public offence ; stand prominently forward. Yet more interesting

and affecting were the entire friendship and the helpless anxiety
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of Charles, and the unbounded magnanimity and patience of the

devoted victim : the King's promise that his life should be safe,

and the Earl's exquisite letter, by which he released his Majesty

of that promise, and besought him to sign the bill for his attain-

der ; the wisdom and eloquence of his defence ; the piety and

philosophy of his preparation for death ; and the unexampled
heroism of his departure. He was beheaded on Tower Hill on

the twelfth of May, 1641.

Strafford's mind and heart, as will ever be those of truly great

men, abounded in simplicity : It is therefore that we find so little

disagreement in the reports of those who have undertaken to

pourtray them. His friends have not endeavoured to conceal his

faults, nor have his enemies ventured to deny his excellencies ;

but a candid character insists always on a candid story, and he

was perhaps the only eminent statesman whom party spirit has

not dared widely to misrepresent, as well in private as public

capacities.
" Thus fell" says Whitelock,

"
this noble Earl, who,

for natural parts and abilities, and for improvement of knowledge

by experience in the greatest affairs; for wisdom, faithfulness,

and gallantry of mind ; hath left few behind him who may be

ranked equal with him." " And thus," more largely writes Lord

Clarendon,
"

fell the greatest subject in power, and little inferior

to any in fortune, that was at that time in any of the three king-

doms ; who could well remember the time when he led those

people who then pursued him to his grave. He was a man of

great parts, and extraordinary endowments of nature, not

unadorned with some addition of art and learning, though that

again was more improved and illustrated by the other, for he had

a readiness of conception and sharpness of expression, which made

his learning thought more than in truth it was. He was, no

doubt, of great observation, and a piercing judgement, both in

things and persons, but his too good skill in persons made him

judge the worse of things, for it was his misfortune to be in a

time wherein very few wise men were equally employed with him,
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and scarce any but the Lord Coventry, whose trust was more

confined, whose abilities were equal to his; so that, upon the

matter, he relied wholly upon himself, and, discerning many
defects in most men, he too much neglected what they said or

did. Of all his passions his pride was most predominant ; which

a moderate exercise of ill fortune might have corrected and

reformed, and which was by the hand of heaven strangely

punished by bringing his destruction upon him by two things

that he most despised, the people and Sir Henry Vane. In a

word, the epitaph which Plutarch records that Sylla wrote for

himself, may not unfitly be applied to him,
' that no man did ever

exceed him, either in doing good to his friends, or in doing

mischief to his enemies,' for his acts of both kinds were most

notorious."

But Sir George Radclyffe, his kinsman, and most intimate

friend and constant companion, brings us home to him in his

closet and at his table, disclosing, in a curious piece which may
be found in the appendix to the Strafford Papers, together with

many remarks on his public conduct, the most minute circum-

stances of his private character and domestic life. I will add a

few extracts- from that large and irregular mass, and have done.

Radclyffe tells us that " he loved justice for justice itself, taking

great delight to free a poor man from a powerful oppressor, or to

punish bold wickedness, whereof there are sundry instances to be

given, both at York and in Ireland, which lost him some men's

good will, which he thought better to be lost than kept upon
those terms :"

" he bore a particular personal affection for the

King, and was always a lover of monarchy, although some that

observed him in former parliaments thought not so ; it is true,"

adds Sir George,
" he was a subject, and sensible enough of the

people's liberties ; and he always thought they were best preserved

when they went hand in hand, and maintained one another. He

always disliked the abuse of royal authority to the oppression of

subjects for private ends and interests ; yet, it being most difficult
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and hard to keep the interests of the King and people from

incroaching one upon another, the longer he lived his experience

taught him that it was far safer the King should increase in

power than that the people should gain advantages on the King :

that may turn to the prejudice of some particular sufferers, this

draws with it the ruin of the whole. He was naturally exceeding

cholerick, an infirmity with which he had great wrestlings : he

had sundry friends that often admonished him of it, and he had

the great prudence to take in good part their admonitions : nay,

I can say that I, one of his most intimate friends, never gained

more upon his trust and affection than by this freedom with him

in telling him of his weaknesses. But amongst all his qualities

none was more eminent than his friendship, wherein he did

study, and delighted to excel. He never had any thing in his

possession or power which he thought too dear for his friends.

He was never weary to take pains for them, or to employ the

utmost of his abilities in their service. No fear, trouble, or

expence, deterred him from speaking or doing any thing which

their occasions required." In the duties and affections of husband

and father, his conduct was not to be excelled.

The Earl of Strafford was thrice married : first to Margaret

Clifford, daughter of Francis, Earl of Cumberland, who died

childless ; secondly to Arabella, daughter of John Holies, Earl of

Clare, by whom he had one son, William, his successor, and two

daughters, Anne, wife of Edward Watson, Lord Rockingham, and

Arabella, married to Justin Macarty, son to Donogh, Earl of

Clancarty, in Ireland. His third wife was Elizabeth, daughter of

Sir Godfrey Rhodes, by whom he had many children, all of whom

died very young, except one daughter Margaret, who survived

him.
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ROBERT DEVEREUX,

EARL OF ESSEX.

1 HAT admirable, imprudent, and ill-fated nobleman of the

same names, almost the only royal favourite on whose memory
that appellation shews no discredit, left, by his Countess, Frances,

daughter and heir to Sir Francis Walsingham, and widow of Sir

Philip Sidney, an only son, the subject of this memoir, and the

third and last Earl of Essex of his ancient Norman house.

He was born in 1592, and was restored in the twelfth year of

his age by James the first to the dignities, as he was afterwards

to the estates, which had been forfeited by his father's attainder,

soon after which period he was removed from Eton school to

Merton College, where in 1605 he took the degree of Master of

Arts. He is said to have been at that time a favourite companion

to Prince Henry, and a story, perhaps not very well authenticated,

is extant of the Prince having received a heavy blow from him

in a quarrel at tennis, a circumstance into which the King

inquired with becoming seriousness, and decided on it with good

sense and moderation. In this season of mere boyhood he was

unhappily chosen as an instrument for the reconciliation of

jarring interests, and the furtherance of ambitious views. The

enmity between his father and the family of Cecil is well known

to all readers of English history. Robert, Earl of Salisbury, now

Prime Minister, at once anxious to close this breach, and to

attach more firmly the House of Howard to his party, proposed

to the Earl of Suffolk, a nobleman hourly rising in the royal

favour, and to whose eldest daughter his own heir was already

married, the young Essex as a husband to the second, the Lady
Frances Howard, who had then barely reached the age of
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thirteen. The negotiation was speedily concluded ; the marriage

was solemnized on the fifth of January, 1606, O. S. ; and in

consideration of the extreme youth of the parties, Essex was

dispatched on foreign travel, having been permitted scarcely to

see his bride after the celebration of their nuptials.

The young Countess remained domesticated with her mother,

a thorough Courtier, and one to whom the world gave little

credit for principle of any sort. She became eminently beautiful

and profligate ; was addressed, and perhaps successfully, by the

Prince of Wales ; but at length, with a steadiness unusual to

females of her unhappy disposition, devoted herself to the embraces

of the favourite, Car, Viscount Rochester, afterwards Earl of

Somerset. Essex, on returning to England in 1610, was received

by her with coldness and disgust, and it was with much difficulty,

though aided by the stern authority of her father, that he could

induce her even to the decency of residing in the same house

with him. Her aversion soon increased to the deepest hatred.

For the double purpose of managing her intercourse with

Rochester, and of persecuting her husband even to death itself,

she connected herself with a notorious procuress, and with a base

pretender to supernatural arts. Essex, though sinking at once

under incessant distress of mind, and the diabolical practices

secretly contrived by these confederates for the gradual destruc-

tion of his bodily health, resolved rather to submit in silence,

than to make a public exposure of his misery ; and thus more

than two years passed, in expectation on the part of the lady that

she might be released, either by his death or his resentment, from

the tie which she had dishonoured, till at length, in the madness

of disappointed appetite, she instituted a suit against him in the

summer of 1613, founded on charges which none but a woman

who had parted with the last spark of delicacy could have been

capable of preferring.

To detail the judicial proceedings in this odious affair, and the

frightful consequences which resulted from it, would extend this
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memoir beyond any reasonable length, as well as impose a painful

task on the author. Most o our historians, especially Wilson,
in his life of James, have analysed it and argued on it with a

particularity very offensive, and even unnecessary, for had not

the King, in shameful submission to the will of his minion, made

himself a party, it could scarcely have been deemed proper matter

of public history. To his interference may be traced much of the

infamy, and all the injustice, which marked this singular case,

in which the purity of the religion and law of the land was noto-

riously outraged by the timid and courtly truckling of the

judges and prelates to whom the question had been referred by
commission under the Great Seal. At length, after a tedious

inquiry, the most innoffensive character of the evidence received

in which was its gross indecency, Essex was induced to make an

indistinct allowance of the truth of the Countess's allegations,

and a sentence of nullity of marriage was pronounced on the

twenty-fifth of September ; he was compelled to restore her por-

tion, which he accomplished with great difficulty ; and on the

twenty-sixth of the following December she was wedded to her

paramour, with much pomp, in the King's chapel.

Mortified, indignant, and helpless, he retired to his ancient

castle of Chartley, in Staffordshire, where he remained for seven

years, exercising in a confined circle the hospitality suited to his

rank, when at length he was prevailed on by his friend Henry

Vere, Earl of Oxford, to join him in raising troops to serve in the

Palatinate, whither they went on an unsuccessful expedition in

the spring of 1620, and in the following year served there as

volunteers under Prince Maurice of Nassau. On the close of

that campaign he returned, and appeared in Parliament in oppo-

sition to the measures of the Court, and excited James's displea-

sure by signing, with several others of the nobility, a petition

against the interception of the precedence of the ancient Barons

of England by a practice into which the King had lately fallen

of 'bestowing the titles of Earl and Viscount in Scotland and
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Ireland on English gentlemen. James is said to have expressed

himself to him, in a personal conversation on this occasion, with

great asperity, insomuch that the Earl thought it prudent again

to return to military service in Germany, and when the States of

the United Provinces were permitted in 1625 to levy four

English regiments, he was nominated to command one of them,

as he did, with small success, but without loss of honour. He

re-visited England on the accession of Charles the first, who

presently after appointed him General in Chief in an expedition

against Spain, which proved even more unfortunate than the rest

of his services ; yet, so enamoured was he of a military life, or

rather so eager to dissipate his cares in the activity which it

requires, that, having allowed himself barely time to explain

personally to the King the causes of his failure, he again embarked

for the Low Countries, and resumed the command of his regiment,

which having been soon after much reduced by sickness, was

incorporated with the remains of others, and he seems to have

returned home merely because he found himself unemployed.

A long interval of private life again ensued, during which he

once more ventured to form a matrimonial connection, and was

once more unfortunate. The lady was Elizabeth, daughter of Sir

William Powlett, of Edington in Wilts, a natural son of the

Marquis of Winchester. She disgraced herself by an intrigue

with a Mr. Uvedale, and was divorced within two years after her

marriage, having had a son of doubtful paternity, whom the Earl

however owned, and who died at the age of five years. This new

calamity perhaps increased his desire for active occupation, for we

find him soon after commanding, with the title of Vice Admiral,

a squadron appointed for the defence of the coast on some expec-

tation of a war with France and the United Provinces. His

taste, if the expression may be allowed, for warlike service,

joined perhaps to a politic inclination in the King to atone for

past injuries, and to secure the attachment of a nobleman whose

undoubted honesty had placed him high in popular esteem,
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induced Charles to give him the commission of Lieutenant

General, under the Earl of Artmdel, of the army sent in 1639

against the Scottish Covenanters. He was directed to advance

with a powerful body of troops against Berwick, and was met on

his way thither by several of the nobility, who, with many hypo-

critical professions of loyalty, assured him that the insurrection

was confined solely to the maintenance of their religious faith,

and exhorted him to avoid, by retracing his steps, the certainty of

falling into the hands of an overwhelming force. Essex heard

them with a dignified civility ; replied by expediting his march ;

and, having entered Berwick without opposition, presently disco-

vered that the rebels were in fact without an army. In the

meantime the insidious negotiators whom he had thus disap-

pointed applied themselves with better success to the General,

and to the Earl of Holland who commanded the Horse, and,

through the unpardonable representations of those noblemen,

aided by the advice of some great presbyterian leaders about his

person, Charles was induced to enter on that wretched treaty

with the Scots which was the forerunner of so many misfortunes,

at a moment when " the fighting English hearted Essex" (as Sir

Philip Warwick, in speaking of this affair, calls him) could have

reduced them to submission merely with his own division of the

forces which had been equipped for that purpose.

The chagrin excited in his mind by this unexpected deter-

mination was heightened by personal offence.
" The Earl of

Essex," says Lord Clarendon,
" who had merited very well

throughout the whole affair, and had never made a false step in

action or counsel, was discharged in the crowd without ordinary

ceremony ; and an accident happening at the same time, or very

soon after, by the death of the Lord Aston, whereby the command

of the forest of Needwood fell into the King's disposal, which lay

at the very door of that Earl's estate, and would infinitely have

gratified him, was denied to him, and bestowed upon another ;

all which wrought very much upon his high nature, and made
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him susceptible of some impressions afterwards which otherwise

would not have found such easy admission." Essex, who, with

an honest heart and a weak head, cherished the most exalted

notions of the dignity of his birth and station, presently betrayed

the vexation which he felt from these slights, but it was not till the

discontented had evidently in some measure availed themselves

of it, that Charles endeavoured by several courtesies to repair the

error which had been committed. A sort of contest for the

possession of him now arose between the two parties. The King
named him one of the Commissioners for the treaty with the Scots

at Ripon ; called him to the Privy Council ; and in May, 1641,

appointed him Lord Chamberlain of the Household, and soon

after Lieutenant General south of Trent ; while the Parliament

pressed for his being placed in the chief command of the army ;

the Lords elected him chairman of what they called their standing

committee, to which in fact they delegated their functions during

adjournments ; and the Commons, when they petitioned the King
for a guard, under the pretence of ensuring their safety amidst

the popular tumults which they themselves had raised, made it a

part of their request that it might be placed under his orders.

The factious party prevailed. When the King, on quitting his

capital in January, 1642, to avoid the outrageous disturbances

which followed his visit to the House of Commons to demand the

five members, required as usual the attendance of his household,

Essex refused, alledging the necessity of attending his duty in

Parliament. He was dismissed therefore from his office of Lord

Chamberlain, and from that moment publicly threw himselfwholly

into the hands of the rebels, who in the following July appointed

him General in Chief of their army, then raising, the Parliament

adding to their vote to that effect the singular declaration that

they would "
live and die with him."

A minute detail of his military operations and their effects

would be in fact a history of the first three years of the deplorable

war which succeeded, and would suit neither the intention nor
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the space of a memoir like this. On the ninth of September,

1642, Essex left London in great state, escorted by the two Houses

of Parliament, to assume his command at Northampton, from

whence, at the head of fifteen thousand men, he marched across

the country, hanging on the rear of the King's army, which was

on its way from Shrewsbury to London. A sharp rencounter, in

which a strong detachment of his troops was routed near Worces-

ter by a party under Prince Rupert, encouraged the King to turn

on him, and the sanguinary battle of Edgehill ensued, distin-

guished by much bravery, and many errors, on both sides, and in

which it was difficult to name the victor. Essex however retreated

to Warwick, and Charles having marched to Oxford, the Earl

contrived to pass him, and the King became in his turn the

pursuer, yet not so closely as to prevent Essex from entering

London, where he received the thanks of both Houses, and a

present of five thousand pounds. These greetings were inter-

rupted by the arrival in the neighbourhood of Brentford of the

royal army, and the Earl, reinforced by the trained bands, left

the city to meet it. The opponents faced each other for a whole

day, and the onset was every minute expected, when the King

suddenly drew off his forces in good order, and retreated unmo-

lested to Oxford, which became soon after the scene of a treaty

with the Parliament, on the abortive termination of which Essex

marched towards that city, intending, as was conceived, to besiege

it, and attempt to seize the King's person, but he suddenly

directed his course to Reading, which, after a short siege, capi-

tulated on the twenty-seventh of April, 1643.

A violent sickness which now raged in his army combined with

a deficiency of necessary supplies to detain him in a state of inac-

tivity for several weeks in that town, from whence at length he

removed his quarters to Thame, on the edge of Buckinghamshire,

where the royalists lay in considerable force. Here his outposts

were harrassed by Prince Rupert with signal success, particularly

in the affair of Chalgrave Field, where Hampden was among the
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slain. Here too he quarrelled with Waller, the best of his subor-

dinate generals, and from hence he was obliged to retire to

Uxbridge by the arrival of the Queen at Oxford, with a strong

reinforcement of troops and artillery. These adverse matters

occurred at a period when the expectations of his employers were

raised to the highest. He became unpopular ; doubtful of the

success, and yet more of the justice, of the enterprize in which he

had embarked ; and perhaps almost repentant. In this temper

of mind he addressed to the House of Commons a letter of a most

singular character, which may be found in Rushworth's Collec-

tions, but has been scarcely noticed by our historians, in which

he seriously proposed that the King and the Parliament should

mutually bind themselves to rest the decision of their great

contest on the issue of a single battle ; and that, in order thereto,

the whole of the two armies might be drawn out on an appointed

spot, in readiness to engage on receiving the word. The rulers

however in London, sensible of the importance to their cause not

only of his military merit but of his mere name, presently took

measures to soothe this splenetic disposition. They recruited his

army with all possible expedition, and on the twenty-ninth of

August he set out, at the head of twenty thousand men, towards

Gloucester, before which town, then so important to the interests

of home commerce, Charles had for some time lain with a consi-

derable force. After a march, some peculiar obstructions to

which he displayed considerable skill in avoiding, he compelled

the King to raise the siege at the moment that the garrison was

reduced to the last extremity, and on his return surprized Ciren-

cester, where he captured two regiments of the Royal Horse,

with abundance of ammunition and provisions deposited there

for the service of the army which had been employed before

Gloucester.

He now marched with renewed spirits towards London, followed

closely by Charles, who sought to bring him to a general engage-

ment, and succeeded. This severe action, distinguished as " the
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first battle of Newbury," confirmed his military reputation.
" Without doubt it was performed by him," says Lord Clarendon,
11 with incomparable conduct and courage, in every part whereof

very much was to be imputed to his own personal virtue, and it

may be well reckoned among the most soldierly actions of this

unhappy war." Yet it was but a drawn battle, for the King

pursued him on the following day ; withdrew from tfee pursuit

but to fix a garrison in Reading, an object of great importance to

his affairs in that part of the country ; and even disappointed

many of his own best friends by not pressing forwards to London.

The Parliament however affected to esteem it a victory on their

part, and ordered a public thanksgiving, and sent the Speaker

with their acknowledgements to the Earl, who came to town for

a day or two for the purpose of ceremoniously receiving them.

New jealousies however presently arose. A committee was

elected for recruiting and reforming the army which weakened

his command, and the ruling faction, which secretly aimed at

the complete overthrow of the constitution for which he fondly

but sincerely thought he was fighting, anxious to place the army
in the hands of their own creatures, left no vexatious artifice

untried to drive him to a resignation. Thus, in the spring of

1644, when, by a well-contrived disposition of his forces about

Oxford, it had become even more than probable that the King's

person might fall into his hands, they forbade him by a short and

peremptory letter to receive his Majesty's surrender without their

express orders. Charles however fortunately found means to

withdraw himself from the town, and Essex, on commanding
Waller to pursue him, had the mortification to be answered by

argument instead of obedience. Waller even wrote to the Parli-

ament, remonstrating against the orders of his General, and

Essex, to a consequent letter of explanation to them, not deficient

however in high spirit, condescended to subscribe himself " your

innocent, though suspected, servant."

It was indeed the innocence, the honour, of his intentions that
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rendered him obnoxious to the faction which was now rapidly

mounting into sovereign rule. The part which he had taken

in the great contest was wholly uninfluenced by selfish views,

and he had never entertained a thought of applying the mighty

engine which had been placed in his hands to any other purpose

than the attainment of a clear and honest definition of the regal

and ecclesiastical powers. The party soon after publicly headed

by Cromwell, which was already contending for superiority in

Parliament with those who thought, or affected to think, with

Essex, aimed, on the other hand, at the total overthrow of

monarchy, few steps towards which could be taken while he held

the command of the army. It would however have been unsafe

to break with him at present. He was allowed therefore, after

the King had escaped from Oxford, to march into the west, where

he possessed himself of Weymouth ; relieved Lyme, which had

been for some time besieged by Prince Maurice ; and proposed

to lay siege to Exeter, but was induced, contrary to his own

judgement, to advance into Cornwall. Charles, urged rather by
ill fortune in other parts of the country than by any sanguine hope

of success in that, followed him, and Essex presently found

himself cooped up on a narrow peninsula, with no alternative but

to engage at great disadvantage, or to withdraw by sea. Neither,

and yet it may be said both, occurred. After several skirmishes,

Essex's forces passed, almost miraculously, through the King's

quarters in the dead of night, and the Earl himself embarked at

Fowey, and sailed to Plymouth, and from thence in a man of war

to London, where he was received with that exactness of respect

which Politicians generally shew to those against whom they

cherish secret designs.

Here ceased his active services in the cause which he had

unhappily pledged himself to support. He was once more seen

at the head of the army, when it was assembled to attack the

King on his return from the west, and was presently after taken

ill, and visited with great ceremony by a committee of the two
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Houses, to propose, as Whitlocke insinuates, under the mask of

affectionate regard to his welfare, that he should in future forbear

to expose his person iii any military engagement. Be this as it

might, it is certain that he was not present in the second battle

of Newbury, which speedily followed, as well as that the orders

which he thought proper to issue in consequence of that action

were made the grounds of new complaints against him. It was

now systematically resolved to tempt him by unceasing mortifica-

tions to resign, till at length, in spite of his natural phlegm, he was

roused into resentful opposition, and determined, in concert with

several of the original authors of the rebellion, who were now

struggling to disengage themselves from the gripe of the monsters

whom they had unwittingly created, to impeach Cromwell in

Parliament. A conference to that effect was held at Essex

House, in which the two celebrated lawyers, Whitlocke and

Maynard, were parties. They discouraged the idea, and there is

good reason to suspect that they imparted the design to Cromwell.

The famous self-denying ordinance followed, which left to Essex

only the choice between relinquishing his seat in Parliament, or

his command, and he accordingly resigned the latter on the fifth

of April, 1645, at a conference between the Lords and Commons,

who on the following day complimented him with a personal

visit at his house to offer their thanks for his services.

He was spared from the regret of witnessing the consummation

of the mischief in the compassing of which he had taken so large

a share. In the beginning of September, in the following year,

he was suddenly attacked by an illness, which, as its nature was

not at all understood, was, according to the frequent fancy of that

time, ascribed to poison, and died on the fourteenth of that month.

Of his character nothing has been said in the preceding sketch

because we have already a picture so glowing, so simple, so

candid, from the hand of the greatest master, that it would be

impertinent to presume to add even the slightest tint. Of the

Earl of Essex, says Lord Clarendon,
"

it shall suffice to say that a
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weak judgement, and some vanity, and much pride, will hurry a

man into as unwarrantable and as violent attempts as the greatest

and most unlimited and insatiable ambition will do. He had no

ambition of title, or office, or preferment, but only to be kindly

looked upon, and kindly spoken to, and quietly to enjoy his own

fortune ; and, without doubt, no man in his nature more abhorred

rebellion than he did ; nor could he have been led into it by any

open and transparent temptation, but by a thousand disguises

and cousenages. His pride supplied his want of ambition, and

he was angry to see any other man more respected than himself,

because he thought he deserved it more, and did better requite

it ; for he was in his friendship just and constant, and would not

have practised foully against those whom he took to be enemies.

No man had credit enough with him to corrupt him in point of

loyalty to the King whilst he thought himself wise enough to

know what treason was ; but the new doctrine and distinction of

allegiance, and of the King's power in and out of Parliament,

and the new notions of ordinances, were too hard for him, and

did really intoxicate his understanding, and made him quit his

own to follow their's who he thought wished as well, and judged

better than himself. His vanity disposed him to be ' His Excel-

lency,' and his weakness to believe that he should be ( the

General' in the Houses as well as in the Field; and be able

to govern their counsels, and restrain their passions, as well as to

fight their battles ; and that by this means he should become the

protector, and not the destroyer, of the King and kingdom.

With this ill-grounded confidence he launched out into that sea

where he met with nothing but rocks and shelves, and from

whence he could never discover any safe port to harbour in."
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"

: JAMES GRAHAM,
FIRST MARQUIS OF MONTROSE.

JAMES, fifth Earl of Montrose, a nobleman whose admirable

heroism and loyalty at once threw the highest blaze of splendor

on his many other great qualities, and left his faults if he had

any, in total shadow, was the only son of John, the fourth Earl,

President of the Session in Scotland, by Margaret, daughter of

William Ruthven, Earl of Gowrie. He was born in 1612, and

having received the best education that his country could give,

passed several of the early years of his maturity in France, where

he became passionately attached to the military profession, and

accepted a commission of Captain in the royal guard of Louis

the thirteenth. At length, in 1637, he visited the Court of his

master, invited, as is said, by the Marquis of Hamilton, but

Charles, for some cause now unknown, conceived a distaste to

him, and he presently retired, mortified and enraged, into

Scotland, where he attached himself to the covenanting malcon-

tents. It may be reasonably conjectured that Hamilton himself,

who possessed a great influence over the mind of the King, and

who, with a temper much inclined to jealousy and envy,

possessed all the refined arts of a courtier, had infused this

disgust, since from that period Montrose held him in a bitter

enmity, for the origin of which no cause has been assigned.

The purity and nobleness of his heart soon withdrew him from

a party which had deceived him for a time by the warmth of its

professions, and the reasonableness and simplicity of its declared

views. Though mere anger had induced him to embark with the

covenanters, he became a sincere convert to their pretended

principles, and his unaffected zeal, joined to their observation of
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his great qualifications, and their knowledge of his personal

influence in the country, induced them to receive him into their

secret councils. He now discovered that their latent design was

to overthrow the monarchy, and, abandoning his private resent-

ments, resolved to oppose it to his utmost ; engaged in the royal

cause such of the nobility as he could trust ; and laid a plan to

carry over to the King a force of two thousand foot and five

hundred horse, which the covenanters, when they appeared in

arms, in the spring of 1639, had intrusted to his command. A

treaty, however, soon after ensued, during which he found means

to convey to the King an earnest proffer of his services, in a letter

which, as afterwards appeared, was purloined from his Majesty's

person by an attendant who transmitted it to the covenanters. It

is needless to say that he was now held by them in fear and

abhorrence, but as their resistance had commenced, according to

the cautious custom of rebellions, with professions of attachment

to the person of the King, they were withheld for a time from

prosecuting one whose only crime was loyalty. Montrose, on his

part, well aware of their discovery, but regardless of their venge-

ance, availed himself of the opportunity of the truce, to institute,

with several of the first men in the country, a sort of counter

covenant, by which they vowed to defend the Crown, and its

lawful prerogatives, against all enemies, foreign or domestic.

This was not to be endured. He was seized, on an indirect

charge of having conspired against the religion and government
of Scotland, and imprisoned in the Castle of Edinburgh ; on the

meeting of the Parliament, which was then just at hand, he

earnestly solicited a trial by his peers, but the request was evaded ;

and when the King left Scotland in 1641 was set at liberty.

Shortly after that period the Scots, as is well known, resolved

to march their army into England, to the aid of the Parliament.

With that narrow policy, and ignorance of noble spirit, which

almost always belong to those who combine for wicked purposes,

they now addressed themselves to Montrose's ambition, and love
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of military distinction, and offered to him the appointment of

Lieutenant General of their forces, with concessions of power
and profit never before attached to that station. He returned

no answer, but immediately passed into England, and met the

Queen, on her arrival at Burlington from Holland, whom he

earnestly besought to move her royal consort instantly to raise

an army in Scotland. Henrietta Maria listened with pleasure

and approbation to his arguments, when the persuasions of the

Marquis of Hamilton, who immediately after appeared to congra-

tulate her on her arrival, awakened her fears, and chilled her

resolution. That nobleman, by a strange error, at least in

judgment, seems to have been equally attached to the King and

to the covenant, and Montrose, perhaps somewhat prejudiced,

had from the commencement of the disorders in Scotland antici-

pated the most fatal consequences from his counsels. He had

indeed, with the usual openness of his nature, denounced

Hamilton and Argyll to the King as traitors, and, in one of the

few interviews which he had in Scotland with Charles,
"
offered,"

says Lord Clarendon,
" to make proof of their treasons in the

Parliament, but rather desired to have them both made away,

which he frankly undertook to do, but the King, abhorring that

expedient, though for his own security, advised that the proofs

might be prepared for the Parliament." Let not Montrose be

branded with the name of assassin for this proposal. Inveterate

national habit extenuates, though it cannot sanction crime, and

they who are moderately read in the history of Scotland well

know that an attack on the life of an enemy, if made in the form,

of military enterprise, incurred not at that time either the appel-

lation or the odium of murther. Montrose prepared his proofs,

but Charles durst not institute the enquiry, and was soon after

compelled, by means which it is not to our present purpose to

state, to create Hamilton a Duke, and Argyll a Marquis.

In the mean time the Parliament of Scotland having taken on

itself to sit without the King's authority, and in spite of his
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prorogations, Montrose and his friends refused to appear in it,

unless Hamilton, who held the great office of High Commissioner,

would pledge his honour to oppose, should it become necessary,

the evils which it was known to meditate, even with force of

arms. Hamilton refused, and Montrose retired to his country

seat, with the air of a man to whom public affairs had become

indifferent. It was now rumoured that he had received some

cause of disgust from the King, as well as from Hamilton, and

the covenanters once more thought to allure him to their interest

by the most magnificent offers. He affected to listen with

complacency; received with courtesy Alexander Henderson, a

person not less admired by them as a preacher than trusted as a

counsellor, whom they had deputed to treat with him ; and,

having artfully contrived to obtain from that minister, subtle as

he was, an explicit declaration of the most secret designs of the

party, flew with his intelligence to the King, who was then

besieging Gloucester in person. From this indubitable authority

he demonstrated to Charles that the covenanters had now bound

themselves by the strictest ties to the English rebels, and besought

his instant permission to levy in Scotland in his name an army
formidable enough to furnish them with employment at home.

He reiterated his former charges against Hamilton and Argyll.

Charles gave way to all his representations. Hamilton was soon

after arrested ; Montrose was impowered to raise troops in his

own country, whither the Earl of Antrim undertook to send a

force from Ireland to serve as the foundation of his army ; and

in the autumn of 1643 he set out towards Scotland, dignified

with the new title of Marquis.

With the aid of a small party furnished by the Marquis of

Newcastle, who commanded for the King in the north ofEngland,

he set up the royal standard at Dumfries, but was presently

obliged to retreat to Carlisle, where finding no means which might
enable him to carry on active operations, he resolved to return

at all events into Scotland. The outset of his journey was
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completely chivalrous. He left Carlisle, attended by a number

of his friends, who had determined to share the fortune of his

hazardous expedition ; but having reflected that so numerous an

escort would be ill-suited to the secrecy which he was anxious

to maintain, he determined to quit them silently on the road.

Accordingly, when arrived near the border he withdrew himself

in the night, not only, says Lord Clarendon, quite alone, but on

foot, and so, with equal address and fatigue, passed through the

whole country in the hands of the enemy, and reached the

Highlands in safety. Here he lay quietly for many weeks till

the arrival of the Irish, consisting only of fifteen hundred, whom
he met, still on foot, and in the habit of a peasant, in Athol, a

province entirely devoted to him. On the following day he found

himself at the head of between two and three thousand undisci-

plined men, and instantly attacked the enemy, whose force in that

part of the country consisted of thrice his. number.

The series of conquests which now rewarded his loyal and

generous exertions affords one of the finest instances extant of

the prodigies which may, I had almost said must, be wrought by
an enthusiastic fidelity in a leader to the cause for which he

fights a sentiment which with electric certainty and rapidity

communicates its mysterious warmth through thousands who

never could be taught to comprehend its motives. Montrose

thus fascinated his handful of almost unarmed men, to more than

the half of whom he was an utter stranger. On the third of

September, 1644, he gained a complete victory, called the battle

of Tippermoor, over the forces of the covenanters, commanded by

Lord Elcho, in the neighbourhood of Perth. Having reduced

the town of that name, he marched to Dundee, which also

surrendered to him. Joined there by some powerful men of the

country, the rebel government, already seriously alarmed, issued

a commission to the Marquis of Argyll to raise an army with all

expedition. Montrose, in the mean time, flew through the shire

of Angus to Aberdeen, strengthening as he went, and being met
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near that town by the rallied remains of the troops which he had

lately vanquished, reinforced by the clans of Fraser and Forbes,

gave them battle, and totally routed them. The gallantry of the

soldier now gave place to the caution and dexterity of the experi-

enced general. He called in his scattered posts, and retreated with

great skill before the increasing force of Argyll, who, soon weary

of a fruitless pursuit, and apprehensive of an attack on his own

domains, resigned his command to Sir John Urry, and shut himself

up with a strong garrison in his Castle of Inverary. Such were the

events of the first month after Montrose had appeared in arms.

He kept the field during the whole of the winter, increasing his

numbers, and laying waste, as had been anticipated, the Campbell

country: in the mean time the rebel Parliament met at Edin-

burgh, and in the month of January passed against him an act of

forfeiture and degradation, and seized his estates accordingly.

Argyll at length again appeared, at the head of a powerful body,

and the army under the command of Urry advancing towards

him on the other side, Montrose, in danger of being hemmed in,

resolved to attack the former, and, after a forced march, which

occupied the whole of a night, totally overthrew Argyll, near

Inverness, on the second of February, with great slaughter, the

Marquis himself escaping alone, and with difficulty, in a boat

which he found on the neighbouring river. He now marched

southward, and obtained considerable reinforcements; was

busily engaged in a correspondence with the King, who had

about this time formed a resolution to join Montrose in Scotland

with his army ; and on the unfortunate abandonment of that

plan, again sought the enemy. On the fourth of May, 1645, he

completely routed the troops under the command of Urry, and,

on the second of July, gained a signal victory over a select and

very powerful force, led by Colonel Baillie, a distinguished officer,

from whose skill arid courage the covenanters had anticipated

the most ample success. These actions received the names of

the battles of Old Earn, and of Alford.
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The rebel government, now seriously alarmed, issued a procla-

mation for the raising within ten days a new array of ten

thousand, which was promptly obeyed. Montrose as instantly

advanced to meet them, but they refused at first to accept his

challenge. At length on the fifteenth of August he attacked

them with the greatest fury, and, after a most unequal contest,

his troops not exceeding the number of five thousand, gained the

most glorious of his victories in the battle of Kilsyth, in which

six thousand of the enemy were slain. Submissions and addresses

now poured in on him from all quarters. He took possession of

the capital, and released the loyal nobility who were imprisoned

there, many of whom were under sentence of death, while Argyll,

and several others of the chief leaders of the rebels, fled to

Berwick, and other places in the north of England, to await the

final event of these wonders. He was in fact now master of the

kingdom, and at this juncture received from the forlorn Charles

a commission constituting him Captain General and Governor

of Scotland, with powers almost unlimited, which he caused to

be proclaimed in Edinburgh, Stirling, Linlithgow and Glasgow,

and immediately summoned a Parliament to meet in the last of

those towns on the twentieth of the following October.

An unhappy reverse, however, was at hand. Several powerful

noblemen who though known to side with the covenanters had

not engaged actively in the war, now joined his standard, with

earnest protestations of assistance and fidelity. Even those who

stood aloof sent their congratulations on his successes, and pro-

fessed to court a pacification. They pressed him earnestly to

march his army southward, and offered to place their broken

forces under his orders. Montrose was hesitating between his

doubts of their sincerity and his unwillingness to suspect such

exalted persons of rank treachery, when a messenger arrived

from the King, ordering him to hasten to the Tweed, and to

embrace the proffered accord, and promising to secure him from

all danger by a powerful reinforcement. The Marquis obeyed,
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and the traitors, on hearing that he was in motion, dispatched an

express to the General who commanded their army in England,

the famous David Leslie, requiring him instantly to march

circuitously into the heart of Scotland ; to cut off the retreat of

Montrose to the Highlands ; and to force him into an action. The

Marquis, on receiving an imperfect report of Leslie's unexpected

motion, resolved to retrace his steps, but it was too late. Leslie,

at the head of troops comparatively veteran, and abounding in

horse, with which Montrose had always been but indifferently

furnished, attacked him suddenly at Philiphaugh, near Selkirk,

and gained a complete victory.

Montrose, whose spirit was utterly invincible, instantly applied

his attention to the recruiting his shattered army. He retired to

the Highlands, and presently raised a numerous but irregular

force. In the mean time the covenanters wreaked a dreadful

vengeance on such of his friends as the fortune ofwar had thrown

into their hands ; most of the nobility who had of late joined him

withdrew to their homes; and the powerful Marquis of Huntly,

who, though sincerely attached to the royal cause, held him in an

incurable jealousy, not only refused to co-operate with him, but

even actively thwarted his plans. Amidst these formidable impe-

diments he marched to Glasgow, to shew at least his readiness to

keep his engagement of holding a Parliament in that city, which

was then in the hands of the rebels. Unprovided of the means

to drive them from it, he sought in vain for several days to tempt

them to sally forth, and to give him battle. The winter was now

far advanced, and he was in no condition to commence offensive

operations ; Charles had engaged in an indirect and worse than

useless treaty with the covenanters ; and Montrose retired for a

time to await the event, and to prepare himself for any kind of

service that the royal cause might require.

Early in the spring of 1646 that unhappy Prince became a

voluntary prisoner to his Scottish rebels. Among the first conces-

sions which they demanded of him was the disbanding of
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Montrose's army, and the Marquis presently received his

command to that effect. Montrose hesitated. He found means

of opening a private communication with the King, proposing to

disobey the order, should it appear to have been unduly extorted

from him. Charles repeated the command, accompanying it by
a secret letter in which he stated to Montrose the reasons which

seemed to him to render it necessary. The Marquis still paused,

and at length a third messenger arrived, not only charging him,

under pain of high treason, to disband, but also to transport

himself to France before the first of September. He now
submitted ; took a pathetic leave of his troops ; and on the third

of that month, hastily and in disguise, embarked in a small vessel

of Norway, and was landed at Bergen, from whence he soon after

sailed for France. At Paris he found little encouragement, and

abundant cause for disgust. The Queen of England, who had

retired thither, received him with coldness. Henrietta Maria,

not liberal in her prosperity, was now more than ever inclined to

make new friends than to acknowledge past services ; and

Montrose, who had brought with him many whom he loved, with

little to support them, perhaps expected from her supplies which

she was unable to grant. Cardinal Mazarin, to whom he applied

to raise an army to serve for Charles in Scotland, entertained his

request with a caution and ambiguity intolerable to the warmth

and generosity of his nature. He removed into Germany, and,

soon after the murther of the King his master, received an invi-

tation from Charles the second to join him at the Hague, where

.he found two parties of his countrymen, the Commissioners ofthe

Kirk, who came to bargain with the young King for his admis-

sion on their terms into Scotland, and the more moderate cove-

nanters, headed by the Duke of Hamilton; enemies to each

other, and agreeing only in their mutual aversion to himself, and

in a settled resolution to avoid all intercourse with him.

Amidst these impediments to any service that he might have

.hoped to render to the King near his person, he gladly availed
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himself of the sanction of a commission which he had not long

before received from Charles, authorising him to treat with some of

the northern Potentates for the raising troops in their dominions,

to serve under his command in Scotland. He now passed with

that view into Germany; commenced his negotiations; and

appointed Hamburgh as the rendezvous for his expected levies.

The project however proved nearly abortive. At the end of some

months his numbers very little exceeded five hundred men, whom
he had obtained from the Duke of Holstein, and with these,

pressed by the repeated solicitations of his friends in the

Highlands, he determined to prosecute his enterprise. He
embarked them in the depth of the winter of 1650, and, speedily

following, landed on the Isles of Orkney, and, crossing into

Caithness, lodged his troops, with their necessaries, in an old

castle, from whence he issued a spirited, but moderate declara-

tion, and presently received communications from many of the

neighbouring chiefs, requesting him to advance further into the

country, and engaging to bring large re-inforcements. He now

hoisted his standard, whereon he had caused to be painted the

portrait of his murthered master, with the motto "
Judge and

revenge my cause, O Lord." The rebel Parliament, then sitting

at Edinburgh, and wholly swayed by his mortal enemy the

Marquis of Argyll, had speedy notice of his arrival. Colonel

Strachan, a favourite officer, was instantly dispatched to meet

him, with a choice party of cavalry, and such was the dread of

the hero, that Leslie himself within a few days followed with a

formidable force. Montrose had marched forward, with his

usual ardour, and, being wholly without horse, gained no intelli-

gence of the approach of the enemy till he was almost in sight.

His promised aids, some from fear, others from treachery, had

wholly failed him. Indeed a body of fifteen hundred, under the

Earl of Sutherland, which was advancing to* support him, joined

Strachan on his march. The straggling Highlanders whom he

had incorporated fled without waiting for the attack, and
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Montrose, left only with his few foreigners, was in a moment

overwhelmed by Strachan's horse. Having barely gained time

to throw away the ribband and George which he had lately

received from the King, and to change dresses with a peasant, he

gained on foot the house of a country gentleman in his confidence,

who engaged to conceal him.

It has been almost generally asserted that he was betrayed to

the enemy by his host, Macleod, Laird of Assyn, whose name I

mention because some writers have incautiously cast a groundless

blemish on another of the greatest purity by calling him " the

Lord Aston." Montrose was a prisoner before the arrival of

Leslie, to whom he was delivered, and who led him in triumph

with brutal insolence, not suffering him to change the mean garb

in which he was seized, to Edinburgh. The Parliament before

his arrival there had passed its sentence on him, which I insert in

the words of a very respectable historian, who gives it from the

original, lest the ordinary narration of a proceeding so horribly

blackened by a mean and savage malice might be suspected of

exaggeration. The report of the committee employed to form it

was " that so soon as he should come to town, he should be met

at the Water Gate by the magistrates and hangman; that he

should be tied with cords upon a chair, bare-headed, and the

hangman to ride upon the horse that drew the cart, covered,

before him ; and so be brought through the town to the Tolbooth,

from whence he should be carried to the Cross of Edinburgh, and

hanged on a gibbet thirty feet high, with his declaration about

his neck ; and so hang three hours in public view ; after which

he should be beheaded and quartered ; his head to be fixed upon

the Tolbooth of Edinburgh, and his legs and arms over the gates

of Aberdeen, Perth, Stirling, and Glasgow ; and, in case he

repented, and was absolved of the sentence of excommunication,

his body should be buried in the Grey Friars ; if not, to be buried

in the Borrowmuir."

It was thought fit however to add yet another feature to the
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barbarous triumph before it's consummation. He was brought

before the Parliament, to be insulted by the Chancellor Loudon,

and to hear his sentence read. Here, as indeed throughout his

whole life, he displayed an almost supernatural magnanimity.

Being allowed to address the assembly, he commenced a short

justificatory speech, in which it was difficult to say whether the

language of an elegant scholar, the politeness of a finished gentle-

man, or the firmness of a soldier, shone most conspicuously, by

telling them that,
" since the King had so far owned them as to

treat with them, he had appeared before them with reverence, and

bare-headed, which otherwise he would not have done." He was

then informed that on the morrow he should suffer death, and the

whole sentence, even with some aggravations, was accordingly

executed on the twenty-first of May, 1650. Such was the

vengeance of those who blasphemously professed to fight, and to

judge as well as to preach, in the name of King Jesus.

Lord Clarendon alone has left us any insight, and that but

superficially, into the private character of this celebrated noble-

man. "
Montrose," says he,

" was in his nature fearless of danger,

and never declined any enterprise for the difficulty of going

through with it, but exceedingly affected those which seemed

desperate to other men, and did believe somewhat to be in

himself above other men, which made him live more easily

towards those who were, or were willing to be, inferior to him

(towards whom he exercised wonderful civility and generosity)

than with his superiors or equals. He was naturally jealous, and

suspected those who did not concur with him in the way not to

mean so well as he. He was not without vanity, but his virtues

were much superior, and he well deserved to have his memory

preserved and celebrated amongst the most illustrious persons of

the age in which he lived." It may be truly added that he

possessed an elegant genius ; spoke eloquently, and wrote with a

graceful and perspicuous turn of expression. A few of his small

poetical pieces have been preserved, but the choicest relic of his
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muse is enshrined in those exquisite lines which he wrote on-

hearing of the murther of Charles, into which he may be said to

have tranferred the force, the keenness, and the polish, of the

sword with which we are told they were written. They are well

known, but no apology will be necessary for once more recording

them.

Great, good, and just, could I but rate

My griefs, and thy too rigid fate,

I'd weep the world to such a strain

As it should deluge once again.

But, since thy loud-tongued blood demands supplies

More from Briareus' hands than Argus' eyes,

I'll sing thy obsequies with trumpet's sounds,

And write thy epitaph with blood and wounds.

The Marquis of Montrose married Magdalen, sixth daughter of

David Carnegy, first Earl of Southesk, by whom he had two sons.

The elder, whose name is unknown, died in 1645, in the sixteenth

year of his age ; and the younger, James, succeeded to his father's

dignities. From him the present Duke of Montrose is lineally

descended.
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SIR KENELM DIGBY.

IT is a perilous task to attempt to pourtray the character of a

universal genius. Sir Kenelm Digby was a scholar, a soldier, a

courtier, a divine, a philosopher, an orator, and a politician, and

not only his own country, but all Europe, held him in the highest

estimation in each of those characters. Exquisite parts, with a

most happy temper, produced in him their usual result, a perfect

politeness. His very vanity, and he abounded in it, was so well

governed, that it gave to all he said, or wrote, or did, a peculiar

zest, if I may so express myself, which all relished, while no one

could perceive from whence it came. The depth and the quick-

ness of his understanding might have qualified him for the

management of the most important affairs, and he was ambitious

of public employment, but a certain eccentricity and unsteadi-

ness, perhaps inseparable from a mind of such variety, probably

impeded his advancement. Those dispositions in him became

too the more exposed to censure because he lived in a time when

something like Roman virtue still appeared in the public conduct

of men, and a firmness of principle was displayed by two great

opposing parties, which, while it shed an additional lustre on

loyalty, lent an ornament even to rebellion. With respect to

his philosophy, it would be difficult to say whether his succeed-

ing so immediately as he did to the illustrious Bacon might be

deemed more fortunate or disadvantageous to him ; since, in

profiting largely by the discoveries of that sage, he lost, through

the carelessness of some, and the malignity of others, the credit

of originality. The truth however is, that Digby not only gave

form and birth to many of Bacon's mighty conceptions, but that

those who may have courage enough to turn for a while from
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more fashionable systems, will find in his works many inventions

which had escaped the observation of his profound predecessor.

The public circumstances of his time perhaps contributed

equally with the singularities of his nature to render his life as

various as his character. It may be said that their operation

commenced when he had scarcely left his cradle, for he was the

son and heir of that accomplished gentleman and frantic bigot,

Sir Everard Digby, who suffered death in 1606 for his concern

in the gunpowder treason. His mother was the daughter, and

sole heir, of William Mulsho, of Gothurst, in Buckinghamshire,

and her ample fortune, as well as the paternal estates, had fortu-

nately been so firmly settled on the issue of her marriage, that the

Court of Wards found itself obliged to adjudge them to the heir

male, in spite of a claim made by the Crown under the attainder

of the father. Kenelm, concerning the precise date of whose

birth there has been some contest, appears to have been born on

the eleventh of June, 1603. His mother, who was a zealous

Roman Catholic, submitted for obvious reasons, to his being bred

at least under Protestant forms, and it is said, that the early part

of his education was superintended by the celebrated Laud, at

that time Dean of Gloucester. In 1618 he was sent to Oxford,

and entered of Gloucester Hall, where the direction of his studies

was committed to the care of Mr. Thomas Allen, a man of the

highest reputation for ability and erudition, who accepted that

charge, not in the ordinary character of a college tutor, but from

affection to the family of his pupil, and for the gratification of

cultivating a genius which had already shewn abundant signs of

pre-eminence. He remained little more than two years at the

University, which having quitted with the most brilliant repu-

tation, he set out on the tour of France, Spain, and Italy, from

whence he returned in 1623, and on the 23d of October in that

year received from King James, at the house of Lord Montague,

at Hinchinbroke, the honour of knighthood, so seldom bestowed

on one of his years.
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On the accession of Charles the First, which occurred soon

after, Sir Kenelm Digby became one of the chief ornaments of

Whitehall. Charles, who did not love gaiety, highly esteemed

him however for his admirable talents ; but to the Queen, who,

before her misfortunes, had a very lively disposition, he rendered

himself infinitely agreeable, and she seems to have conceived a

friendship for him which lasted through life. He was a party in

all the royal diversions, which indeed he frequently planned and

directed, and such were the volatility of his spirits, and the care-

less elegance of his manners, that it should have seemed that he

had been bred from his infancy in a court. He obtained the

office of a Gentleman of the Bedchamber, and was soon after, an

odd mixture of employments, appointed a Commissioner of the

Navy. In 1628 he was suddenly called from the study and the

drawing room to assume the character of a naval commander,

and was sent, at the head of a squadron, to chastise the Venetians

and Algerines, who had of late infested the English trade in the

Mediterranean by their piracies. In this expedition he was

completely successful, for, having taken many of the Moorish

armed vessels, and liberated the English slaves who were in them,

he attacked the Venetian gallies, and totally routed them. These

actions, by which he acquired considerable fame of a new cha-

racter, were fought near Scanderoon, on the 16th of June.

On his return he relapsed into the student; purchased the

valuable collection of manuscripts and printed books of his early

friend Mr. Allen, of Gloucester Hall, the use of which he allowed

to that gentleman while he lived ; and soon after his decease, in

1632, nobly gave them to the Bodleian Library. He now applied

himself with much earnestness to the study of religious contro-

versy, with the view, as he confesses, to strengthen an inclination

which he had formed to abandon the protestant persuasion. He

wavered however for four .years, but in 1636 finally reconciled

himself to the Church of Rome, in spite of the arguments of

Archbishop Laud, his correspondence with whom on that subject,
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full of a charity and moderation which did honour to the hearts

of both parties, is still extant. He was at that time in France,

where he long remained, employing himself in composing elabo-

rate arguments in defence of his lately adopted faith, which he

afterwards put forth, in two publications, under the titles of,

" A Conference with a Lady about Choice of Religion," and
" Letters between Lord George Digby, and Sir Kenelm Digby,

Knt. concerning Religion ;" the one in 1638, the other not till

1651. There was an air of candour in thus publishing both

sides of a controversy, which, whether it arose from the humility

of doubt, or the arrogance of superiority, certainly gained him

much credit. The Roman Catholics triumphed, as well they

might, on the accession of such a person to their communion ;

and the Queen, their great patroness, received him on his return

to England, with much grace and confidence, and immediately

employed him in the management of an affair, his conduct in

which, while it increased her esteem for him, rendered him

obnoxious to the party which was then aspiring to that ascen-

dancy in Parliament which, unhappily for the country, it soon

after gained. The King, with a very scanty purse, was preparing

for a war with the Scots, and had called on his subjects for such

aid as they might be willing to lend him. The wealthiest of the

protestant clergy and laity had contributed liberally, and the

Queen, anxious that those of her religion should imitate the

example, engaged Sir Kenelm, and Mr. Walter Montague, to

compose a kind of circular letter to excite them, which was

dispersed throughout the kingdom, and procured considerable

sums. The House of Commons resented this proceeding, and in

January, 1640, Sir Kenelm was called to the bar, and questioned

on it. He is said to have answered with simplicity and candour,

and the Queen herself having sent an explanatory message to the

House, it seemed, for the time, to be satisfied : but the offence

was not forgotten, for in the address which was sometime after

presented, requiring the King to remove the Roman Catholics
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from his presence and his Court, Sir Kenelm Digby, and Walter

Montague, were particularly named.

His conduct, indeed, in that affair had subjected him to a

lasting suspicion. On the breaking out of the grand rebellion,

which soon followed, he was imprisoned, by order of the Parlia-

ment, in Winchester House, from whence he was released, in the

Autumn of 1643, at the instance of the Queen Dowager of France,

on condition that he should transport himself forthwith to

France. On this occasion he subscribed a declaration, more

prudent than honest, in which he promised,
" on the faith of a

Christian, and the word of a gentleman," neither directly nor

indirectly, to negociate, promote, consent unto, or conceal, any

practice or design prejudicial to the honour or safety of the

Parliament. Before his departure, however, he was strictly

examined before a committee, as to an alledged correspondence

between Archbishop Laud and the Court of Rome, and particu-

larly on the question whether a Cardinal's hat had been offered by
the Pope to that Prelate, which, with many other rumours equally

absurd and incredible, had been invented in the House to inflame

the minds of the people. His pen had not been unemployed

during his confinement: We have two pieces written by him in

Winchester House ; the one intituled " Observations on Religio

Medici, occasionally written by Sir K. D. Knt." This small

piece, printed in 1643, and addressed to his great friend, Edward

Earl of Dorset, is said to have been written in one night, an

assertion which seems to be contradicted by the word " occa-

sionally" in the title. The other, though hastily composed, is a

little work of deep reflection ;

" Observations on the twenty-

second stanza, in the ninth canto of the second book of Spenser's

Fairy Queen," in a letter to Sir Edward Stradling, published in

1644.

He was received in France even with rapture. The extent of

his natural talents and his learning, and the gay variety of his

conversation, captivated a people equally ingenious and volatile.
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He passed a considerable part of his time in the Court, where he

was a great favourite with the Queen Dowager, as well as in the

most refined private societies of Paris ; and then, as seems to

have been his custom, suddenly withdrew himself wholly to his

studies. He now digested and reduced to order the particulars

of a philosophical system on which he had long speculated, and

which he published at Paris in 1644, in two parts, under the

titles of " a Treatise of the Nature of Bodies," and " a Treatise

declaring the Operations and Nature of Man's Soul, out of which

the Immortality of reasonable Souls is evinced." This, which

may be esteemed, in every point of consideration, as his greatest

work, exalted his reputation to the utmost, and the feeble attacks

made on it by Alexander Ross, and by some writers on the conti-

nent, served but to increase the number of its students, both at

home and abroad. He wrote also, soon after, in Latin,
" Five

Books of Peripatetic Institutions, with a Theological Appendix

concerning the Origin of the World," which were not printed till

1651.

The final subversion of Monarchy in England called him home.

He had lost his eldest son in the faint struggle made by the Earl

of Holland on the part of the King, and had otherwise partaken

largely in the misfortunes of that sad period. He was scarcely

allowed time to manage a composition for his estate, which,

however, as we shall see presently, was not the sole object of his

journey, when the Parliament ordered him to withdraw, and

forbade him to return, without leave of the House, under pain of

death. He fled once more into France where he joined the little

Court of Henrietta Maria, who had lately appointed him her

Chancellor, and by whom, not long after his arrival, he was sent

as her Envoy to Pope Innocent the Tenth. He is said to have

disgusted the pontiff by the unreasonable haughtiness and free-

dom of his behaviour, a charge ill suited to the general character

of his temper and breeding.
" At first," says Aubrey, in some

curious notices of Sir Kenelm, from which I shall have occasion
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to make larger extracts,
" he was mightily admired ; but after

some time he grew high, and hectored at his Holiness, and gave

him the lie. The Pope said he was mad." Wood, who gives

nearly the same account, adds, what may be feared was the true

occasion of his quarrel with the Pope, that,
"

having made a

collection of money for the afflicted Catholics in England, he was

found to be no faithful steward in that matter."

Cromwell, having crushed the Long Parliament, and assumed

the sovereign power, Sir Kenelm returned to England, and to

the great surprise and regret of all parties, seemed presently

to acquire some degree of intimacy, and even favour, with the

usurper. Time has unveiled the mystery of this seemingly unna-

tural connection. The publication of the Duke of Ormond's

papers has proved that, even from the hour of the death of Charles,

Digby had meditated the restoration of his own religion in

England, by joining the Roman Catholics and the King's mur-

derers in one common cause. Lord Byron, in a letter to the

Marquis of Ormond, of the first of March, 1649, from Caen, in

Normandy, says,
" Sir Kenelm Digby, with some other Roma-

nists, accompanied with one Watson, an Independent, who hath

brought them passes from Fairfax, is gone for England, to join

the interests of all the Englfeh Papists with that bloody party

that murdered the King, in the opposition and extirpation of

monarchial government ; or if that government be thought fit,

yet that it shall be by election, and not by succession, as formerly

provided : that a free exercise of the Romish religion be granted,

and of all other religions whatsoever, excepting that which was

established by law in the Church of England," &c. And a letter

in the same collection from a Dr. Winstead, a physician at

Rouen, to Secretary Nicholas, of a date somewhat earlier, after

reciting a long conversation between himself and Sir Kenelm,

when the latter was about to embark, concludes " The plot, as

I am told, about which Sir Kenelm Digby is employed as agent

to treat with those horrid rebels, the Independents of England, is
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for the subversion of successive hereditary monarchy there, and

to make it elective, and to establish Popery there, and to give

toleration to all manner of religions there, except that of the

Church of England according to the practice thereof." Here then

we find the cause of the severity of the Long Parliament towards

Digby, when he visited England for the alledged purpose of

compounding for his estates, as well as the motive to the grace

with which he was now received by Cromwell, to whom doubt-

less he came to reiterate the same proposals, perhaps somewhat

modified with regard to hereditary succession. That Cromwell

should have sought to fortify his dominion by gaining over the

English Catholics, adds nothing to the weight of crime and

infamy which loads his memory ; but for the treachery thus

imputed to Digby, the most fervid affection to his religious faith

which we could ascribe to him would furnish no extenuation ;

and, however painful it may be to believe the story, it is scarcely

possible to doubt the truth of it.

Having remained in England for a considerable time, he went

again to the continent in 1656, and travelled through France and

Germany, fixing his residence occasionally for long intervals in

different cities, and collecting and bestowing treasure in every

branch of science. Amidst these refined pursuits, however, he

found time to correspond with Secretary Thurloe, with profes-

sions, on his part, of the firmest attachment to the person and

government of Cromwell ; after whose death, and during the

rapid dissolution of the system which he had framed, Digby

returned to Paris to await the event. Immediately after the

restoration, he came to London, and, though the King and his

ministers were well apprised of the intrigues which have lately

been mentioned, was received at Court, at least, with great com-

plaisance. It would have been surprising indeed had he been

treated with confidence.

In composing this memoir, I have purposely omitted many
small circumstances of Sir Kenelm's story, for the sake of giving
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them in the dress in which they appear in a late very choice

publication of papers in the Bodleian and Ashmolean libraries,

which closes with a collection of biographical memorandums,

loosely strung together under the several heads to which they

belong, by the pen of the singular John Aubrey. Those who

read biography with a true taste and feeling, well know how

much the life and freshness of such unstudied notices fade in

being reduced even to the best form of regular narrative.

" Sir Kenelm Digby," says Aubrey, "was a great traveller, and

understood ten or twelve languages. He was not only master of

a good and graceful judicious style, but he also wrote a delicate

hand, both fast hand, and Roman."

"He was such a goodly handsome person, and had so graceful

elocution, and noble address, that had he been dropt out of the

clouds in any part of the world he would have made himself

respected ; but the Jesuits spake spitefully, and said 'twas true,

but then he must not stay there above six weeks. He was well

versed in all kinds of learning : and he had also this virtue ; that

no man knew better how to abound, and to be abased, and either

was indifferent to him : No man became grandeur better ; some-

times again he would live only with a lackey, and horse with a

footcloth. He was very generous and liberal to deserving

persons."
" Much against his mother's, &c. consent, he married that

celebrated beauty, and courtesan, Mrs. Venetia Stanley, whom

Richard, Earl of Dorset kept as his concubine, had children by

her, and settled on her an annuity of five hundred pounds per

annum, which, after Sir K.'D. married, was unpaid by the Earl.

Sir Kenelm sued the Earl, after marriage, and recovered it. He
would say that a handsome lusty man, that was discreet, might
make a virtuous wife out of a brothel house. This lady carried

herself blamelessly, yet they say he was jealous of her. She died

in her bed suddenly; some suspected that she was poisoned.
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When her head was opened there was found but little brain,

which her husband imputed to her drinking of viper wine ; but

spiteful women would say that it was a viper husband, who was

jealous of her. Once a year the Earl of Dorset invited her and

Sir Kenelm to dinner, where the Earl would behold her with

much passion, and only kiss her hand. After her death, to avoid

envy and scandal, he retired into Gresham College, at London,

where he diverted himself with his chemistry, and the professor's

good conversation. He wore there a long mourning cloak ; a

high cornered hat ; his beard unshorn ; looked like an hermit ;

as signs of sorrow for his beloved wife, to whose memory he

erected a sumptuous monument, now quite destroyed by the great

conflagration. He was a person of extraordinary strength. I

remember one at Sherbourne, relating to the Earl of Bristol,

protested to us that as he, being a middling man, being set in a

chair, Sir Kenelme took him up, chair and all, with one arm.

He was of an undaunted courage, yet not apt in the least to give

offence. His conversation was both ingenious and innocent."

" There is in print, in French, and also in English, translated

by Mr. James Howell, a speech that he made at a philosophical

assembly at Montpellier, 165.. of the sympathetique powder. He
made a speech at the beginning of the meeting of the Royal

Society, of the vegetation of plants. He was born to three

thousand pounds per annum. His ancient seat, I think, is Gote-

hurst, in Buckinghamshire. He had a fair estate also in Rut-

landshire. What by reason of the civil wars, and his generous

mind, he contracted great debts ; and, I know not how, there

being a great falling out between him and his then only son,

John, he settled his estate upon Cornwalleys, a subtle solicitor,

and also a member of the House of Commons, who did put Mr.

John Digby to much charge in law. Sir John Hoskyns informs

me that Sir Kenelm Digby did translate Petronius Arbiter into

English," &c. &c.
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Sir Kenelm Digby survived the restoration about five years,

which he passed rather in the enjoyment than in the active prose-

cution of science. He lived entirely in London, and established

in his house, in Covent Garden, those literary assemblies to which

he had been accustomed in France, and which he seems first to

have introduced in this country. He had been for several years

afflicted by the stone, and in the autumn and winter of 1664 his

attacks of that cruel disease so frequently recurred as to reduce

him to a state of extreme weakness. He was preparing however

for one more visit to Paris, when a most violent paroxysm carried

him off on his birthday, the eleventh of June, in the following

year. He was buried in Christ-Church within Newgate, where,

several years before his death, he had erected a superb monu-

ment in memory of his wife. By the unbridled frailties of that

lady, the Earl of Dorset having been but one of many favoured

lovers, much of the noblest blood of England was dishonoured,

for she was the daughter of Sir Edward Stanley, Knight of the

Bath, grandson of the great Edward, Earl of Derby, by Lucy,

daughter and coheir of Thomas Percy, Earl of Northumberland.

Sir Kenelm left by her an only child, John Digby, who certainly

inherited, though under many disadvantages and vexations, the

most part of his father's estates. In him the male line of his

branch of the Digbies became extinct, for he had by his wife,

Margaret, daughter of Sir Edward Longueville, of Wolverton,

in Bucks, two daughters only ; Margaret Maria, married to Sir

John Conway, of Bodey, in Flintshire, and Charlotte Theophila,

to Richard Mostyn, of Penbeddw, in the same county.

In addition to the works which have already been mentioned,

several small tracts have been published under the name of Sir

Kenelm Digby. A discourse delivered before the Royal Society

on the Vegetation of Plants. Choice Receipts in Physic and

Chirurgery. Cordial and distilled Water and Spirits, Perfumes,

and other Curiosities. His Closet opened, wherein is discovered
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several ways of making Wines. Excellent Directions for Cook-

ery. Choice Collection of rare chemical Secrets," &c. But there

is reason to suspect that all these, except the first, were the glean-

ings of his laboratory, put together, and published after his death,

by the servant who assisted him in his philosophical experiments.
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DOROTHY SIDNEY,

COUNTESS OF SUNDERLAND.

1 H E subject of this memoir has been so largely celebrated

under a fictitious title that she is little known by her own, and

Sacharissa, but for the pains of modern commentators, might have

been mistaken for a lovely creature of the poet's imagination.

Her bard, really inspired by the tender passion, in chanting the

praises of her beauty raised his own fame, without rendering

justice to her's. He has left a sweet but unfinished picture,

conscious probably of his inability to pourtray her character ; for

there is reason to fear that Waller was little sensible to the

charms of virtue, and Lady Sunderland seems to have been

faultless.

She was the eldest of the eight daughters of Robert Sidney,

second Earl of Leicester of his family, by Dorothy, daughter of

Henry Percy, ninth Earl of Northumberland, and was born in

the year 1620. Her parents were the chief ornaments of the

almost irreproachable court of Charles the first ; not more dis-

tinguished by their good sense, politeness, and perfect honour

and probity, than by those mild and sweet affections, which form

the great charm of private life. This daughter, if they made a

distinction which it is always difficult for parents to avoid,

appears to have been their favourite. In the many little enquiries

and communications between the Earl and Countess, respecting

their numerous family, which may be found scattered in the

"
Sidney Papers," it is easy to discover that her name is always

mentioned with more than ordinary solicitude ; and, when the

years of childhood had passed over, the same degree of anxiety is

manifested as to the choice of a husband for her.
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Before she had reached the age of sixteen she was surrounded

by suitors. It appears indeed by a letter in the Stratford collec-

tion that Lord Russell, the heir of the great house of Bedford,

had been allotted to her by the gossips of the court even so early

as in the spring of 1635; and it is probably to that nobleman

that the Countess alludes, in a letter to the Earl her husband, of

the nineteenth of the succeeding December, in which she says
<(

it would joy me much to receave sume hope of that Lord's

addresses to Doll which you writt of to me ; for, next to what

consearns you, I confes she is considered by me above any thing

of this world." This negotiation however failed, and Lord Russell

was succeeded by the Earl of Devonshire. On the fourteenth of

March, 1636, the Countess writes " I am confident that if

Holland had shewed himself reall to my Lord of Devonshire's

marrieng Doll, which he professed, thaie wold never have im-

ploied him in making a manage for another ; wich makes me

conclude that eather his Ladie commaunds him to hinder Doll,

or ells he is so weake, and so unfaithfull, as his friendship is not

worthie the least rushe." Another of her letters, May the

eighteenth, 1637, in which we find that Devonshire was retiring

from his pretensions, introduces to us, in no very favourable

light, a new lover. " Now conserning Doll, of whom I can

neather saie what I desier, nor what I thought I should have done ;

for I find my Lord Lovelace so unsertaine5 and so idle ; so much

addicted to meane companie, and so easily drawne to debocherie ;

as it is now my studie how to breake off with him in such a

manner as it maie be saide that we refused him ; for since

Sundaie last we have not seene him, though he be everie daie

verie neere us. Many particulars I could tell you of his wildnes ;

but the knowleg of them would be of no use to you, since he is

likelie to be a stranger to us ; for, though his estate is good, his

person pretie enowfe, and his witte much more then ordinarie,

yet daire I not venture to give Doll to him. And concerning my
Lord of Devonshire I can saie as little to please you ; for, though
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his mother and sister maide faire shows of good intentions to us,

yeet in the ende we finde themJust as I expected, full of desaite

and jugling. The sister is gone from this towne, but the yonge
Lord is still here,, who never visited us but once, and yeet all the

towne spoke of a marriege, which I thinke came upon my Lord

of Holland's divolging his confidence that it wolde be so, and he

conceaves that he had much reason to beleeve what he did. My
deere hart, lett not these crose accidents troble you ; for we do

not know what God has provided for her."

Of Waller's addresses to her in any other character than that

of a poet little is known but that they were offered, and rejected.

He had been left a widower at the age of five and twenty, with a

fine person, a large estate, and the most refined accomplishments.

The dignified feelings however of the nobility of that day induced

her parents, burthened as they were with a most numerous family,

to dismiss him with disdain. It has been said that he was so

severely afflicted by the disappointment as to have resolved to

quit his country for ever ; but it is known that he remained at

home, and soon after took a second wife. The mind that can

pour forth its griefs in song will find no great difficulty in recall-

ing a desperate resolution.

At length, on the eleventh of July, 1639, she was married, at

Pensehurst, to Henry, third Lord Spencer, soon after created

Earl of Sunderland, of whose admirable character and story as a

faint sketch is given elsewhere in this collection, little need be

here added. Mutual affection, equally ardent and delicate ;

similarity, almost exact, of ages and dispositions ; youth, and

health, and virtue ; seemed to have combined to bless their

union, and to promise them lengthened days, crowned with the

highest felicity. But it was otherwise decreed. Sunderland, full

of loyalty and patriotism, and blushing at the thought of being

absent from a contest in which grey-headed nobles were hastening

to take the field, tore himself from his sweet consort, and, fol-

lowing the King to York, appeared in arms as a volunteer at
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Nottingham, when the Royal Standard was erected there on the

twenty-second of August, 1642; served for twelve months, with

the gallantry and skill of a veteran soldier ; and fell, pierced by

a cannon ball, at the battle of Newbury, on the twentieth of

September, 1643. The letter written to her by her father on this

terrible occasion is fortunately preserved in the Sidney Papers.

It is of great length, composed with excellent judgment, and the

most affecting tenderness. I will select one short extract, more

particularly because it tends to disclose some features of the

delightful character of her to whom it was addressed.

" Your reason will assure you that, besides the vanity of be-

moning that which hath no remedy, you offend him whom you

loved if you hurt that person whom he loved. Remember how

apprehensive he was of your dangers, and how sorry for any thing

that troubled you. Imagine how he sees that you afflict and hurt

yourself. You will then believe that, though he look upon it

without any perturbation, for that cannot be admitted by that

blessed condition wherein he is, yet he may censure you, and

think you forgetfull of the friendship that was between you, if

you pursue not his desires in being carefull of yourself, who was

so deare unto him. But he sees you not. He knows not what

you do. Well ; what then ? Would you do any thing that would

displease him if he knew it because he is where he doth not know

it ? I am sure that was never in your thoughts ; for the rules of

your actions were, and must be, virtue, and affection to your

husband ; not the consideration of his ignorance or knowledge

of what you do : that is but an accident ; neither do I think that

his presence was at any time more than a circumstance not at

all necessary to your absteining from those things that might

displease him, &c."

The affection of this excellent parent and child towards each

other was fully reciprocal. A few of Lady Sunderland's letters

are to be found in the Sidney Papers. They were written mostly

before her marriage; addressed to her father; very short, arid
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containing little but expressions of duty and endearment. I

cannot however refrain from inserting one of them, peculiarly

characteristic of the sweet humility of her disposition, as well as

affording an agreeable example of the finished style in which she

had learned to clothe her sentiments.

" My Lord,

Had not my intentions bine deverted by the

trouble of a distemper which a great cold produced, and since

that by the expectation of Rochell's coming hither, I would not

have bine thus slow in presenting your Lordship with my most

humble thankes for the many fine things that you have bestowed

on mee. And, though they will be my greatest ornements, which

is of much consideration by persons no wiser then I am, they could

not give me any contentment but as I understand they are

expressions of your Lordship's favour, a blessing that above all

others in this world I do with most passion desier ; and my ambi-

tion is that whatsoever your Lordship doth propounde to be in the

perfectest good child upon the earth you may find accomplisht

in me, that will ever be your Lordship's most affectionet, most

humble, and exactly obedient,

D. SIDNEY."

Nor must Waller's admirable letter on her marriage, written

to her sister, the Lady Lucy Sidney, though already frequently

printed, be omitted here. The annals of gallantry surely cannot

furnish another instance of such sprightliness from the pen of a

disappointed lover.

" Madam,
In this common joy at Penshurst I know none to

whom complaints may come less unseasonable than to your Lady-

ship, the loss of a bedfellow being almost equal to that of a

mistress ; and therefore you ought at least to pardon, if you con-

sent not to, the imprecations of the deserted, which just heaven

no doubt will hear.
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"
May my Lady Dorothy (if we may yet call her so) suffer as

much, and have the like passion for this young Lord, whom she

has preferred to the rest of mankind, as others have had for her ;

and may this love before the year go about make her taste of the

first curse imposed on womankind, the pains of becoming a

mother. May her first born be none of her own sex, nor so like

her but that he may resemble her Lord as much as herself. May
she that always affected silence, and retiredness, have the house

filled with the noise and number of her children, and hereafter of

her grand children ; and then may she arrive at that great curse,

so much declined by fair ladies, old age. May she live to be very

old, and yet seem young ; be told so by her glass, and have no

aches to inform her of the truth : and when she shall appear to

be mortal, may her Lord not mourn for her, but go hand in hand

with her to that place where we are told there is neither marrying

nor giving in marriage ; that, being there divorced, we may all

have an equal interest in her again. My revenge being immortal,

I wish all this may also befal their posterity to the world's end,

and afterwards.

" To you, Madam, I wish all good things ; and that this loss

may in good time be happily supplied with a more constant bed-

fellow of the other sex. Madam, I humbly kiss your hands, and

beg pardon for this trouble from,

Your Ladyship's most humble servant,

EDM. WALLER."

To forbear from giving here at least one quotation from the

poems of her constant bard would needlessly add to the imperfec-

tions of this sketch. Of the numerous tributes of Waller's muse

to Sacharissa most are insignificant, and none of very high interest.

Perhaps the best is to be found in some very lively lines " to

Amoret," said to have been a Lady Sophia Murray, which Dr.

Johnson, in his life of Waller, has honoured by observing that

they are among those of his poetical pieces, whose "
excellency
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ought to save them from oblivion." Johnson, in another place,

seems to refer the poet's complaints in these verses of her haugh-
tiness and severity to the general character of her mind ; but it

is clear that Waller meant to apply them merely to her rejection

of his addresses.

TO AMORET.

Fair, that you may truly know

What you unto Thyrsis owe,

I will tell you how I do

Sacharissa love, and you.

Joy salutes me when I set

My blest eyes on Amoret ;

But with wonder I am struck

While I on the other look.

If sweet Amoret complains,

I have sense of all her pains ;

But for Sacharissa I

Do not only grieve but die.

All that of my self is mine,

Lovely Amoret, is thine :

Sacharissa's captive fain

Would untie his iron chain,

And, those scorching beams to shun,

To thy gentle shadow run.

If the soul had free election

To dispose of her affection,

I would not thus long have borne

Haughty Sacharissa's scorn :

But 'tis sure some power above

Which controuls our wills in love :

If not love, a strong desire

To create and spread that fire

In my breast solicits me,

Beauteous Amoret, for thee.

'Tis amazement, more than love,

Which her radiant eyes do move :

If less splendour wait on thine,

Yet they so benignly shine,

I would turn my dazzled sight

To behold their milder light ;

But as hard 'tis to destroy

That high flame as to enjoy,

Which how eas'ly I might do

Heav'n (as eas'ly scal'd) does know,

Amoret, as sweet and good

As the most delicious food,

Which, but tasted, does impart

Life and gladness to the heart.

Sacharissa's beauty's wine,

Which to madness doth incline :

Such a liquor has no brain

That is mortal can sustain.

Scarce can I to heav'n excuse

The devotion which I use

Unto that adored dame ;

For 'tis not unlike the same

Which I thither ought to send.

So that, if it could take end,

'Twould to heav'n itself be due

To succeed her, and not you,

Who already have of me
,

All that's not idolatry ;

Which, though not so fierce a flame

Is longer like to be the same.

Then smile on me and I will prove

Wonder is shorter liv'd than love.

To return however to the simple truth, Lady Sunderland at the

death of her Lord was left great with child, and was delivered,

soon after that sad event, of a daughter, which scarcely survived

its birth. She then retired to his estate of Brington, in North-

amptonshire, where she lived for several years, distinguished only
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by the benignity of her disposition, and by the invariable exercise

of every religious and moral duty.
" She is not to be mentioned,"

says Lloyd, in his Memoirs of the Loyalists,
" without the highest

honour in this catalogue of sufferers, to so many of whom her

house was a sanctuary, her interest a protection, her estate a

maintenance, and the livings in her gift a preferment." At length,

on the eighth of July, 1652, she married, apparently at the request

of her father, Robert Smythe, a Kentish gentleman, of the family

of the Viscounts Strangford in Ireland, which was already allied

to her house. Him also she survived, and, dying in 1683-4, was

buried on the twenty-fifth of February in that year, at Brington,

with her Lord, by whom she left one son, Robert, his successor,

and one daughter, Dorothy, married to Sir George Savile, Bart.,

afterwards Marquis of Halifax. By her second husband she had

an only child, Robert, Governor of Dover Castle, under Charles

the second, to whom that venerable judge, Sir Sidney Stafford

Smythe, who died not many years since Chief Baron of the

Exchequer, was grandson.
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